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DR-ICING SYSTE"S OF FLIGht VEHICLES.

BASES OF DESIGN METHODS k0k TES IM.

P. Kh. Tenishev, B. A. Stroyanov, V. S. Savin., V. K. Kordinov, A. 1.

Teslenko, V. N. Leontlyev.

Sdited by Cand. of the tech. sciences R. Kh. Tenishev.
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Page 2.

In the book are presented taeoretical bases and practical

methods for calculation and testing of the de-icing systems (POS) of

aircraft and helicopters.

On the basis of the generalization of the results of

experimental investigations are sown the meteorological conditions,

under which is possible tae aircrdtt icing and power plant and are

prescribed/assiqned the conditions, which can be accepted as

calculated for design of POS.

is shown the adverse effect of different forms and forms of

icing on stability and aircraft aandling and operation of engine. Are

given the approximation methods of sizing of the icing up zones.

Are briefly examined contemporary mechanical, physicochemical

and thermal deicers and are proposed criteria according to their

evaluation during design of PUS. Primary attention is given to th-

thermoelectric and air-aeat systems, for which are given the detailed

procedures of thermal designs.

Are described methods and the tests technique of POS under the

4
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actual and artificial ccnaitions or icing and are noted the special

features/peculiarities of r.sts with the imitators of icing.

The book is intended ror tue engineers of the aircraft industry,

instructors and students oi aviation VTUZ [higher technical

educational institution].

Page 3.

Preface.

For contemporary aviation transport the task of reducing to the

minimum of the effect cf meteorological conditicns on the regularity

of flights is extremely urgent. An its solution one of the

fundamental places occupies tre protection of aircraft and

helicopters from icing.

On this question taere is a sufficiently large number of foreign

and Soviet works, but some of taem became obsolete, and others eithpr

were dedicated to separate pxouldms or represent only the

descriptions of the constructions/designs of de-icing systems. 0. K.

Trunov's recently published booX (58] is the most complete work, in

which are generalized many materials on existing means of defense

"- +- i"
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from icing; however, in it are insufficiently represented the

practical methods for calculation dad testing of de-icing systems.

At present most efiective are thermal methods of the prctection

of flight vehicles from icing. They require the expenditure of tha

very considerable power whose selection of engines in many instances

noticeably affects the rlignt caazacteristics of flight vehicle.

Therefore the creation or suttiiciently effective and at the same time

economical protective systems in many respects depends on how are

correctly selected their design anu thermal parameters. Specifically,

to these questions - to tae calculation of thermal deicers, to the

criteria of the selection or their optimum parameters and to the

methods for testing de-icing systems - is given primary attention in

this book.

The authors express deep gratitude to N. G. Shchitayev, who

wrote Section 2 of chapter i, 0. d. Buslayev for the participation

in writing Section 1 of chapter VilI, and also L. L. Kerber, V. A.

Krupenikova, A. F. Foloueyev and T. P. Meshcheryakova for valuable

observations about the manuscript and V. V. Yegorova, L. P. Pestova,

L. F. Vinogradova and other coliragues for large by aid for the

creation of the book.

The authors express their gzatitude to Cand. of tech. sciences,
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docent A. S. Zuyev whose recommendations regarding the number of

questions of calculaticn and investigations of protective systems of

flight vehicles from icina are used in the bock.

Page 4.

PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS AND UNITS UP MEASUREMENT. (remaining desigrations

are given in text).

Mechanical values.

b - size/dimension of ciord a;

C - profile thickness m;

D, d - diameter a;

H - flight altitude m;

R, r- radius i;

S - size/dimension on the enclosure of profile/airfoil a;

x - projection of size/dimension on chord direction a;
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6 - thickness of the layer a;

F - area in the m2;

a - speed of sound in us.

I.-speed of the growta ot ice in a/s;

.1 V - true airspeed in m/s;

g - acceleration of gravity in s2

w - water content of clouds (adss of drop-forming water into 1 M3 Of

air) in kg/m3 ;

p -density in kg/ia';

G -Mass flow rate per tiia unit ot area in kg/se. 2;

p - specific pressure ir N/az;

-p drop/jump in the sjpecitic pressures in N/rn2;
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P.-partial pressure (eidsticity) of the saturated water vapor in

e,..elasticity of vapor at e'quiliorium temperature of surface in

[ "- kinematic modulus Gf VISiCOSIty in m2/s;

-coefficient of dynamic viscosity in Nos/m2;

a angle of attack into rad;

x-- sweep angle into rad;

-the ay~gular rate of rotction .Lr rad/s;

n - rotational speed in rad/s.

Values of heat- and mass eXChdU91d, energies and powers.

T -temperature in deg. K;
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t - temperature in deg. 5;

t
I1- equilibrium temperdture of aoist surface in deg. K;

AT, At - the temperature diftereatial in deg.;

Q - heat flux, in W/m;

q - heat-flux density (deasity of Leating) in W/M2 ;

- coefficient of thermal conuuctLvity in W/m-deg;

K - coefficient of heat transfer ja W/MZ-deg;

- heat-transfer coefficient ia W/m2 -deg;

a- coefficient of thermal aiffusivity in m2/s.

Page 5.

c - coefficient of heat capacity in J/kgodeg;

e"-. coefficient of heat capacity of the air at a constant pressure

in J/kgodeg;

-nAw|
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R - the gas constant of ajet in J/&qedeg;

L.--- latent heat of evaoratioa ia the J/kg;

L.,- specific heat of fusion ot ice in the J/kg;

I- specific heat of caoaction ot fuel/propellant in J/ky.

Electrical values.

E - electromotive force in V;

U - voltage (potential dift ereaceJ in V;

), i - current in metering circuit in A;

R - resistance in ohm;

C0.- capacity/capacitance in f;

S-. temperature drag coefticienz in Q/deg;
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V - mutual conductance of sensor (instrument) in mv/deg.

Dimensionless quantities.

E - general/common/total (ianeyral) interception coefficient of the

drops;

-- local interception coetztcient;

q-. cyclic recurrence (relation to cycle time to the time of heating

one section);

= - pressure ratio in the compressor;

L -- coefficient of freezing ice;

,- coefficient of the numiaity of the surface;

r*- temperature recovery factor;

i
- parameter of the relative size/dimensicn of the drops;

M - Mach number (relative speea) of the flight;
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* - relative air humidity (o/o).

Fundamental indices.

1 - boundary layer edge;

ad - adiabatic:

v - water, and also "internal";

vl - moist, moist surface (p. vi. - surface moist);

v. p - water vapor;

g - to the characteristics of yalvdnometer (and also millivoltmeter,

tail, etc.);

gd - hydraulic;

gf - corrugation;

din- dynamic (to the Exessure ol tlow);

i- evaporation.
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iz - insulation/isolatica;

k - drop of the vater;

kr - critical;

1 - ice;

n - heating, heated, and aldso "eKternal";

o - the undisturbed flow.

p - surface;

pl - film of water on the surface;

pn - complete;

pr - instrument, and also "given";

rasch -calculation, calculated value;
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st - statistical (to the ptessuce of flow);

t.n- "thermal knife".

Page 6.

ul - zone of the catching;

z - zone of the flowing iu of watex on the surface;

e - heating element;

ekv - equivalent;

ef - effective;

a - to the convective heat exchange;

- to the values, connected witn the intensity of mass transfer

(evaporation)

c - to the parameters of ta saturated water vapor;

E - to a total quantity cf absorbed by water (on an entire region of
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catching) ;

to a local quantity o. tae aasorhed by water;

to the total value or quantity.

Su per scri pts.

S- to equilibrium temperature or stagnation air flow;

- relative value (dimension.ess);

- average/mean value of quantLty.

L " *
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Page 7.

Part one.

CALCULATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF DE-ICING SYSTEMS.

Chapter I.

eteorological and design conaitios of icing&.

FOOTNOTE 1. Section 1.1-1.3 were written by B. A. Stroganov, Section

1.4- A. I. Teslenko. ENDPOOTNJTE.

1.1. Fundamental information duout clouds.

Aircraft icing connected witu the presence in the atmosphere of

water in the drop-forming state with negative temperature and in tha

overwhelming majority oL tne cases occurs during flights in clouds.

In meteorology accept following division of clouds into classes or

forms: cirrocumulus and cirrostrdtus, altocumulus and altostratus,

laminar, stratocumulus and nimoostratus, cumulus and cumuloniibus.

The fundamental characteristics of the clouds of various forms are

represented in 'able 1. 1. dowever, in the examination of clouds frcm

j
• '
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the point of view of icing it is possible to he restricted by their

unification into two grcups: stratus and cumulus clouds, morecver th,:

first include altostratus, stratus, stratocumulus and nimbostratus

clouds, and to the second - altocumulus, cumulus and cumulonimbus.

1.2. Fundamental meteorological parameters of icing.

The fundamental meteurological parameters on which depends th

icing, they are:

a) the quantity (mass) ot wzcr in the form of drops, which is

contained per unit of vclume ot cloud (water content);

b) the temperature, with wnic occurs the icing;

c) the size/dimension of tue water drops;

d) the extent of cloud oa tae vertical line and the

horizon/level.

Icing is connected witn tue defined set of parameters indicat>i

above, but from the point ot view of recurrence in the flights of it

can be considered as the phenomeno random.
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Pages 8-9.

Therefore during the design oi ae-icing system the design conditions

of icing must be defined from tanc how frequently they are

encountered in practice and as is dangerous their effect on flight

aircraft characteristics. Are xuown cases [77) when icing was

encountered at very low 4-o5D-70oC) temperatures or with extremely

high (5-10 g/m3 ) water content; nowever, hardly this can serve as

base/root for the selection of such conditions for initial ones

during the calculation cz da-icing systems, if are encountered thmy

very rarely. The selection ot aasign conditions must be produced by

processing sufficiently vast weather data by the methods of

mathematical statistics. From tzis point of view we analyze the

values of the temperature, water content and size/dimension of drops

with icing in flight.

Temperature of clouds witn icing.

As already mentioneo a ove, icing obuslovlivaets4 on the

presence at minus temperatures or the supercooled drops of water. Th

ability of water to remain in toe liquid state, without being

crystallized, depends on a whole series of the factors, including

such, which do not yield to sufriciently precise evaluation as, for

example, the contamination or watei by salts cr the presence of th-
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mechanical crystallization nucloii.

But numerous experimants IJ], (4], [40], [49] show that at first

at relatively small minus temperatures (-10--150 C) the drops stab2e

are retained in the liquid staze and do not freeze.

L ..... hi
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lible 1. 1.

Bri1er Cloud Charcterit~cs.
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Key: (1). Cloud form. (z). hegnt/altitude of lower boundary, km.

(3). Thickness. (4). Extent on aoizon/level. (5). Average/mean wat*-:
content g/m3 . (6). Micrcsracture. (7). Mean arithmetic radius of

drops p. (8). Probability of iciny at minus temperature. (9). Averge

speed of ice formation mm/min. (IU). Appearance. (11). Upper deck.

(12). Cirrus. Cirrocumuius. Cirrostratus. (13). From hundreds of

meters to several (5-7) kilometers. (14). 200-600 km along the normal

to front and 1000 km and aore along front. (15). Crystal. (16). Whit

or bluish, usually very thin an . transparent, take form of undulating

or fibrous film. (17). Avacage/mdaa deck. (18). Altocumulus. (19).

Altostratus. (20). Severai aund&.da meters. Frcm 1 to 2 km. (21).

500-900 km along the normal to front and 1000 km and more along

front. (22). Predominantly arop. Mixed. (23). (with

oscillations/vibrations trom 3 to 20). (24). (greatest in upper cloud

boundary). (25). White or gray in the form of waves or film, as a

rule, closing entire sky. (.b). Lower deck. (27). Stratocumulus.

(28). Laminar. (29). Nimtosztatus. (30). km. (31). To several

kilometers. (32). 200-400 xm ilong the normal tc front and 1000 kn

and more along front. (JJ). Drop. (34). 5-10 (with

oscillations/vibrations irom 1 to bO) 2-5 (with

oscillations/vibrations from 1 to 09) 7-8 (with

oscillations/vibrations trom 2 to 72). (35). to 1-2 (greatest in

upper cloud boundary) 0.5-0.6 (greatest in lower part of cloud).

(36). Gray or dark gray, in tae form of continuous sometimes fibrous

----------------------- r
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or laminar deposit, which Lraquentiy closes entire sky. (37).

Vertical development. (3b. Cumulus. (39). kucevno-rain. (40). From

hundreds of meters to sLvaral Kilometers (sometimes to tropopause).

(41). To 20-30 km (they go cionq tront by banks in zone 30-100 Km

from front). (42). Mixed. (44). 1.4-2 (greatest in upper part) 2-3

(to 5) (greatest in upez part). (44). Dense white in the form of

towers or canopies with greyisn or dark base/toot.

Page 10.

Then begin to freeze major azops, Dut crystallization occurs the

majority of drops it noniazensively and remains nonfrozen. Sc, at

temperatures it is above - JbQ C was noted crystallization only by

20o/o of drops with a diamater ox z0-50 y. Upon reaching of tho

specific temperature is observed a sharp (spontaneous) increase in

the number of freezing urops ana iii practice cccurs complete

crystallization. The temperature ot spontaneous crystallization

depends on the size/dimension of Urops, rate cf cooling, presence of

admixtures/impurities, etc., dari on the investigations of difterent

authors it has somewhat dibtinct values. The majority of the data

obtained by them tells about tue tdct that virtually the limit of th:

existence of supercooled water in the drop-fcrming form is the

temperature of approximataly -400 C, although sometimes were obtairn-I

the supercooled drops even at-7 0 C.
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Fig. 1.1. depicts the uependehce of the temperature of

crystallization tp on the size/dimension of drops according to the

data of the studies, carried out ay different authors. In spite of

certain disagreement, is distincrl visible the general/commcn/total

tendency of a decrease in cryszdilization temperature with the

decrease of size of drops.

4
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-5A . a-

-35 -

Fig. 1.1. Dependence of taa remierature of crystallization t,, of thp

drops of water on their sizes/dimensions.

data: < - Haverly; - Ho-ler; o - Dorsh and Hecker; 0- Bigg;

A - Zak and Malkinoy; a - Ladzag.

Page 11.

However, the maximum temperature oz the crystallization of drops is

substantially lower than tne maximum temperature of icing, since a

quantity and sizes/dimensions or nonfrozen drops at sufficiently low

temperatures of surrounding air are very low, icing intensity

insignificant and it is eacoutezat rarely.
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So, on the investigations ot Pepler, who analyzed the results of

9000 aircraft soundings in Geradny, icing at temperature is below -

80 C were noted only intc 22o/o ol cases. True, the investigations of

Pepler are related to the 19Ota one-year: however, data on the

tests, carried out much £dter, contirm this law. Table 1.2 gives th-

statistical data about the recurrence of temperatures at icing,

obtained in the USA, Englan1 and USSR in in the period from of

1955- 1960 to [58], [70], I IW8J, 124], (132]. They also show that a

number of cases of icing az iou temperatures sharply is decreased and

the overwhelming majority of the c4ses of icing occurs in the range

of temperatures from 0 to -150 C.

=I
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Table 1.2. Recurrence of differeat temperatures at icing.

• " ("1EaponemcK,,

Temijapaypa ) ______

C 4* o6uero q MCAJO U OL r 
-  

" 6q roCAyqaei. KoAaqe- CAyqafe8 It,.qe a K oA..e
CT3 CJly- cTBa c.Iy-

qaeo laeB 'aeB

142 25,4 is 25.0 69 7.8
-6- -10 I 215 38,4 40 55,6 426 48,0
-- L+--15 122 21,8 13 18,0 213 21.0
-16i--20 51 9,1 1 1,4 122 13,8
-21 --- 25 21 3,7 - - 50 5.6
-25--30 I 8 1.4 - 4 0.5
-30-'--35 1 0,2 2 o.2
-35- !. I 0,1

Key: (1). Temperature of surrounLLag air of oC. (2). North America.

(3). England. (4). Eurcean territory of union. (5). number of casqs.

(6). o/o from total quantity oi cases. (7). and it is below.

Page 12.

Water content of clouds vita icing.

From water content, or more precisely speaking, from the

combination of water content dnd sizes/dimensions of drops in essence

depends a quantity of ice, which is formed an lifting surfaces of

flight vehicle with iciny.

To the investigation ot water content in clouds is devoted a

large number of works [i 5 j, 13bJ, [37], [41], [50], (58], (63]. [801,
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[82], (148], and the data accumuldted at present make it possible 'o

sufficiently accurately rtat/wstimate its numerical value in clouds

depending on temperature.

The maximum value ct water content in clcuds can be obtained on

the basis of the theoretical calculation of the condensation of watr

during the adiabatic process or neat exchange in dependence on

height/altitude and temperature. Fig. 1.2, borrowed from [40],

depicts changes in the value or the concentration of liquid water

during its condensation under varied conditions.

This figure is interesting because it makes it possible to

rate/estimate the relataciasuip/ratio of water content for clcuds in

different geographical dreas (tropics, temperate zone and polar

climate) according to tne Lemperature of cloud base.

The theoretical values or cuncentration represented in Fig. 1.2,

apparently, even if they dre encountered in practice, then only in

very powerful/thick clouds. The real values of water content depend

on many factors (for example, irom the time of the "life" of the

clouds), which cannot be taxen into consideration during theoretical

calculation; therefore for tae suiriciently precise evaluation of

water content are represented more reliable statistical data on the

measurements of water ccatent or clouds in flight.

: I I I I I m~d" .. . II I J] : ? :Iv
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Such investigations wre carr.Led out by a number of

organizations both in tne USSa tcentral aerological observatory,

State NiI (Scientific Fesearch Institute] of civil aviation) and

abroad - in the USA (NACA), England (ARC), etc. Most completely thesE.

investigations are reflected Ln works [37], (56].
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.1? del

-0 -5 0 5 t0 U5 20 t0 C

r l

Fig. 1.2. The limiting concentration of liquid water (g/m3) during

the adiabatic process cL sat exciiange depending on height/altituDe

and temperature.

The climate: I -polar; 1i modarated: III -tropical.

Key: (1.g/23 _

Page 13.

The recurrence of the aiffIeLent values of water content in thce

clouds of laminar forms at m~inus temperatures in middle latitudes is

represented in Table 1.3.
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For the clouds of ctaer iocas is retained the analogous

relationship/ratio betveun watar content and temperature, namely:

with a decrease in the temperature of cloud decreases the water

content and is decreased tue prooanility of the rendezvous of this

water content with icing. dowever, the absolute values of water

content at one and the same temaeratures of air in the clouds of

various forms will be substanially distinct. Thus, for instance,

mathematical expectation of tue value of water content, designed

according to the data of NACA [.UJ, composes in cumulus clouds 0.4

g/m3, and into laminar cnes only 0.23 g/m3.

A change in the water content in height/altitude in different

types clouds is not equal. In tne clouds of laminar forms the water

content grows/rises with neiat/alritude, beginning from lower cloud

base, it reaches maximum in uppex third and sharply it falls about

its upper boundary. For frontal clouds as a result of the

precipitation of water the water content in their upper parts is

decreased, and in lower ones it yrows/rises; therefore the maximum of

water content is equally proaole in an entire thickness of cloud.
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Table 1.3. Recurrence of tn6 aiterent values of water content in thq

clouds of laminar forms at mines temperatures in middle latitudes.

IO. - 15'0-2.1

0.05-0,15 17,88 19.08 11.26 3,95 1,21
0,16+0,25 . 11,97 7,71 1.75 0,88 0.18
0,26+0,35 6,13 3,77 63 0,32 0.11
0,36+0,45 3.15 1.28 0,44 0,08 0.03

0.6+0.,51.49 0,59 0, 15 0,04 -
0,56+0,66 1,07 0,28 0.12 - -

0.66+0,75 0,26 0.11 0,05 - -
0,76-0,85 0.53 0,03 ---

086+0.95 0,19 0,01 001 0.01
0,96-1,05 0,08 0,04 --

1,06+ 1,15 0,06 -0,01,16-+1A5 0.056 - - -

tlcJo cay aeu c3385 2600 1375 418 121-r

42.87% 32.9% 17,41% 5,29% 1,53%

1I(oJ
Bceru nicJIo c~yqaes
10"o) 7M9

Key: (1). Temperatures. (2|). Water content, g/m 3 . (3). Recurrence in

o/o. (4). Number of cases. (5). or. (6). Entire number of cases.

Page 14.

In cumulus clouds the water content grows/rises from lower boundary

to the middle of cloud, aud tuen is depressed to upper boundary and,

thus, the maximum value ci water content is reached in the centsr

section of the cloud.
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Should be noted clos4 agieaaent of the results of the

measurements of water content in moderate band of the Soviet Union,

USA and Canada (4], (37]. So, in the clouds of laminar forms at minus

temperatures the maximum ot recurr~nce falls at the value of water

content in the USSR and Cdnadd to 0.1 g/m 3 , tc the USA to 0.19 g/m 3 .

In this case the maximum of wdter content is considerably above

(order 1.5-2 g/m 3), but according to latter/last data in cumulus

congestus clouds was noted rna water content of more than 40 g/M 3 .

The majority of measurements indicated above of water content

was made with the aid of ice-depositing cylinders which average th

measured water content on rue isr-ance of 5-10 km. Therefore cne

should to assume that tnese adta dze related in essence to this

extent of the zone of icing. The investigations of a change in thn

water content in the horizontdi extent of cloud in sufficient spac-

it was not produced; thezetore iniormation on this question tears

tentative character. So, Fi'. 1.j shows a change of the average/medn

water content in dependenci on tae extent of zone L of icing,

borrowed from (371 which is constructed on the basis of the

distribution of water content in frontal clouds. In Fig. 1.3 points

additionally plotted/apilied Lewis's data on the investigation of

icing above North America.

In meteorology during processing of the results of soundings of
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the atmosphere frequently the saasurments of water content

divide/mark off over temperature ranges (0-50 C; -5--100 C, etc.) and

is examined the recurrence ot water content independently in each

range. This processing alzhoujk uoes not give the

general/common/total evaluation oi the recurrence of water content

and temperature in clouds, it is very convenient for the analytical

expression of the dependence oi water content on temperature and

recurrence of water content at this temperature. In analogy with +hc-

concept of conditional irooarility accepted in mathematics which

determines the probability oi eveut A (in our case the specific war-i

content) when the event B (in our case the specific temperature)

already began, this recurrence should be called conditional

recurrence, or recurrence ot water content.
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018

0,6

0 100 203400 SOO 00 o.LKH

Fig. 1.3. The dependence oi avtfizg/mean water content on the ex:tr-n

of the zone of the icinS (point.- jpiotted/applied Lewis's data).

Key: (1.g/M3.

Page 15.

Some authors [37], [(5b), [d2j use the quantile of the recurr-rnc,

of the specific water ccntent, undar which is understood not cnly a~

number of cases, in which tai,5 water content was observed at this

temperature, but also all c~s iA which the water content was less

than the given. So, 90o/o juantile mean that the water content int:c

90o/o of cases at this temp~erature was less or equal to the qive n,

but in l0o/o of cases It wa6 moze than it.

On the basis of the daaiysi.s of statistical data on water

content in the clouds ot L.. P. Mazi.na's laminar forms (36] it
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proposed the empirical lorauJia waiich gives the dependence between !:h~ I
water content, temperaturd dfld qudatile of the recurrence of water

content at the prescribecLsbi~neaQ temperature:

f2 -... Ig (100 -(1.1)w..

where wo - the value of water content, which corresponds no/c to 1thz

guantile of recurrence at rtuis teajperature;

w0 (t) - the value of water content, which corresponds to 630/0 of

quantile of recurrence, buich accept during calculation as the

initial;

e - Naperian base (e=2.7163) ;

Mmm-minimum value of water content which it can be fixed at

present by the instruments used.
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1,99

010

Fig. 1.(4. Dependence of wate~r conte~nt w4 on ambient temperatures to

with different quantiles oL wat.~r content.

Key: (1.g/M3.

Page 16.

Value wo(t) is determined trom the empirical formula

Wo (I) -5,-e-L" 9 M

where to - temperature cf air i.n OC.

Value :c....i equal to U.Ui-0j.O4 g/a3 and during calculaticns, ca-,

be omitted.
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Dependences ', calcuLdtea Dy this formula cn to for different

no/o are shown in Fig. 1.4. Tney virtually coincide with the

dependences for the quantiles of water content, given in work [58].

From the point of view o± providing flight safety during the

calculation of de-icing systems to more conveniently use not the

quantiles of the recurrence or baear content, but by the recurrence

of the rendezvous of conditions ueavier than calculation. It is not

difficult to see that it at this temperature is selected water

content m'.n which corresicads to u o/o of quantile, then the

recurrence of the rendezvous or water content w>wm comprises

(100-n) o/o.

If we (100-n)o/o desainate tnrough p,% then, by

throwing/rejecting wj, and Dy substituting lg e=0.434, we will obtain

the following calculaticn iorauia:

w. = 2,3='0 (t) 12 - Ig P.I, (1.3)

in which P. - a recurrence of rendezvous at this temperature t° C of

water content, which exceeds water content w,.

Size/dimension of drops with icalq.

Cloud is polydispersa aerosol, in which are contained the dropz

of different sizes/dimensions irom several microns to several ten,

41
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and with rain - even hunarcus of microns. The distribution of drops

in cloud according to sizs/aiaensions depends on many reasons

(duration of the "life" of cioud, the temperature of surrounding air,

the character of the formation/education of cloud and its type, ?t c.)

(31, [37], [40], [49], [b6]. in fig. 1.5, borrowed from [107], are

shown comparative relative sizes/dimensions of different atmosph-ric

drops. in the different authors it is possible to find the various

forms of the law of the aistriuution of cloud drops, obtained

empirically or derived with tue specific assumptions.

Page 17.

Thus, for instance, tas law o± Khirgian - Mazin takes the for"m

n (,) =axs exp (-bx), (1.4)

and Palmer's law

n (x) = a exp (-bx) (1.5)

and both are special cases o tAe distribution, obtained by L. M.

Levin (32] on the base of Kolaoyorov theorem about the random proc-ss

of the fragmentation:

n (X,) = ' -'k7. exr, InI.,

In these formulas by x is unerstood diameter of drop, a in

question, b, 7- empirical coefficients.

III
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In addition to this, is 4 series/row of deFendences (Schumann,

Best, Langmuir, etc.), tna azrops linking distribution with water

content or time whose examinatiLc does not enter into our task.

However, it is necessary to note that for the characteristic of

the sizes/dimensions of drops in clouds they usually use the values

of "average/mean" radii or aidmetars which frequently have different

value, depending on that, from bhat point of view is rated/estimatzd

the spectrum of drops. Sc is d.LstiLguished:

- the mean arithmetic raaius, equal to the sum of radii of all

drops, divided into their rctai number;

- mean modal radius, waich corresponds to the most frequently

encountered radius of the arcs;

- semieffective, i.e. giving maximum contribution to the water

content;

- mean median, i.e. radius with which one half an entire watpr

content falls to more major drops, and the other - to small/finer.
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(1) W),eRKUd dOAdb(1CO0ri )

~ 0 0 OdneeeHue
- o (20+L30MK)

Pi g. 1.5. Comparative relative si~zs/dimensions of different

atmospheric drops.

Key: (1). Fog (10 u). (4e. Sadil/tine rain (1000 pi). (3). Hoarfrost

(100 u~). (4). Drizzling rain, (200 y). (5). Icing (20-30 1j).

MW xI
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Page 18.

For the characteristic of clouds from the point of view of icing

greatest interest are or two lattar/last values of mean radius, sirce

they are directly connectea wita water content of clouds. In their

absolute values they are close to each other, and for the symmetrical

spectra their values ccincide, DuL at the same time they are

substantially different Lrom otnehr mean radii. So, for a law

Khrgian-Mazin the mean-median cauius, for example, is obtained 1.i3

times of more than mean ari.a ric. Therefore during the analysis of

the meteorological conditions or icing, examined/considered by

different authors, should De tocused attention on what concept of

mean radius it is accerted for tnat being determining.

On the study of the sizes/ulaensions of drops, just as water

content in the clouds or various forms, is a large number of works;

therefore we will be restrictea to indication that in the opinion co

authors' majority the semieLfectivw diameters of drops in stratus ar"

within the limits of 20-5 M, and in cumulus clouds 30-40 a.

Water content of ice clouds dad fog.
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Usually in ice cicuds iciu does not occur, but under sFecific

conditions (on the heated surlace) can occur sufficiently intense

icing. So, a whole series of shutdcwns of engines "Proteus" on

aircraft "Britain" [76] and [1z], as it seemed, was caused by the

accumulation of the crystals oi ice in the air channel of enginps.

In connection with tae tact tuat the crystalline ice in the

atmosphere is obtained as a result of the gradual crystallization of

the drops of water with a rtaperazure decrease, the

general/common/total water contea (drop and crystal) of clouds everi

at low temperatures is Very large L83], [120] and -able 1.4.

Ii

,4 . . :: - p
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Table 1.4. Naxinum geroaJ/comaon/total water coateat of clouds.

Aan pue 2Auana(9 BUSM? Doj~cr fpomzzevsmt*

0- -20 am000 9000 8.0 1
5,0 5I 2,u 80 (5)
1.0 150S H Cowee

5.0 5
-20-+---40 5000-t-12 000 2,0 is

1.0 so (1
0.5' 100 6aM

Key: (1.Temperature range. (2). Altitude range. (3). Water cont :it

g/m3. (4). Extent. (5). aaa moire.

Page 19.

With icing in fog we encounter in essence with the operation of

engines on the earth/grcunca.

The value of water content in fog for the different values of a

mean arithmetic radius ct arops~rK is given in fable 1.5, borrowed

from work [63].

1.3. The design conditicns ox ici.nyl.

FOOTNOTE 1. Conditions, assiqued for the calculation of the

parameters of POS. ENDFOOTNJT6.

.................... ...... .... i
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Above were separately examined the recurrence of icing and tkc

recurrence of the value ci water ccntent at different temperatures of

air which in the first approximaticn. subsequently let us accept for

the probability of the rendazvou6 of icing and value of water contc.n+

at these temperatures. Let us deignate the probability of ths

rendezvous of icing at temarature t through Pi.and the probability

of rendezvous at this saaa temperature of the value of water ccntsnt,

greater than certain coakuted value w,, through P4,. Then the

probability of the joint renuezvoua of the conditions of icing at

temperature t ace by water content W >wpis equal to the product cf

the probabilities of the events inicated:

p.p,.p. (.7)

Utilizing the data examIned aoove (see Table 1.2 and 1.3)

through the recurrence cf Icing and water content, ue find value P0

at different temperatures, tuau according to the formula. analogous

(1. 3), we determine the value of water content . The results of

calculations, represented in tue form of function ~a- from the

temperature of air for uafrereat P., are given in Fig* 1.6.

This form of the assignment of the calculated values of water

content is most substantiated, since it, in the first place,

sufficiently clearly shows, witt what probability should be expected
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the rendezvous of the condltions or icing more heavily in the spns

of larger water content than those, to which is designed protectiva

system, and, in the second place, is assumed this probability of

identical in entire teuFerature range of icing, which is impcrtant

from the point of view of providing flight safety.

*1

.1I

'~!
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Table 1.5. Iater content of fog.

rop _rab-__

2 LTYMO() 50 0,39 0.6 . 1.0
n=11. T.... (0P 1000 0.020 0.033 0.062
,JhXa (') 2000 0.010 0,016 0026

Key: (1). Form of fog. (2). Horizoatal visibility. (3). Radius of

drop rk in p. (4). Water coatait in g/m 3 . (9). Dense fog. (6). Haz-.

(7). Mist.

Page 20.

To avoid misunderstazing should be again focused attention on

the fact that probability Po ot the joint rendezvous of water cont-rnt

and temperature is related to tue cecurrence of the specific

meteo-climatic parameters at tae pkesence of icing. If it is

necessary to indicate the proajsility of the rendezvous of thes?

parameters generally tc one ligns, that for this it is necessary tc

still consider the probability of rendezvous in flight of clcuds ard

the probability of icing in them. The probability of the rendezvous

of clouds is determined in essence by meteo-climatic characteristics

of the geographical area, anove waich is fulfilled flight [48]. Fcr

the territory of the Soviet Union the recurrence of clouds at minus
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temperatures is examinea, tor example, in work [16].

As far as computed value is concerned of probability P0 , then. it

can be selected by designer according to agreement with client or ho

standardized in state crdeL. Taw calculated values of water ccntent

(unbroken curve in Fig. 1.b) dccepted in the Soviet Union in the

range of temperatures tc, -20 correspond tc Frobability P0 20.5o/o.

- - -- ---- -
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,.4 ,!.\ %,0,2

6 -5- -10 -15 -20 -25 -30t 0C

Fig. 1.6. Dependence of the value of water content on ambient

temperature at different vaLues oL probability P0.

Key: (1). g/2 3 .

Page 21.

In the range of temferdtures of -25-30 0C data in the valups of

water content are statistically confirmed insufficiently; thereforc

for increasing the flight safety tne values of the probability of lh--

rendezvous of the off-design conuLUtions of icing P0 are accepted

somewhat smaller (consequentiy, the calculated values of water

A
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content -large).

The calculated diameters ut drops can be accepted: 20 h~-for

prolonged icing and 30 p - toz shoLt-term.

Tables 4 and 5 and in tiy. b-9 applications/appendices give th-;-

English and American design conditi.ons of icing (74), (86], [1231.

1. 4. Air humidity, cond.Ltion ror condensation and sublimating th'

moist ure.

In atmospheric air al.ways is contained certain quantity cf watr

vapor. As is known, a quantity of vapor in air is characterized by

its absolute and relative iium.LdJty. lbsolute humidity - quantity

(mass) of vapor per I m3 oz: haumid air (I.,in kg/r 3). Calculatiors

the absolute humidity ot air to usually more conveniently express az

parti-al pressure P. 0(elasticity) oi. vapor;

AMo W;. 0,622 P - 2I7.IO'. ~e 18)

Key: (1). kg/u 3.

Here R and R.,- gas comst-iats oLt &dr and water vapor; p and P.u-

partial vapor pressures zaspectivw1y of air and water T -absolute

temperature of air-steam mixture.

A,
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At this temperature aiL can contain the comnietely specific

maximum (saturated) quantity of vaior Al, having completely specific

elasticity e. Relation Me.to Me or with respect to elasticity of

vapor p..n to elasticity e of the saturated steam is relative humidity

M,

or

• - 100%. (1. 10)

During cooling of air Dy saturated steam occurs the

isolation/liberation of moisture either in liquid form - condensation

or settling to any surface witn Lnw minus temperature in the form of

ice (passing liquid phase) - sunlimation. These critical values of

temperature are called the point or dew - in the case of condensation

and hoar-frost point - in tne case of sublimaticn.

Page 22.

In other words, the point ot iew or hoarfrost - this of the

temperatures to which it is necessary to cool humid air so that it

would become saturated by water vapor. Saturation vapor pressure

relative to ice somewhat less tnau the saturation vapor pressure

relative to water (see IaDle I oL application/appendix); therefore

Kj
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saturation must by ice occurs at sualler values of relative humidity

on psychrometer, than fcr watea Libi. Consequently, the coolinq air

will achieve saturation bezore must by ice and it is later with d

larger decrease in the te.perdtuLe - above supercooled water. At

temperature of 00C points coinci e, in proportion to a temperature

decrease the difference between tn-6m grows/rises (see Table 1.6).

The comparison of the pc.nt or dew or of hoar-frost point with

the temperature of air ma4 s it possible to judge about the degre;- o

the proximity of air tc saturation by vapor and, consequently, also

about the possibility ot icing as d result cf condensation or

sublimating the moisture.

Example 1.1. To determiaid a quantity of that condensing per 1 M3

of water with a decrease iu taE temperature tc 0OC, if it is known

that at +15 0 C 0=60o/o.

In fable 1 of application/appeandix through temperature of +15oC

we find saturation pressure es+'= 1720 NI/m2, and then according to

formula (1.10) we determine partial vapor pressure (elasticity) of

the water

Key: (1). U/le.

:' -;- '- ' " . . .J ".. .. . ,.- ..-... L: : .: :. -------- ---- - - - --.. . . .- - " " '"
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The dew point for this vdiue of elasticity on 4able 1 of

application/appendix comioses +7.50C.

Consequently, a quantity oi condensing water under given

conditions will be.M( 1,.. , ,w ,.-2.1.m-, 1032 - , 3,4(,
* 280.S 273

Key: (1). g/83.

Table 1.6. Temperatures o points increases also in the hoarfrost.

-OMa P'OCM -5- -10 -1 -20 1-M -30 - -50

CN . ies -1.41 -8.9 -13.41 -1.0 -2.1-7. -65 -4W1
'C I IlI 1

Key: 1) The lev point. (2). Hoar-frost point.

4E
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Page 23.

Chapter II.

Icing of the parts of tar a.rcr4Lrt.

FOOTNOTE 1. Section 2.2 is wr.tten by N. G. Shchitayev, Secticn 2. 3 -

A. I. Teslenko, others - oy B. A. Stroganov and by R. Kh. Renishev.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

2. 1. Forms and forms of acws tormation.

The forms of ices Lormation are very different and depend on t

effect of many random factoLs whicn cannot te evaluated with

sufficient certainty. Strongest eatect on the form of ice formatio;

have the temperature of surrouading air and flight speed. Authors'

majorities isolate two characteristic forms of ice: channel-like (in

cross section horn-shaped) ana tapered ice (Fig. 2. 1).

Channel-like ice is £ormea at relatively small temperatures of

surrounding air (usually 0--7 0 c) and its form is explained Ly the

fact that at temperatures or surzace, close to 00 C, the drops of

water freeze not immediateay, but somewhat spread over surface. As a

-..
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result on surface appear VA or the ice ones of barrier, which

gradually form the horn-suadgu Du it-up edges, which strongly distcrt

prof ile/airfoil.

Tapered ice is formed dt Low Temperatures of order of -10--15 0 C

and it is below. This form ot Lca Ls explained by the fact that thr

temperature of surface is low and the drops of water, which fall to

it, freeze instantly. Between the treezing drcps remain air cavities;

therefore such an ice fieguentiy aas dull milk-white color. The

sizes/dimensions of taperea ice are usually limited and it occupies

small, surface along chord.

In the range of the temperatures of surrcunding air of -7--12 0 c

is possible the ice formation ooth of that and other form. In this

case the intensity of ice torm4tio remains sufficiently high, and

the sizes/dimensions of tae generadrix of ice are considerable.
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Fig. 2. 1. Diagrammatic £Qresentations of the forms of ice formatic1

on the aircraft profiles/dirtols: I - channel-like (horn-shapcJ) ; 2

-tapered.

Page 24.

Ice at these temperatures .s oaraea solid and with great difficulty

is removed from surface, Dut ia tae case of department/separation

from surface it can apriy tna esstatial damages to elements/cells cf

const ruction/design.

Some authors isolate into tne special variety of icing th-

formation/education cf hcdzrOiro on surface with a sharp

reduction/descent in tte dircra4t trom high altitudes. Hoarfrost 13

formed as a result of subiinatng water vapors on cold surface.

Usually it rapidly disajpeats, as soon as the temperature of surfac

it will be equalized with ambient temperature. From the point of view

of a deterioration in aeodynaaicb of the profile/airfoil of

construction/design suca an ice or high value does not have, but,

being formed on sight glass, it can cause the short-term loss of
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visibility for a pilot withi ai s cape/ensuing from this

consequences.

The effects of flight -oau on icing it is developed in a

two-fold manner. On one hdud, dn increase in the speed raises thce

intensity of ice formaticn as a result of an increase in the quanti-y

of air, which encounters to surtace per unit time, and increase in

the interception coefficient (see Chapter IV). On the other hand, an

increase in the speed causes the amplification of aerodynamic

heating. As a result the teaperature of surface grows also upon

reaching of the values, waica txcaed 0oC, icing becomes impossibl-'.

With this phenomenon is connecteu the fact that frequently at

relatively small minus eajetatares 5oC it is above) occurs ice

formation in the form of protuoerances/prominences or barriers on thee

surface of profile/airtcil drtez tae critical point (temperature at

the critical point where tn ,rdxing complete, is always higher thai,

on lateral surface) . At tiqaut sietds is above 7C0-750 km/h thr icinj

possibly in very rare cases, since the hit prcbabili.y under thE

conditions of icing with dxtremely low temperatures, as follows from

the preceding/previous chapter, is low.

2.2. Effect of icing on the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraf-.

Great effect on flant characteristics, stability and

A"

A i
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controllability exerts tbi iciag oz wing and tail assembly of

aircraft. With icing is uistorted the form and appear inequaliti E it

the surface of the nose sactio, oL the profile/airfoil the chardcte:

of the flow of which subiitant1aiy affects the lift and wing drag. In

pure/clean (uniced) wing dt sausonic speeds at low angles of attack

in the nose section of tue kroziid/airfoil is retained laminar flow

in boundary layer. In this case tue position on the profile/airfoil

of the transition point oi zhis L1ow intc turtulent depends cn the

smoothness of surface (by evaiuatea medium altitude of the

protuberances/prominencas ox rouganess), Reynolds number and special

features/peculiarities ct zae icim of the ncse section of the

profile/airfoil.

Page 25.

At medium altitude of the protuberances/prominences of roughniss

cn the order of 5-10 v in rae zdavorable cases the flow is retaire]

laminar to numbers Re=15.*16-2OO1U 6 , whereas roughness in 20-30

shifts boundary layer into turDulant state already with numberS

Re=1-1O6-1.510S. During turoulent flow the frictional resistancr

grows/rises 5-10 times. 1he aistortions of the form of

profile/airfoil and the roughness, called by icing, lead to the

complete disturbance/breakaown of laminar flow and the onset of the

local separations of flow, which substantially increase boundary

.. . . -1
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layer thickness. As a rbsult cousiderably grows/rises resistance ani

somewhat is decreased lixt. Most considerably grows/rises resistalce

with channel-like icing.

The wing profiles ot supersonic aircraft have smaller thickn es3

ratio and more pointed leading Eage, than the wing profiles of

subsonic aircraft.

The climb regimes ans y11uin/planning of such aircraft lie/r[st

at velocity band, at which on tne surfaces of wing and tail assemhly

appear local supersonic tze zones dnd shock waves [40], [45). Thes

profiles/airfoils are eslecially snsitive to the icing whose effect

is developed in an increase in tu resistance, the lift ccnvergencc

and angle of attack, at which begins flow separation.

In an overall drag incramean of aircraft with icing the porticn

of wing and tail assembly comprises to 70-80o/c. In the case cf icing

(Fig. 2.2) not only grcas/rises the resistance of aircraft, but also

sstamtially is decreased tui value of the ccefficient of maximum

lift c,=. The latter occurs as a Kesult of the onset of flow

separation at smaller than withcut icing, angles of attack. The

especially considerable dcease of critical angle of attack cccurs

during the deposits of cnannei-±ie ice. it is icgical that this

decrease is determined Dy icing intensity, by sensitivity of
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0,7-

0,4

0.2 _

4 8 12 c

Fig. 2.2. The character of tue eftect of icing on co and on the angle

of attack of the beginnin4 of zlow separation: I - there is nc icing;

2 - tapered ice; 3 - chanazi-like (horn-shaped ice)'. Paje 26.

It is essential to note thatIthe presence of icing the critical angl

of attack and value c,, consiaerably are decreased, but the linear

character of curve c,(). is diuzupzed long before achievement CyrMt.

The latter is explained by tue facz that local flow separations or.

the iced over wing (tail assemb1y) appear at considerably smaller

angle of attack, than cr.p pure/clean wing, and they decrease th_

angle of the slope Of caUve c#(a ). Tae onset of local flow separaticrs

is usually accompanied by the buffeting of aircraft and entails a

change in the curve of the dependence of hinge moments on the

elevator angle.

I.

... ....... ''. .... ' - .. . ... . .. _ '_ . :. : "L :.:: _ : ': :.: _'-'; :~ i .--T --q J r- ,
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profile/airfoil to the distorticzs of the form of its nose section,

by form of wing (tail asseaoly) ia plan/layout, by its effective

aspect ratio. The depenaeace ot value U given in Fig. 2.2 from arayle

of attack makes it possibie to rate/estimate a change in the lift of

the iced over wing (tail dssem)Iai) in comparison with pure/clean.
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The decrease of thicKness dad radius of curvature of

nose/leading edge usually increases the sensitivity of

profile/airfoil to icin,, i.e., is caused flow separation at smaller

angle of attack.

With aircraft iciny is disrujted the evenness of the flcw around

its parts, on which was toraeu ice, descends the thrust of power

plant, substantially deterorate r.Light characteristics of the

aircraft: is decreased the verticai rate of climb, descend ceiling

and maximum speed of fligat, increase the fuel consumption and

required power (thrust) tor Llignt at given sFeed.

.1i

- "w U A
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Fig. 2.3. The character of change in Mach number of required for

level flight and available ttrusts of uniced and iced over (dc~tI

line) aircraft with the tuzoopup engines (TVD), turbojet (TRD), ar

TRD, equipped with afterburiter (T L+FK): 1 - superscnic aircraft; 2-

subsonic aircraft with Iki; 3 - 41zcraft with TVD.

Page 27.

The results of the special tests, carried out on contemporary

passenger aircraft, shcw thdt even the moderate icing (with switch~d

off deicers) with the taic&uess of channel-like (horn-shaped) icing

on wing and tail assemaly on the order of 10-12 mm leads to a

noticeable reduction/descau in the instrument flight speed durinq

the stable operation of Engine j5d).
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The variety of the Lorw-s or icing and the complexity of

obtaining in flight of the necessazy information about rate of icing

of aircraft on make it jcssiLJe to sufficiently reliably

rate/estimate its effect on aircratt performance during flight tests.

This effect qualitatively can u d rated/estimated in the examination

of the curves of the dejenaencw or required (P ..) for level flight ana!

arranged/located (Ppeci of tar'usts on flight speed (Pig. 2. 3). Unl :

conditions of icing grows/rises the required thrust and falls thE

available thrust as a resuit or ta icing of the elements/cells of

inlet duct of power Flant. As a result reserve thrust P,,

significantly is decreased. Comparing P.., and Ppm, it is possitle to

note, in particular that tae supersonic aircraft, even with thr'

moderate icing, must very considerably lcwer flight speed. Durin tni.

explanation of the need tor instdilation on the supersonic aircraf,

of anti-icing protection saoulu La refined the Frcbability of its

icing, on the basis of the teigats/altitudes adjustable for it and

flight conditions, and considered also the possibility in the pilot

of combating icing by an increase in speed or chanje in the flight

trajectory.

During the design of air-nedt POS one should consider that thy

with work select/take a consideralie quantity of air from the

... .
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compressors of engines, waich leds to certain reduction/descpnt 'r

the engine thrust, and consequently, to a deterioration in the

aircraft performance. Ibis deterioration must be evaluated by

calculations and it is Letined Ly Ilight tests.

The decrease of the critical angles of attack of wing and tail

assembly with icing can LepreseUt extreme danger at the low speIs of

flight, especially during landing. Here one should recall that a

decrease in the velocity o the gain of altitude, level flight and

gliding/planning is connectea with the considerable increase of th:

angla of attack of wing. As a result on the iced over aircraft flcw

separation on wing can aise unexeectedly fcr a pilot, namely on such

speeds and g-forces which witnout icing are ccnsidered safe (Fig.

2.4). For providing of saiety in tnis case it is necessary that tL

minimum allowable speed uould be not less than 1.3 times more thar

the speed of disruption/searatin in the absence of icing. However,

in this case should be considered the limitation of flight sFe.*i w4th

the let-down flaps from the condition of warning/preventinq flow

separation on iced over stadoiizer (28].

Page 28.

The angle of deflection jsuzting) of stabilizer is determir-nfl -v

the moment/torque of hcrizonzal tail assembly necessary for

~77~?
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longitudinal balance, by the downwash angle, by the position cf

stabilizer by height/altituae relative to wing, also, to a

considerable degree by the flaP anyle of wing. On contemporary

aircraft with the high uEyrec ox tue high-lift device of wing

horizontal tail assembly adt taeozz and landing speeds usually flaws

itself at negative anglei ot atcK.

The icing of stabilizer, decreasing the critical angle of attack

with relatively greater fliyat speed and low g-force, can lead to

flow separation at sufficiently smdll negative angles of attack (Fi .

2.5, 1). Further decrease ot thi angle of attack of stabilizer with

an increase in the speed or a decrease of g-fcrce conducts tc

complete flow separation on its lower surface, what causes "peck" -

the sharp uncontrolled iowering of the nose of aircraft, which pilot

not in state to parry witaout Letraction of flaps, in connection wi-th

which occurs the consideran±e icss of height/altitude.

Thus, flight with the ±et-aowua flaps under conditions of iciuc,

both on excessively low anu at excessively large speed can leal to

flow separation in the tirst case on wing, the secondly - on the

lower surface of stabilizez.

'4l
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Fig. 2.4. the boundary or taa uaegnning of seFaration of flow and

region of the most safe i1ignt conditions on angle of attack during

icing at different angles 6, or tre flap deflection: a) dependence

e on a; b) the dependence of Daldncing efforts P. on *: I - possible

boundary of the beginning oz tiow separation for the lower surface c.

the stabilizer; 2 - possialt uucary of the teginning of flcw

separation on the wing: j - regiou of most safe ones c and the

angles of attack of the lavel ii ,t; 4 - value LW. corresponding tc
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the speed of limitation jn rliyin with the released high-litt dr-vic-

of the wing; 5 - with the icing (position of boundaries of 1 and 2

depends on rate of icing).

Page 29.

The boundaries of the aa~gerous zones of output to the

inadmissible angles of attac uander conditions of icing are given on

the curves of dependence c, and efort/force on elevator Ps cn anglE

of attack a (see Fig. 2.4). UsuaLl1 in the absence of icing these

dependences are close tc linear ones [45]. Icing causes a

considerable incidence/drop in tae efforts/forces from elevator with

the decrease of g-force (angle ot attack) after the onset of local

flow separation on the lcwzr sura£ce of stabilizer (in thc zcne cf

elevator). An incidence/drop in tai efforts/forces with sharp

evolutions of aircraft can lead to the creaticn of low g-force or

even cause the throw/excess/overshoot of control to end lower

position - with the subseyuant sharp "peck" of aircraft. The dccrEasr

of the angle of extensicn of rlapa significant improves the chdract:r

of balancing curves which is expiained by decrease in this case of

the downwash and angle of flow separation in the zone of axial

balancing of control surtaci or night/altitude. Analogous effect

exerts the decrease of tba power ot the turboprop angines, which blow

out/blow off wing by tb ail, rejacted by screws/propellers. The

-r -
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analysis of the effect OL tie iori, of the icing of stabilizer on

longitudinal stability is shown (see Fig. 2.6)that here also are

confirmed the general/ccmmon/uozai tendencies - great destabilizatic:

is developed with chanrel-lii& IcIng, somewhat smaller - with th

tapered (still smaller - witn tna tormation of barrier ice on thF

boundary of the warmed zcne ot tin nose/leading edge of stabilizer

with the working deicer).

i

!j
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Fig. 2.5. The diagram ot the onsat of flow separation on stabiliz-r -

at the small (negative) aaqles o! dttack of the wing: I -stabilizr:

* in the zone of large dcwn a.s witrh the deflected high-lift devic-

of the wing; II - stabili.zer is carried out of the zone of larqE

downy ashes.

Page 30.

* After the onset of local flow separation cn the lower surface of

the stabilizer, which calls an incidence/drop in efforts/forces P's

the elevator-effectiveness aerivative usually is retained in theM

sufficiently broad band ci low y-iorces, which allows with the aid of

springs in the control system to improve balancing curves P. -f(n)

and to raise flight safety. however, more rational are the measures,

directed toward an increase in tne negative critical (on

disruption/separation) anqlw of attack of stabilizer, an imprcvpm4rnt
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in the effectiveness of anta -c.nL means and an increase in the

reserve of the angle of atracc cf stabilizer from

disruption/separation. hi idattfr, in particular, can be

achieved/reached by a decrease iu the velocity of flight under

conditions of icing with the iet-aown flaps under the conditicr of

guaranteeing a sufficient Leseuve of angle of attack from

disruption/separation on wan. Snould be noted the utilized sometivm.s

structural/design measures, directed toward the decrease of the

danger of disruption/searatioa at the low angles of the attack of

aircraft with the icing of tha stidilizer: an increase in its ar--a

and arm of lift, the use/application of the more carrying

(unsymmetric) profiles/airfoiis, te shaping of slots on the

stabilizer before the control, the carrying out of stabilizer from

the zone of intense wing downwdsn (see Fig. 2, 5, II) and the

decrease of effective azect ratio of stabilizer.

[
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Fig. 2.6. Balancing curves of aircraft with flaps lowered to landing

position: 1 - uniced aircratt; 2 - tapered icing; 3 - channel-like

(horn-shaped) icing.

Page 31.

However, all these measures with nigh rate of icingj can prove to b--

insufficient and decisive importdace in providing of safety acquires

effective de-icing system.

The important value in providing of safety with icing has th-
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correct selection of glkaiag 6peeas, duration of extension of flaps

and angles of their deviatuin.

Selective gliding skdads must provide the

approximately/exemplarily identical reserve of angle of attack (se

Fig. 2.4) from disrupticu/swiearation both on the wing and on

horizontal tail assembly with the retention/preservation/maintaining

of acceptable controllability Dcth before beginning issue and with

the let-down flaps. The du:dzion ui the issue of highly efficient

mechanization/lift-off device mu.r be such that would not arise tnr-

need for sharp action ct control surface for the retention of

aircraft on the prescriued/assigned glide path, since a change in thc

g-force (decrease or increase) sA.nificantly decreases the reserv" of

angle of attack from diszuptiou/sfaration either on wing or by thi

lower surface of stabilizek. under conditions of icing the extension

of flaps is fulfilled gradually, which facilitates pilot

retention/preservation/maintaining during gliding/planning ccnstant

g-forces and flight path angle with consecutive deceleration ir. such

a way that the flight would be comjleted in the region of safe anql=z

of attack (see Fig. 2.4, zone 3). with the presence of ice on tail

assembly and the wing, i adre allowed the sizes/dimensions of takeoff

and landing strip, is expedient accomplishing landing at the reduc i

flap angles of wing.

-Ii
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The provision of a sutrtcient speed range of flight and safety

of the latter under conditions ci icing is by and blown out/blown off

by screws/propellers straight wing especially necessary for ailcrft

with the highly efficient niga-iLz device of wing, The introduction

of boundary layer contrci srems and the increase connected with

them of the downwash angles in the region of stabilizer will causp

supplementary difficulties An providing of flight safety with icin;

on aircraft both with the strdignt line and by sweptback wings. In

this case also can be applied the named above structural/design

measures.

The icing of the leading edges of tail assembly and wing,

causing decrease of criticdl angles of attack and local flow

separations, deranges ruddezs aau ailerons. Disturbances/breakdowns

are developed, in the fiart place, in decrease sometimes to zero

hinge moments/torques wat the low deflections cf controls as a

result of the onset under rhe extect of the icing of the turhuI nt

boundary layer of consideraDle thickness.

Page 32.

Flow separation on cne of the surfaces of tail assembly, in th,

region of aerodynamic balancing of control surfaces, causes the

decrease of hinge moment with the deflection of control and it can

RONA"
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lead to the throw/excess/overshoot of control to end position.

Aerodynamic forces dfnl moments/torques of them relative to the

center of gravity, called by tae aflection cf contrcl (ailercn), to

a considerable degree ate aeterained by the redistribution of

pressure on the surfaces or tail dssembly or wing. The insignificant

icing of the latter virtualy aoes not cause the redistribution of

pressure with the deflection ct control and, consequently, also does

not affect the effectiveness or control, evaluated by an increment In

the aerodynamic moment warn tae detlection of control of one degrd.c.

With considerable ici n and considerable reduction/descent

connected with it in the critical angle of attack of tail assembly or

wing the deflection of coati.oi increases camber and it leads to th

onset of disruption/separation cc the increase of its intensity,

which decreases the effectiveness of control and can cause the loss

of control of aircraft.

The icing of the leauing edyds of controls, the freezing of

moisture in the joints ot the sections of slats, the slots of the

joints of mobile stabilizar, flaps, flaps, mechanisms of locks can

lead to their wedging in tlijht dad failure. Here it should be notrli

that similar type failures as a result of the freezing of moisture

can lead to extremely serious consequences. The incidence/impingemri:t
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of moisture in the form or raian, sprays, wet snow to the named

elements/cells wit". the sUDsejuVnr freezing can occur at rest,

taxiing of aircraft and in Lliynt.

Therefore the guaranUea Ot a drainage cf construction/design,

the possibility of its convenient inspection before flight and

preservation from the iaciawace/impingement of moisture during

taxiing, on takeoff/run-up and ianaing run into mechanisms and

systems together with the iuarantee of anti-icing means is the

measure, directed towara au incrtase in the flight safety.

High value has prcection tro the icing of the receivers of

speed indicators, height/altItuae and angle of attack, since their

failure or malfunction as a result of icing can lead to involuntary

conclusion by the pilot cz aircrat to dangercus modes/conditions.

2.3. Icing of air intakes and enyines.

Efficiency of power plant under conditions of icing is

determined by layout, eftectivemess of de-icing systems and by

strictest observance of thd commands, which foresee the need for the

start of deicers in advance, wia the least threat of icing.

Icing of air intakes.

-- rim,.,W44M
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The icing of air intdKe, ds it was already said, is fraught witl

the danger of the damage or engine.

Page 33.

According to the achievement or taf specific sizes/dimensions ic-

under the action of the vlorardcns of construction/design or

fluctuations of air flcw is tharcwn off into the air duct of engine,

strikes the guiding devica, tue u±ades of the inlet ccmpressc: sta3j1:

or other elements of the construction/design cf engine it leads to

the damage of these elements/celis and, consequently, also to th7

early replacement of engine.

Ice formation on air intxae aistorts air flow at the engine

inlet. The distortion ot tn Lorn of entering lip and other inlet

components causes disruitioas/si.arations and turbulence of flow,

which can lead to surge o =ven to shutdown of engines [73].

Finally, comparatively it is recently established/installed

[58], that the incidence/imp*ingemant of the specific quantity of jc'-

into the compressor of scav typjs of gas turbine engines leads to

their spontaneous disconnection as a result of flameout in combus icrn

-. --
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chambers.

Icing of input devices o t tczaLt engines.

Ice hazards are especiaalLy subjected gas turbine engines with

axial-flow compressors.

The existing aircraft angiaue with axial-flcw compressors hav

several versions of the layout or the input devices, bases of which

are shown in Fig. 2.7. All these elementz/cells of inlet duct ot -hn

gas turbine engine: fairin 9, struts of housing or intake adapter,

blade of input guide ring, rotor uiades of first stage (rotor),

rectifying blades of fiist stiga, which appear into the flow of

surface, and other inequ litiis uecome the seats of deflection of

ice.

ice accumulations oin struts are analogous to ice built-up ezi4es

on wing or tail assembly, but tave relatively larger sizes/dimcnsions

(Fig. 2.8a).

b4
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Fig. 2.7. The basic versions of the input devices of the axial-flow

compressors of the engines: a) ViiA is absent, fairing and struts arz

fixed; b) VNA, fairing ana. stzuts are fixed; c) VNA is power (it

replaces struts), fairing is tixea; d) VNA and strut are absent,

fairing rotates.

Key: (1). the surfaces, bu cru to icing.

Page 34.

Stator blades as a resuit oL relatively low sizes/dimensicns icr

up more intensely than strut, moreover in certain cases ice can buill

up on an entire concave surtace it the blade (see Fig. 2.8b).

However, the poss4 biOity of the icing of the subsequent

steps/stages of aligning compressor blades considerably smallsr,

since already its first step/staye noticeably raises the temFerature

)f air.
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Pressure ratio, necessary tor the prevention of the icing of trip

pre-rotation blades of the secord step/stage, can be determined frcm

the relation

where pl, T., P2, T2 - pressure and temperature of air at the inle:t

into first and second stages;

t - stage efficiency ct the cowjp~essor;

k- adiabatic index.

For example [56), assuming that Tz must be order of +30C, th-n

with t0=-30OC 9 M=0.6 and 1 =0,82 is sufficient to have pressure ra io

of first stage a total cf ot approximately 1.18.

The icing of the blades oi iirst stage of compressor rotcr cain.

be sufficiently intense, aspeciai.Ly in the absence of guiding dcvice.

Although the rotating blades to some degree have a self-defense trom

icing as a result of larye centriLugal force, being separated bekcr--

ice can reach consideraLle thicaness (especially with the

lowered/reduced engine revoAuticns). Furtheracre, the spontaneous

4
. - - - - -T - -. .-.---- -- -
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disruption/separation ot ce jom nlades occurs usually unevenly and

this asymmetric icing of rutw: tLaies leads tc the disbalance of

rotor and the appearance ot va.ourdtons.

The operation of engine wiza considerable disbalance on rotor

can lead to service failure or sjia bearings.

-"ow

. . . .
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Fig. 2.8. Icing of the input devices of the engine: a) the strut; h)

blade VNA.

Page 35.

The asymmetric icing ut statoz blades can lead to the

nonuniformity of temperature tiEld at the entry intc turbine and in

jet nozzle.

Ice accumulation on olddes changes profile/airfoil and sharply

makes their lift-drag ratios worse. Furthermore, the gap/interval

between adjacent blades is deczedsed, which leads to the considerable

decrease of flow area.

Ice accumulation on the iloaiing edges of moving vanes can 1 ad

to the fact that the ice ouili-up edges will interfere the trailinq

edges of stator blades.
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On some aircraft wlita ti low location of engines under wing,

especially when air intakes are located behind front/nose wheel, 'or

preventing the incidence/imp.ageent into the engine of foreign

objects on the engine inlet are established/installed shielding

grids/cascades. But in tiigat in zones favorable for icing these

grids/cascades become the most vulnerable element/cell of inlet duct

in the relation to iciny. ;ria/cdscade can greatly rapidly be cover-!!

with ice and close the sigiii ican part of the flow area of inlet

duct, which will lead to the accease of the weight flow rate of thhe

air through compresses. If grid/cascade is not warmed, then retention

time in the zone of icing for aircraft with such engines must be will

be limitedly, otherwise taised tae temperature cf the gases betore

the turbine, which in tura, can create the danger of the rapid

superheating of the blaaes of turaine and destruction. Virtually this

danger can be eliminated oniy by gear down of engine, but this will

involve the decrease of tarust witza all resultant conseguences.

It is possible to rate/estimate the value cf an increase in th

turbine inlet gas tempeLature, assigned by the decrease of

expenditure/consumption of G o tat air through the compressor. Frcm

the equation of heat baiance LI41 with the coubustion of

fuel/propellant we have

. rs) "
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where G, - a fuel consumatiuu in the kg/s;

L1 - fuel heating value in the J/ y;

a- combustion efficiency (can De accepted 49O

T, - inlet temperature inLo combustion chamber;

T3 - inlet temperature into tn- turbine;

is - the specific enthaip it tuel/propellant in the liquid state at

temperature T2 .

Page 36.

Disregarding value G, or insignificant in comparison with other

terms, after the conversion ot zoLmula we obtain

--_ T, .T -J l ....+- + "' %: . .

or

t r+ 10 (2.4)

where f = . - a relative fuel coasumption.
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If we use formula (2.4), tuen for TRD with n=14000 r/min, at

height/altitudg H=9000 a, TG=Z280i(, T2 =400
0 K and by the initial

T3=980 0 K with the decrease or the air flow rate through the

compressor by 10o/o temieratures T3 are raised

approximately/exemplariiy ul 6UOC, but with the decrease of

expenditure/consumption to 2Uo/o - increase T3 is about 1400C.

It is necessary to focus dztuetion on the special

feature/peculiarity of the icing or the input devices of engine,

vhich is connected with a ctiange in temperature and water content ot

air in inlet duct as a Lesuit oL a change in it of the temperature of

the entering airflow. If the external surfaces of aircraft at

temperatures of higher Lhan OOC do not ice up, then the

elements/cells of inlet duct can undergo icing at temperatures to

+50 C and even somewhat atove. This phenomenon can be cbserved in the

case of expanding (lcwerian tue iressure) the airflow during its

motion along the inlet duct or engine, since in this case occurs the

decrease in its temperature, whica depends on the laycut of chanel

and on air speed at the anlez into the compressor (the higher this

speed, the more consideraule the temperature decrease). Conditions

favorable for this phencmenon usuaily occur with the operation of

engine on the earth/grcund, anl also in flight of aircraft with smaIll
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speed, but with high engine revoi.utions (climb). In these

modes/conditions even at positive temperatures of surrounding air thF

inlet temperature into ccmpressor can fall to negative value and as a

result of the condensaticn oi moisture, especially with the incrsased

air humidity, can occur the icing of the intake parts of the engin _

(method of calculation cz the temperature of humid air in inlet duct

is given in Section 5.7).

Therefore with purkcse or an increase in the flight safety in

the inlet ducts of engines snould Le had the individual signaling of

icing independent of thd preseaco of signal indicator on board

aircraft and effecting it is sekdrate with it.

It is necessary to keep an muid that during engine starting

under conditions favorable tor icing its intake elements/cells in tha

case of heating with their air cdu begin to ice up before their

heating surfaces will be neated to the necessary temperature, sinc&

air itself from compressor 1s at tirst still insufficiently heated,

especially under conditcns of ialing. Therefcre this transfer

mode/conditions under such conditions should be passed into the

shortest possible time interval.

Page 37.

kt
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2.4. icing of propellers.

icing of aircraft screws/propJeiers.

The small sizes/dimensions of propeller Liades along chcrd an'i

high peripheral speed ledd to tad fact that the interception

coefficient of water dxcps in 6craw/propeller is considerably morr-

than in wing, tail assembly or cthier elements of the construction of

the aircraft.

on the other hand, large centrifugal forces are natural

protection from ice and iroviaa its periodically spontaneous

jettisoning. However, this phencmenon always does not have positivse

results. Are known the cases, wnezi the pieces of ice, flying from

blades/vanes, broke dow&i~ usaiaji covering or damaged other elem-nts

of construction/design. Furtkiermoke, icing, as a rule, leads to thil

unbalancing of screw/pxopeillr, tine appearance of vibrations and

sometimes even to the destzuctioa of the radial bearings of Fropz-llcr

shaft.

Forms and forms of icas iormarion on propeller blades differ

little from ices formaticn on waagn and tail assembly, with exception

of the fact that under ic1.nticd.± conditions the region of the

catching of water drops ini tiades/vanes usually is more and can reach

EL-
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along chord to 25-27o/o.

The icing of blades/vdneS can stretch all their over length, hut

on tail pieces ice usually is thrown off under the action of

centrifugal forces and viaratlons, which leads to the appearance ot a

disbalance and the buffeting oL screw/propeller.

i

I!I
* I

I

*1!
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0,7-

0,4 0.6 0,8 1,0 1,2 14 1,6 1.5 2.0 V

Fig. 2.9. Effect of icing on propieller efficiency (testing withth

imitators of ice).

Key: (1). Pure/clean screw/prope~.Ler. (2). Iced over screw/proplm1lir.

Page 38.

Fig. 2.9 shows a cnazye %=L1tci.ency in the iced over

screv/propqller in compdL.Lson wi~ta uniced, obtained during tests wit,'-

the imitators of ice - the norn-szaped form, %hich reached alcny

chord 27o/o. The decrease of iaficiency to 12-160/0 correspords to 3

decrease in the velocity oi fiiyt (only due to the icing of

screw/propeller) to 20-30 km/a L.110].

The powerful/thick "accuamuiator/storage" of ice is also
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propeller spinner. If he Ls nut naielded or shielded insufficiently,

on it are formed the large adss*s of ice, which, blowing away, can

deposit the essential damages to angine or elements of the

construction of the aircraft.

Fig. 2.10 shows the ddsage to propeller blade, obtained as a

result of jettisoning ict zrcm cook. After being hammered agains--

blade/vane and after aFplying to kt such imposing damages, ice it wa ;

rejected/thrown by blade/vaae To tne side of fuselage and brckE 1--

illuminator, which was iccdtea at a distance gore than one mete-r frcom

screw/propeller [80].

Icing of helicopter screws/popeiiers.

Special peculiarity is characterized by the icing of the

blades/vanes of the helicopter screws/propellers the speed of flow

around which they change between very wide limits, up to negativ -

values in the zone of reverse/inwerse flows.

FOOTNOTE 1. Zone in the root pdat of the blade/vane in limits of

which it moves with trailing eue lorward. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The picture of icing along the length of blades/vanes to a

considerable extent deFenas aiso on ambient temperature. At lcw
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temperatures (usually crder ot -100C it is below) of the blade/vanc

of rctor the majorities ci suidlcopters ice up all over length. If

helicopter in this case has torwda velocity, then along the lenng'h

of blade/vane it is possiula to ooserve three zones of icing. In 1-

zone of reverse/inverse iiow as a result of the fact that the icin4

occurs only during of tue part ot the revolution, and the speed of

flow is low, the intensity oi ice iormation very small and only

slightly it grows/rises alon 9 biade/vane (dctted line in Fig. 2.11).

Further it begins sufficient.y rapi±dly to build up and even when wity

certain radius and to ULdde tip it grows/rises

approximately/exemplarily pzoportional to distance from screw axis.

With respect to the speed ot tiow changes the region of the catching:

in the first zone it is su££iciantly low, then toward the end cf thi

blade/vane it grows/rises.

.-
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Fig. 2.10. Damage to propallex blade by ice, discarded frcm rv1r

spinner.

Page 39.

With large water content ana, especially, majcr drops in root of ta:-

blade/vane ices up traiiinyj eaj ad certain part of the upper

surface (Fig. 2.12). FurrueraozE, icing undergo the sleeve and all

parts of control of screw/jnopeiwLi, which are located in flcw.

under conditions of tne uoveri.ng of the described picture,

naturally, it is not obsezved; tue intensity cf ice formation iii iF

case all over langth of tI aa/vda grows/rises

approximately/exeuplari.Ly poport.ional to distance from screw axis
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(see Fig. 2.11).

Higher than certain maximus tamperature of air tail pieces of

the blades/vanes as a resuir ot tne high-speed/velocity heating (-or

greater detail, see Seczion 5.4) cease to ice up first on leading

edge, and thereupon on entire eaciosure of nose/leading edge, the

value of this maximum raaius or tue icing of Ulades/vanes

sufficiently strictly fcliowing tae ambient temperature.

As a result of the joiat etfect of the temperature of air an,

speed of flow ice built-up eages along the length of blade/vane can

take the most diverse forms.

To the form of ice built-up eage have also effect different

inequalities, available on surzava, since they serve as the cente±rs

of the ices formation, during whicu the increase of ice occurs mort

intensely than on remaining suriace (besides leading edge). lhe

degree of the effect of anequai.Lies on the form of ice built-up edajrI

in proportion to an increasi in uae temperature of air is decreased.

Helicopter screws/propeliers are considerably more sensitive tc

icing than aircraft.

1 he first signs/criteria oi the icing of propeller - appearanc,.
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of the vibrations which appear as a result of the nonuniform

splitting of ice from blaads/vaaes, and in helicopter screw/propellc1r

this is aggravated even anu oy dui increase in flow separation on tha-

returning blade/vane duxing progcassive/forward flight.
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Fig. 2.11. speed of ice formation along the leading blade adqe of

helicopter rotor.

Key: (1). on/min. (2). j/&3 . (4). Am/h.

Page 40.

After the appearance of v.Larat.;crns and onset cf the driving of

control stick/knob/coluan (wirxu Doosterless ccntrol) usually

deteriorates the contrcl J.2lity' ind finally can b39in the loss of

stability of helicopter. As is xnown, flow separation on blades/van-s

in large measure depends on tne uegree of the roughness of the

surface of blades/vanes. Tue spead of heliccpter is limited to thc-

permissible value of disxujimion/sejkaration on the returning

blade/vane. However, witb icing saarply deteriorate both surfac'-

condition and the form ct pcort.le/dirfoil itself, this leads to t>ice

considerable decrease ot cr.itjicgJ angle of attack and flow separator.
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can exceed the permissiola vaui even at comparatively low f]ight

velocities.

Even with icing on stand is ooserved a sufficiently noticeabl-

increase in th3 buffeting in compaLison with the general/commcn/tclil

level of the vibrations of aeiicopter. With icing on the stand of th-

helicopter of Mi-4 this increase iu the tuffeting occurred usually in

1-1.5 min after the beginning ot icing, further during several

minutes its level somewaaL increa~ed and then more or less it was

stabilized.

In flights with natural icinj, and also in flights with the

preliminary artificial icing ox t-e screw/propeller of Mi-4 with th,

thicknesses of ice on te "nd halves blades/vanes to 7 mm were

observed the vibrations soatwnat smaller intersity, but in this ca.=:

control of helicopter became siad&, deteriorated the maneuverability

of apparatus and after certain time after the beginning ot icinq

appeared the driving and jerks/imeulsesA on ccntrol

st ick/knob/column.

FOOTNOTE 1. In flight wjtn narura± icing the jerks/impulses were

observed predominantly leagtawise. ENDFOCTNOTE.
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Fig. 2.12. Icing of helicopter rotor during the progressiwe/forwar i

flight: a) the schematic fiqure or the icing; b) the icing of

trailing edge and upper surrace of the blade/vane of the model of

screw/propeller under arti±.cial conditions.

Page 41.

Especially strongly icing atzects the light helicopters wi4th th-

piston engines which usually navs the small pcwer reserve. For

maintaining the revoluticas o± this helicopter while hovering with

the artificial icing (the average speed cf ice formation was 1.5-2

on/min) it was required to sufticiently intensely increase the

supercharginq/pressurization of engine. In spite of this,

approximately/exemplarily through the minute helicopter began to ics,-

altitude and hovering i. ceasad L 154 ], [581.
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icing of coaxial propellers.

The interesting pheuomtnoa is observed with the icing of the3

coaxial propellers of aircraft. water content in the jet, rejected by'

the first screw/propeller. is jess than water content of clouds

before it, since due tc an IUCreaSo in the speed of the rejected air

the distance between drok~s inlcreases and cicud in the direction of

the motion of jet becomiss seemia-giy more rarefied (Fig. 2.13).

Tentatively it is possirie to consider that the water content in j-: t

varies in proportion to to the re.laticn to air speed V, before thr=

plane of scrpw/propeller I to siseo Vz after the plane of the

screw/propeller

V,Wj,-.- . . (2. 5)

FOOTNOTE 1. It is logical that the described phenomenon does not

affect noticeably the icing intensity of the stationary parts, washed

by flow from screw/propeller, s.Lncez the total quantity of drcps of

water, sucked through the screw/propeller, barely changes, but only

it moves with larger speed. True, ivertain quantity of water recov ?zs

by the first screw/propel.Ler, but i.t is relatively very small.

ENDFOOT NOTE.
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As a result the icing intensity oLr front/leading screw/propell-r

proves to be above.

Similar pattern is ooserveu also for the coaxial propellers o~f

helicopter. So, during investiyion the already mentioned atove?

light helicopter under conditions of artificial icing on hovering th"e

icing intensity of the loww. sck.ev/propeller was obtained on th';

average along the length ot Piaae/vane 1.3-1.5 times lower than upp-r

ones

imp
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Fig. 2.13. Rarefaction/evacuation of cloud in slirstream.

Key: ()oFlow. (2). Pla ot sci ti/propeller.

j,

• I.,
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Page 42.

2.5. Icing of the air-iressure aeaas and nozzles of thermometprs.

Receivers and air iataxes or air flow in contrast to other

exteriors are subjected not caiy usual icing in supercooled clou3s,

but also "forcing" by ice iii ice ciouds.

This "forcing" occurs up to the temperatures of air,

considerably lower (to -40 - -500C and lower), than with usual icinq,

which substantially raizes tau specific power required for their

heating, in comparison with other heating surfaces.

The usual icing of pressure uaits also has its of the special

feature/peculiarity: in proportiou to the increase of ice the inlct

of receiver is decreased a~a, whea it stops by the area of the sam-
t~tta~e 0-,C Vr! CC SW1A$V' deCCQoSe IVI d4 01OLM'c 19,eif"e- OLV1

order as drain holes, in iutake chamberArespectively also readings

(Fig. 2.14). But if this is the nozzle of the thermometer of braki- ,

then changes the recovery racoxo or instrument. Furthermore, the

temperature of nozzle is decredsed due to the evaporation of ice. As
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a result an error in the tkhrmiAeter can reach tens of percent.

Even air intakes ox tuf aniafs in which the flow is turrc-2 t,-

the angle of more than 900, wita th~e large water content of ice

clouds can be driven in coiapleteiy by ice or snow, as this occurred,

for example, on aircraft "uLirainl" with engines "Proteus" in fliqht

in the tropical areas ol Atlantic ocean [76], (129].

I
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Fig. 2.14. Change in the zeadians (speed indicator) in relativi uity

with icirg PVD (under aztiLicial conditions). Above - the prccess of

backlash by ice of open.n1/jedru=r.

Key: (1). ain.
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Page 43.

Chapter III.

Methods and protective systems of flight vehicles from icing'.

I
FOOTNOTEA'Section 3.1-3.4 an, J.b dLe written ty R. Kh. Tqnishv,

Section 3.7 - by V. S. Savln; Section 3.5 is written by V. S. iv-n,

V. N. Lecnt'yev and A. I. -i~a~o. ENDFCOTNOTE.

Should be distingui-aea the methods of deicing and the deicr-s,

based on these methods.

Are at present kncwn tra zo±lowing methods of deicing:

- mechanical;

- physicochemical;

- thermal.

Protection can be dccomplisned/realized either by the prev.ntio:.

of the icing of surface cr oy trz periodic removal/distance c th,-
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generatrix of ice.

Mechanical methods are based only on the removal/distance of ico

with the aid of any mechaaical etfect (strain or vibrations of

surface. aerodynamic, ceitri.ugal or other external forces).

The physicochemical aetaous dre based on the use of liquids cr

compositions, which disscIve ice and depressing the freezing point of

water, i.e., they in principia cdn be used both for prevention anl

for the removal of ice. Ine remova±/distance of ice can occur Eith-r

by its complete dissolution, or aissolution only of the thin layer,

which is contacted with surract, atte which ice build-up it is

thrown off by external torcas.

Thermal methods are aased itaer on the permanent heating of thc

shielded surface to the kositive temperature %ith which ice fcrmatici.

becomes impossible (prevention of icing), or on the periodic mneltir ]

of ice, jettisoned then by externdi forces (removal/distance of icF).

Page 44.

on examined safety meatous from icing are based aviation

deicers, which canAbe rohr~er complicated cn-board systems

and comparatively simple dewices/equipment.
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Abroad of means of defensa, 1Leventing ice formation on th

shielded surface, are known by tue name "deicerse, (anti-icing,

antigivrage), the means cL tud periodic jettisoninj of ice fron

surface - by the name "deicer" (de-icing. degivrage) . In this book

we will use the more takeu teLls "ieicers" to all systems and

devices/equipment, used LoI. rsia protection of flight venicles frorr

icing, isolating the delceL6 oL permanent action (preventing icing)

and the deicers of cyclic action (removing ice).

In the space of this chatteL it is not the possible in any

detail to stop at the dervica//uiment of deicers Known at present,

especially because description it is possible tc find them in th

appropriate literature (an karticutar, sufficiently detailed

information they are corralne in (51),

Therefore we will tt Lerriced to the short examination of tlhz

fundamental types of deicacr, attti paying main attention to thermai

systems.

3.1. Mechanical deicers.

Pneumatic deicers.
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The operating principa ol t £is deicer ccnsists ot the

following. To the shielded surtace is fastened the thin rubber

protector, made in the £ccw or rue oblong elastic chamu;rs/ca-ras,

closely fitted to surface. Upon tad start of deicer the

chambers/cameras under the prssurie of the cospressed air

periodically are inflated and ii uzoken open the incrustation of ic-

forming on them. Along the iengtu (spread/scope) of the shieit-i

surface the protectors usually cousist of several sections. Such

deicers sufficiently wiaely wei applied during the years 193C-191

for the protection of wing and taji assimbly. With the advent of

aircraft with 4as turbine eaqiaci they yielded the place ior th-rwl

systems, but on some fcreiyn aircraft, predominantly with pistoi.

engines, they are applied up to now. moreover, rec..-ntly appeart-d

tendency toward the expansiun ut tue range of their use, that it i1 ;

possible to explain by thts impLcvent of construction/design ar. Iy

an increase in the reliabiiity or protectors. Fair results in thi.. it

achieved, for example, taglish tirm "Palmer", producing several

versions of pneumatic dae.%r L ida): with longitudinal (on the

winqspan) and transverse chamuers/cameras, with successive and joint

action of chambers/cameLas (Fiy. J.1).

Page 45.
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According to the data ot tLm tue total specific gravity/weight of

deicer composes 3-3.5 kg/a-, exkanaitures/consumrtions of the

compressed air - about 0.4 kq/ma.

Pneumatic deicers can ue usea also for the protection of such

parts as the radio-transkarcnt zszings about the radar antennas

(Fig. 3.2), in which tht as/jplication of thermal methods is

impossible or is very hindered/hameered, and Fhysicochemical methois

are ineffective. The eftect ox suca deicers on aerodynamics ct the

flight vehicle (which liais tae possibility cf their use/aprlicaticn

on the lifting surfaces ot hiqn-speed/velocity of aircraft) will he

insignificant.
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Fig. 3.1. The pneumatic anti-icinq protectors: a)with tne

longitudinal alternately iii11 q chambers/cameras; t) with

longitudinal simultanecu-iy vy tue filling chamters/cameras; c) w-t,

the transverse chambers/caeras; I - orking sections; 2 -

inoperative sections; 3 - tiiI©u caamber/camera; 4 - unfilled

chamber/camera.

Fig. 3.2. Use of pneumatic deicers for protection of radomes: I -
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fairing; 2 -protector; 3 ciudwnaL/camera of protactor.

Page 46.

Vibration deicers.

In principle are possiale two versions of such deicers. Th.--

first is based on the fact that uuuer the effect of the ultrasonicF

oscillations/vibrations, c~eateJ ay special siren and directed

against flow, the supercooled drcjPs Of water must be crystallized;

but crystals, reaching zurtace, wa..Ll be blown away by flow. ficwever,

this method requires exjierimenta. check, the effectiveness of it'-h.)s

far is doubtful and it, appareiy, will require the expenditurp of

considerable energy. Theretore its to use most likely will be only

for the protection of th~e suarda small parts for which other

methods on any reasons will proviz to be unsuitable.

The second version is oased on the use of the special vibratc:z

which periodically shake the sizcticns (sections) of the protectcd

surface by short series of high-trequency pulses and in this way

break up ice crust. The duzati.on ot series can be very short, azid

periodicity - as in usual cyclLc: aoicers.

However, for the evaluation ot the possibility of the practical
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realization of method will oe rejuired the serious studies bcth of

the point of view of the ezfectiveness of the removal/distance of icE

and structural strength oi the sniflded parts.

Hydrophobic coatings.

The idea of the use ot hydrophobic (not wet) coatings for

protection from icing ccnsists in obtaining of this decrease cf th-

cohesive force of ice with the shielded surface, so that it would 1-

thrown off by the external torces, without having had time to achi-v.::

undesirable sizes/dimenr1ions. Tais means could actually serve as tn

deicer of mechanical operdtlnj prihciple with the periodicity of ths

removal/distance of ice, whica was being arbitrarily

established/installed in depaunence on the conditions of icing, th-

flight conditions, etc. Unrortunarely, up to now it was impossiblp to

find this substance for codtiny, waich would satisfy the necessary

requirements. Experiment ot the numerous investigations, which wer-

being carried out by the autboi A, with teflon coatings on thp

helicopter of Ni-i (154] and witn the saries/row of other coatings o.

special spiral stand shcws that even on the rctating parts the

thickness of ice before jettisoninj reaches the significant

magnitude.

FOOTNOTE I. Investigaticias were conducted together with L. F.
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Vinogradovoy. ENDFOOTNOIE.

Page 47.

Jettisoning itself occuirin unavinly and very unsymmetrically, which

leads to the sufficiently strong9 auffeting of screw/propeller.

Only on the fast-tutaliig pirts (blade of compressor rotor),

equipped with such coatings, ice is thrown cff with considerably

smaller thickness; however, coatings themselves usually rapidly a:r

worn as a result of their asuzaicient mechanical durability.

From the aforesaid it zoiicws that the coatings known at pres~nt

cannot be used as any relidole edens of defense from the icing of the

parts of the flight vehicles in lLight and in particular - not

rotatinq (it is possible, sometiaws they will be useful as bccsc-.r

agent in combination with mecndaical or thermal methods).

Numerous unsuccessful "inventions" and fruitless attempts at +h.

use of different coatings, undert4&en in the hope for the very

tempting resolution of the proDiom of the protection of flight

vehicles in flight withcut expenaiture of energy or without th. flow

rate of any anti-icing suuztduce, should be explained that fact that

the mechanism of wettin dand ireezing of the small/fine supercoolel

k .I
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cloud drops, brought to surzae in by large speed in terms of

airflow, differs significdin~y fiom the phenomenon of the wetting cf

the cooled hydrophobic surtdce in ground-based conditions with ths

more major, freely draining drop6 of water (tc say nothing of th

case of the wetting of this suALdce it is sirFle with water jet).

Furthermore, investigdtjion snow that in spite of the excell'

hydrophobic properties cr hard- ucraced pavements the cohesive forc

of them with ice in the atmospafre proves tc be sufficiently larg

[142]. In other words, Lcz decreasing the cchesive force of ice with

the shielded surface win tsat did of the undissolved solid ccatings

hydrophobicity is, apparently, te necessary, but completely

insufficient property.

Should be again focuseu arttaion on the fact that in many

instances the erroneous cuacLusions about the applicability of thi-

coatings in question are done on Lae basis of investigations with :'e

freezing of water for suca coatigs under laboratory conditions.

During such experiments acrualily/really the cohesive force of frozcn

ice frequently is obtaind oy several orders lower than under th?

atmospheric conditions of icing.

Page 48.
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3.2. Deicers, based on the pnqsicochemical methods.

For surface protectiou trom icing can be used two

physicochemical methods: oa izi d5sed on the use of the soluble

anti-icing coatings (chlcr..ae ot sodium or calcium, nitric acid

sodium, etc.) - by the second - on the wetting of surface with

anti-icing liquid (glyccl comkositions, ethyl alcohol, alcohcl

glycerin mixtures, etc.).

Soluble anti-icing coatings.

In contrast to hydropnoDic (not wet and, therefore, not

dissolved) coatings the operatiD principle of the soluble

physicochemical active ccatinjs consists in the fact that the drops

of water, interacting wita the suastance of ccating, form the

solution/opening which ads the lowored/reduced freezing point an l is

capable to dissolve ice. ALthough, as shows experiment, forming ice

does not manage to be dissolvdu completely (with exception of

extremely weak icing), it loses cohesive force with surface and from

time to time is thrown cit ny exturnal forces.

During the use of soiu.Le (active) cf coatings their sutstance

in the process of icing sr.Licientiy intensely is expended/ccnsum-1,

furthermore, coatings are destroyed under the effect of atmospheric

, .-.. ,
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conditions, mainly rain and numid air. As a result of the

shortcomings indicated thi" metono did not find practical

use/application, althougn soaetimes it can be useful, for example fcr

the flight vehicles of the very -snort-term or single action, on which

the use of other methods is iudxiuient.

Liquid deicers.

Were applied several varieties of the liquid deicers which art-

characterized by the method or tue supply of anti-icing liquid to the

shielded surface.

To blade/vane ot aircraft scrdws/propellers and frontal glass.Iz

the liquid is fed/conductau usually with the aid of tube frcm tacp

and then under the effect or centrifugal forces or airflow it sprcaris

over surface. This methca is appic~able for relatively small

surfaces, so in this case is not provided the uniformity of the

wetting of surface and the Ljauiricant part of the liquid is expend.-,

for nothing.

On helicopter rotcrs tna iijuid is supplied usually all cver
length of the blade/vane rLouga okenings/apertures or slots jrj fhje

peRe- PART of the tipping. Taus are made, for example.

anti-icers of the helicc ter rotors of Mi-i and Mi-4, experimentil

I .. ... -,-.
' 2 "
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anti-icer of the English ailicoLaL "Vessex" and deicer of the

American helicopter YVH-1. Main d~.sadvantage in the deicers with

openings/apertures is ncuua.tozIm iad is insufficient wetting o

surface.

Page 49.

As a result, in spite cl continucu.- feel to liquid, ice between

openings/aperturces nevertaaless Duilds up, after which liquid bgir

leak only on the grooves, Ljzwea )y it in ice, and at enhanced

intensity ice gradually iavulvas/tightns the large part of the

surface. This phenomencn esacialiy strongly manifests itself uponi

the overdue start of system. V

On lifting surfaces tue suip&y of liquid is sometimes

accomplished/realized from witnan through porous diaphragm, which

must ensure the uniform wattai iJty of an entire surface.

From such deicers is at iuzdrest the system of the cyclic a-'!r

of the English firm TKS l14oJ, usea for the prctection of the littini,

surfaces of the series/row o PISTOn-e".qtn aircraft. The principi-

of device/equipment their toilowl- o; the shielded skin/sheathinj i

is made from porous metdl, dt certain distance from it is

arranged/located usual lover covering. In this slot cavity is

1I
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supplied periodically the nti-.Acing liquid as which is utiliz-'i

usually the glycol liquid a-J28. for the more even distributicn o*-

liquid according to surLa.e , ni juaranteos of necessary in this ca. .

of its low flow rate under porous 6kin/sheathing is a layer fror

porous elastic material. According to the information of firm TKS) +h."

system provides the sufticz.entli eLfective removal/distance of ic-

with the very small fluid iiow zdtes of the order of several ttrn

cubic centimeters per nnuta to tne square meter of the shielded

surface.

This syst.?m has even sowa advdntages before thermal consistinj

in the fact that in it Is dDsent tue spreading of water, that lads

to the formation of barrier ace, dad the zone of protection,

therefore, can be minimum dud, turthermore, in contrast to thF

thermal system, for whica is Lequiied considerable time to the

heating to surface, the action ct the liquid practically begins

immediately after its sufjily ana continues still for a whilr unkl a

layer of ice after the cessdtion o4 supply, i.e., ice built-up clq-

does not freeze again to tat suLicace after the disconnection cf +ih

section (as with thermal method when ice does not manage to fly off

for cycle time) .

Deicers with porous diapuragm can be used, also, tor the

blades/vanes of helicopter sctews/propellers, but in this case, at;
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showed experiment of the iav tigctions of firm IKS, into blades it

is necessary to feed/conuuct not iiquid, but its froth (for

decreasing the effect of tne ceutcifugal force, displacing liquil

unevenly along the length ol aiLae/vane), which is extruded throuq1,

porous diaphragm by the com~resz-ea air.

In the examination or tue kousibility of using the deicers with

porous diaphragm the most importcta factor is the guarantee cf th_

retention/preservation/mainri~nya the filtering properties cf porcus

skin/sheathing in operation, siace otherwise, naturally, the

effectiveness of this deicer trurs out to be completely

unsatisfactory.

Page 50.

3. 3. Special features/peca.iaritias of thermal deicers.

For the protection cz contemporary flight vehicles from icinQ in

the overwhelming majority of tae cdses are applied the thermal

deicers, which are subdiv eda into two basic groups: electrical In

air-heat. Furthermore, sometimes, mainly for the protection cf thc

parts of the inlet ducts ot eauiu, are applied the deicers, whicI.

use hotter oil from engine.

-t
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Electrical POS of suca ldLAe/coarse parts as wings and tail

assembly of aircraft anu aelicoktek rotors, are applied almost

exclusively cyclic action, since the power, required for the

permanent heating of these parts, zeaches hundreds of kilowatts. Th.

cyclic protection of the iciny ul. 6urfaces lies in the fact that Itr-y

are divided/marked off into several sections which periodically tlh y

are heated and they are cooied, aiiowing/assuming in this casF ic

formation of certain sate Lauicnflss which is thrown off during thr

next heating of section.

Air-heat POS until recent.&y, as a rule, were permanent actirn.

14owever, the high requirtd tlow rates of hot air, leading to thc

noticeable decrease of tbe tarust of some types of engines, fcrc, tD

resort to air-heat POS ct cyci c action, in sFite of of certain

complication of construction/adzija.

When selscting of the diagram of cyclic FOS one should consii*:

that to increase a quantity oL sictions is expedient only to a

definite limit whereas hiaher than which the general/common/tctal

savings of power beccmes vzzy small (Fig. 3.3), the complexity rf

system and, consequently, also its weight they grow/rise very

considerably, especially La tue ar-heat system. An optimum quantity

of sections is determinea for 4ach concrete/specific/actual

construction/design of deicer.
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- - -4kc;Uu , e (npomerno o (/)

- - - - "ayHo-menioo (3)
I--,

I I
A I I I "

1 '3 4 5 6 n

Kwuecm~o CeKLUj ma noAokHme Kpbuia. (40)

Fig. 3.3. Decrease of tn4- reqcerd power of cyclic POS in comFaric.cn

with POS of permanent action (nc=I)

Key: (1). the permanent hiadtinj oL an entire surface. (2). cyclic of

thermoelectric. (3).f,,~ix-*eat. (4). Quantity cf sections on half

wing.
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Permanent heating of surtace.

With permanent heatxing uopu of water, falling to the surfac-

heated to positivq temperature, without freezing, spread on it,

gradually evaporating and pdrtiil±y blowing away by airflow. if the

extent of the warmed zone proves Lo be insufficient for complete

-IV
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drainage, then the latter trizes on the boundary of heating ii. ti,

form of barrier ice, which distcrts the ducts/contours of the

streamlined body (Fig. J.4).

It is logical that tac inteusilty of the formation ot barrier ic-

on one and the same of heatia surLace depends on its temperatur- i%!

conditions of the icing: in somz conditions the water will be

completely rpmoved, in ctner ueavier - it will not be, then also i.:

formed barrier ice.

Exists two varieties or tne ueicers of the permanent actin:

- so called "de-iceL or complete evaporation", which is

previously designed in sucti a way that in entire required range of

the conditions of icing would oa Vrovided ccm[lete drainage from

surface, in other words, t,.e deictr, not allowing/assuming the

formation of barrier ice uaar tiad prescribed/assigned conditions et

the icing;

- the "deicer of incowelete evaporation", which was not fesijr.:,.4

for complete removal/distance oL tue water (i.e. the deicer,

allovinq/assuming the foraQtion ot barrier ice) spreading over

surface.

n4
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Outside boundary tnese varieties are known by the name "dry

anti-icing system" - system wita tne dry surface (it correspcrnds tc

complete drainage from surLac,) aaa "wet anti-icing system" - sys3-mip

with the moist surface (aiows/asumes the formation/education of L

barrier flows of ice).

The use/application oi ueicars of ccmplete evaporation rcquir:s

the increased heat expenaiturd and is connected usually with th- ncl'.-

for the protection of suficientiy large areas, in particular, if

heating is designed for tat guarantee only of a minimum (i.e. equal

to OOC) temperature of heating sutace, as shcwn in examples 5.4-5.6

Ch. V- Therefore them are appiiea tor the protection only of thost,

parts, on which is inadmasi-eL)e rue formation of barrier ice. In -h

remaining cases they are Limiteu to the deicers of the incomFle-te

evaporation (taking into account ttiat the real probability of iorrni-

the large barriers of ict is u.-iudiy small).

. ......

.L ... N-
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(IOdbzped

Fig. 3.4. Barrier ice, whicn , p jcds under the effect of the sys-. ,[

of incomplete evaporaticn.

Key: (1). Barrier ice. (2). ndaatnj.
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Cyclic heating of surface.

As it was said, wita t ias sctaod on the protected surface

formed a layer of ice wuicn during the next heating of sectic inu

be thrown off. However, a periciacally is heated and is cooled

entire/all icing up forepadk/nose surface, then ice built-up jdge, ir

spite of its slight meltiag on tua boundary of contact with th-

heated surface, it is Fzessed agdainst it by flcw and is not thLown

off (Fig. 3.5a). During tae next cooling of surface it again tr-,-=

and, thus, it gradually reaches rae undesirable sizes/dimensicnz

IF

-. .. ,
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(aforesaid is related tc tae nourotating parts). I.

It is possible to dvoia tai similar phencmenon via the pnmant-n-

heating of narrow band in tha limits of leading edge, i.e., by t.--7-

use/application of the sc-clileu "thermal knives", which seemingly

are cut the ice build-up into two jparts (see Fig. 3.5b). In cfrtai::1.
cases "thermal knives" appiy also at the joints of the .secticns of

deicer, if the width of taesa sections is sufficiently great. At

first of the use of cyclic eicers there was an opinion that for

swept carrying surfaces "atnrmal xnives" they are not required.

However, experiment of the Soviet and foreign investigations of

latter/last years shows that up to the sweep angle of 50-600

effective removal/distanca oz ice without "thermal knives" is not

provided.

I
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a)

Joa' L4L nud iciozo ma,,'redd

("meradoa iu "

Fig. 3.5. Ice built-up dge on tna leading edge of an airfoil

profile: a) without "thxm ai Knl e"; b) in the presence of "th-rsaIl

knife".

Key: (1). Zone of cyclic heatin. (2). Zone of permanent heating

("thermal knife").
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Another special featu /pacu.iarity of cyclic heating is

connected with the follcwLng contcadictory tact: in order to ersur-

the work of dqicer despitd aL. precribed/assigned temperatures of

.

'JI
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icing, its specific poweL is determined on the basis of lowest

calculated temperature. it is obvious that despite all higher

temperatures of surroundiug dir neating surface proves to be

excessive, i.e., the surztca alriedy after jettisoning of ice

continues to remain heated dad tue longer, the higher surrounding

temperature (Fig. 3.6). Oa it, naturally, it cccurs the spreading of

water, and, as follows zrom Fiq. 1.6 chapter I, that in a larger

quantity, the higher the temperarure of icing. As a result from ona

cycle to the next is fcrmaa adrriar ice, which with prolonged icinq

can reach significant values. for eliminating (or decrease) this

phenomenon it is necessary to considerably increase zone heating and

thereby it is inexpedient to exeanu/consume large energy content.

L
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Fig. 3.6. The cyclic hedati.a uL thua surface: -th~a unrequlalIl

(fixed/recorded) cycle (a - wanto, by close to the cluain

with to, higher than ca.Lcul.dtiu) ; -- the cycle, adjusted on tho

time; --- - cycle. adju.-teu dccurtiling to power.

Key: (1) . Heating time.
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To decrease the possibiiity oL tuae formation of barrier ice of ci~

with the fixed/recorded cycle or work is possible also by shcrtzrnit:1

.....
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the heating time, thanks to wnica the water will not manage to spr-:-di,

in large ones quantity. bawevr, as a result of the fact that in .hi-

case is required the cozr poudiau increase in the specific pcwer

(see Chapter VI), to apily too saoLt a heating time is also

inexpedient.

Another, less essentidi sacrtcoming in unregulable POS is

connected with the fact that the duration of cycle is limited to

permissible thickness h.j.,, of ice which manages build up on surface.

for the time of cooling'

h.A _ f (W)

FOOTNOTE I. It is more eci, zou the time of ice formation t".

which can be both less aLu is moge than TOxA (see Fig. 3.6).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

At calculated (most low " calculated range) temperature lo-Pa,

water content and, consequentl, also I. are small; therefore thi L

condition indicated is satisfied. iaowever, at more high temperat'ires

it ceases to be satisfieu, L.e., tae thickness of ice for cycle tire I

begins to exceed permissilue vdiveh, h A,and, consequently, fliqLht

safety cannot be guaranted.
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to0 -20C I
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I I

0 20 40 60 r

Fiq. 3.7. Expansion of thka caye or the effective work of cyclic

deicer by timing of heatiug.

Key: (1). s.
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From the aforesaid tfoiows that for gaaranteeing the protEc'io-

necessary for effectiveness i~oa icing, and also increase in th.-

flight safety the time (cc tne specific power) of heatinq by cyclic

POS must change in depenuance on the temperature of surrounding air

an'd flight conditions, DuL thi taean of cooling - in dependencc cn

icing intensity, in other worus, io necessarl system with thc

adjustable cyclic recurrence. Tnis system will almost completely

..... ..
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avoid the formation of tacriae ice, without considering that w- ill

have optimum efficiency in entire range of ambient conditions. As

result the power necessary Lor hedting can be substantially rmdu' -

at low temperatures the Lquizaa rfmperature drop can be

achieved/reached at the coisidar~aiy smaller specific power dua- To an

increase in the time of heatin (ig. 3.6 and 3.7), which during -h"

fixed/recorded cycle is unaccetjdle (due to the danger of th=

formation of barrier ice ror tne time of heating and inadmissible

thickness of ice for the cool .ng time at h;9ht- temperatures of

air).

Methods of regulating tne cycle.

Simplest and available matnou is the manual switching which is

applied in series/row foicagn adu some Soviet aircraft and

helicopters. It consists La tue tact that with the the low to is

included the prolonged cycle, wiarn less low ones - the cycle is

shortened, that also cczresponds to the standard curve of the wa',-r

content (see Chapter 1). in tiis case most frequently is applied

proportional decrease T, and TA, bhen cyclic recurrence, i.e.,

relation "/r, remains constant/invariable. However, this system hea

sufficiently coarse control (usualky it is applied No mcre *rwvL I-3

switchings in entire temperature range) and distracts crew's

attention under difficult conditions for the flight when the latter

'4
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even without that is suriciaeatiy stressed. Therefore this swi-ci: ;

is used by crew especially uot wiiingly and fairly often (just ii:

case) system it is incluaeu to tne maximum duration of cycle evon .t

mean temperatures of SuLLOUndlUg dir.

Considerably more zrctiviy must be the system, controlkii ly

the special automatic mdcaine waicn depending on the temperature

surrounding air would ccatiuou- Ly change the titre (or power) of

heating, also, depending oi actua icing intensity in datum

moment/torque - cooling tiae, wuicn can te realized with the ail of

the ratemeter of icing, ccnstructzu, for example, on th _ principl- af

radioactive or thermceltctrc ice-indicating equipment.

Page 56.

For increasing the tlight saftty in system can be provided for

the signaling for the case o Lucidence/impingement under the

off-design conditions or icing, moreover there can be two signal

aspects of the danger: it syitum ia" time does nct manage to dumn ic-

(i.e. ,0e with next secticn is tnzown off already after it will axc i

the permissible thickness), tnen iia this case must be given out

"danger signal" in the intensity; wut if intersity is small, lut -

temperature of air lower tuan calculation and therefore heaters it ic

simple not in state to teat Surnace to the pcsitive temperature,
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necessary for slight melting oz ice, then must be "dang-r signal

according to the temperature uL dir". Virtually on the panel for

pilots both signals can De uniteu into one.

If it is required to inci ue/connect POS rricr to the entry iii~-u

cloudiness, i.e., prior to tue Dyginning of icing, then for this Tuz-

be provided for the possiaiLity oL the manual start of system. Aftnr

obtaining of the signal ut Lhe Deginning of icing the pilot can

switch system to the mcde/coiuaiticns of automatic re;gulation.

Is of interest one daitionai system (its mock-up was

investigated by the autncr unJaz idboratory ccnditions)whose

fundamental difference trou prectaing/previcus is in the fact ha:

the successive switching oi tue sactions of deicer is fulfillpd no-

by distributor gear, but wita dau of the thercsensitive pleacr.:-1 ,

established/installed in the aedtes of the surface of the s~ctioz.:

when temperature of skin/sUedtnin9 of next section reaches the'

assigned magnitude (somewnat aiger than QOC), signal from the

thermosensitive element tarougu the sensitive diagram switches

heating in the following section.

FOOTNOTE 1. As such thermo ensitivt elements can be used the sa-.

sensors which are used toc tue piouection of skin/sheatning from

superheating, for exampli., in tue aeicers of the firm of "Nepir"

" ' I
a.,-S,
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(58], firm "Lockheed" ([|4j dud tane series/row of others.

ENDFOOTNOTE,

Therefore the heating time automatically changes in dependencE on 'i t

ambient temperature and the aode/conditicns of flight, i.e., in all

cases is maintained/witt6tood tne optimum mcde of operation cf

deicer. Thus, switching sections continues, until terminates icing.

In the case of off-a.gi.ii waer content or temperature of air

for such a system can be provauca zor the same "danger signals" a-

for preceding/previous, tiz waich the system also must have a

ratemeter of icing.

It is obvious that d simidaz system despite all ambient

conditions will automaticaliy pcotect skin/sheathing from

superheating, furthermcre, upon tua start of system on the

earth/ground skin/sheathinyj wiii De heated not more than to several

degrees of higher than zero, whicn will allow conveniently and

without the danger of superheating to carry out the preflight check

of system.

Page 57.

3.4. Thermoelectric deicers.
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Standard diagrams o. themoelectric POS, used usually for tnr

protection of wing and taie asemuy, propellers and sometimes air

intakes, consists of fcilowinj Ldiic parts (Fig. 3.8): heating

elements, switchboard, inciauiz ny hand by crew or it is automatic bv

the signal indicator of iciag simultaneously with app -ation of

voltage on the power bu ot ha.,acs, thermosensitive elements tor +ie

protection of heating elements Lrom superheating and network/aril of

electric power supply (power itu4 ccntrollinq/guiding

wires/conductors, switches, conractors, etc.).

Heater (heating bun die) tFig. 3.9) consists of the heating

element, embedded between tixtarncil and interior layers of

insulation/isolation, waicii oa cdtLying and scme cther parts cf

subsonic aircraft, which nave comparatively thin skin/sheathinq, is;

arranged/located either unare sKin/sheathing (a). or from its tace

(b), or for an increase iu tue rijidity of entire bundle it is

installed between two tbi SKIUs/sueathings (c). During thick-wall-:1

or continuous constructicas/deslyns as, for example, propeller

blades, struts, and also share eages of the Farts of the sup-rsonic

aircraft, etc., heaters are esraiished/installed outsile (d).

414
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Fig. 3.8. Standard diagza ot tneafwoelectric cyclic Pos.

Key: (1). Automatic macnine' (trom signa1 indicator reg.). (2). "anu)1

start' (3). Thermosensitive elements. (4). Heating elemonts. (5). I:

circuit of contactors cz to eanty of sensitive diagram. (6). To row--r

supply. (7). Switchboard.
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In this case they have j.Lot*Ct1V. ±ayer in the form of thin me-Ilic

tipping or anti-abrasive codtiuq.

C

.. . . .... 7
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Heating elements can be most varied: from the series/row of

parallel thin wires, frcm adra± roil of zigzag layout, from dift-:r .t

current-conducting compcsiicais, current-conducting fabrics, etc.

So, heating elements or tue type "Spraymat" of the English fim

of "Nepir" [107] are fultiie t £AUw the allcy of metal (usually

copper, manganese and magaesium), applied by the method of the

flame-spraying method tc the specially prepared layer of

insulation/isolation. In cutrent-conducting element/cell will 1-

deposited in the form ct ;n Danas with a width of 20-30 mm which a:-r

connected on ends/faces Dy tnw cupper cross ccnnections spray-coat:1

above them. The outside c uer-couducting layer is cov:red/ceate-

with the layer of insulation/isolation, above which will be deposit< i

anti-abrasive coating, and on the i£lades/vanes of rotors, on thir

end half, outside adheres ancthaL tipping made of stainless steel,

sinca anti-abrasive coatiny itseii sufficiently brittle and that th

impact/shock of solid particles is cracked.

Elements/cqlls "Spxajmat" possess a comparatively small th7rmal

inertness, since they will ue depusited outside. They can be

deposited to the surface or aya or intricate shape (Fig. 3.10),

without any difficulties taey a..Low in the lisits of one heatinq

element to obtain sections wita Uirferent specific power and to

accomplish/realize the cuLrnt supply of different voltage, and alto

6,),
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a)

32

Fig. 3.9. The versions ct tzua construction/design of thi- heatin,;

bundles: 1 - heating elemant; 2 - insulating layer; 3 - outer SK.L;: 4

- the lower covering; 5 - eorec.ive layer (tipFing) ; u

thick-walled or continucus body.
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A shortcoming in tnese cudtings is their CCMpdratively

complicated technology, wauica Lw~uires the large space of manual

labor. However this difraculty in jroportion to for improvement a'xI

automation of productica caii be to a considerable extent overccMe.

Should be focused dttentiou ou some special

features/peculiarities ct atsat.in %Iements. In the frequently us.-d

elements/cells of ziqza,, furs, cut usually made of the thin shet

stainless steel, in interndlJ augles (Fii. 3.11a) the current d.sitv

~e'I..
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and, consequently, also beatiun dre very increased, whereas extr::-i

angles almost in no way are natea. This leads frequently to th

burning out of insulaticn/isoiation in places with the increase,!

heating and, on the otter hanu to uecrease in the effectiveness of

heater due to the non-heating sections.

For decreasing this unuesirdbie phenomencn are best anythin.3 ':,2

sections to copperplate cr, at ieadt, to make in internal ang]rs cf

the cutting out (see Fig. 3. l1u), and to alsc apply the

current-conducting tapes oL smiil width.

Interesting special fedture/peculiarity have the elem4nts/cl1. ,

made in the form of the continuous layer: their current-coniuctin~j

properties can be charactaLizea ay the resistance of the

element/cell, which has s.uare Lorm, which does not depend on the

size/dimension of square, since a changp of the width of the sqk1a::_

in equal of degree changes its lenqth. This specific resistance is

expressed in ohms to square (Q/&V).

The resistance of r kit-anyied element/cell is determinel fromi

the relationship/ratio

X (3,1)

where RN. - a resistance of syuare in the Q/kV3 8K, - width of
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element/cell (of busbars of ze.ad/upply equal to length); t,, -

length of element/cell (in tue d.Lraction of the flow cf current). K

The switchboard of tairiaoelectric Pos during the fixed/record--.,i

cycle acts with constant v~diocizy, alternately connecting contacfr.,r_.

A change in the duration oi cjcie with constant/invariable cyclic 

recurrence is accomplisnhe/redlizea by simple change in switchinj

rate of switchboard cr Ly switcnni a multiple quantity of ccntacts

in mechanism.

Fiq. 3.10. Plotting heata-9 eleent "Spraymat" to shielded surfacr.

Page 60.

As thermal switches intenaea for the protection of hedtor anm

skin/sheathing from surneatiung, they are most frequently arpiti tv

thermorelay with thermibtoL (usually by the thermistors), with tbir

- .? . . -.. C .. .-i : .
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aid of which upon reach.ing ot rue~ specific temperature of heatc-r

disconnected the electric eowaL supply of the corresponding sectici.

* of deicer.

Sometimes are applircd L.s aiiwetallic theruioswitches, ccnr=ctr I

in series in the feed circuit or w,.Adinq contacts. However, they hl-.v-:,

too great a thermal inert.ia ana tatcrefore for the target indicat.el

they are recommended tc La Luley not can (such switches can bsz usE~i

only in the air-heat systemns, siJAc% they react well only to the

temperature ot the air, whica wasus directly Limetallic plate).

Special features/peculiarrties ot the electrical heatingj of qlass-.

On flight vehicles tne neiatriay of glazingj is applied mainly 'IoL

two targets: protection trom tna i.cing of frontal glasses of tliql~t

deck and defogging of glasses, 1.a.uinators, canopies of cockpits,

etc. Furthermore, it is esta~lisaau/installed, that preheatinq

frontal glass to a consiuadale axtent increases its durability

against destruction during colision with birds apparently due to' d~

increase in the elastic deformation of layers.
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I I
,(,)

Fig. 3.11. Heater of zig-zag Loiz: a) the nonuniform density of tl.=---

heating; b) the methods ot decveci~ng the nonuniformity.

Key: (1). Copper coating . (2). Non-heating sections. (3). Zoner= wit!-

superheating. (4). Cuttxing out. j )). Variablip/alternating density ot

heating,

Page 61.

Electric h-,4ating g.Lass cuusists of the following layers:

external and internal, jluau/cua~tted between themselves by ela. tir

layers'. for example frcs polyvinyl butyral, and the most

current-conducting tilt, W"I4 C a ependence on the fundamental

(i9
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designation/purpose of glass will be deposited to one or another

layer: for protection ftcm iciag - to the internal surface of

exterual glass (Fig. 3.1za); zor dtfogging - to internal glass (3c:

Fig. 3.b).

FOOTNOTE I. For increasang in tne impact strength, decrease cf

thermal stresses frontal glasses sometimes are made more than

three-layered ones. ENrkCTNUTL.

The glasses utilized at tir-it witL wire heaters did not find

application due to the aiiiractioti phenomena during lanling in nijint

time.

The skin of frontal g1asses is fulfilled from silica glass,

internal - both of the silicate and from organic. In tha latter ciEz

for increasing abrasive resistdace of internal surface frequently i3

applied a supplementary layer or silica glass.

As the current-conauctinj element/cell are applied or the oxid-

films (for example, from ox .;. QL tin) or films from metals (foi

example, gold). Oxide ana some mfdallic films will be depositod to

glass by pulverization/atomizdtLon at eleyated temperatures on th-

order of 550-650 0 C. Thib ract DLocis their use/application on or.1aii¢c
'1i d .5

I,

, .ila
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Abroad at present they ava applied in essence four types of

electric heating glasses [15b]: "Neza", "Electrapane"l,,Triplex" anl

"Sayrecoat".

In thp first twc t kes as utilized the tin oxide film, in

-frriplex" - the combination OL ziii from metallic gold and bismuth,

moreover these films are a..piiea with silica qlass. Is of interest

the current-conducting ziim "Sajrrcoat-3", develcped by the firm c:

"Sayresin Corporation", aaa at present manufactured also with firm

"Nepir" that has license foL its mdnufacture. It is the oxidF-fr.--7

metallic film which is -ettiad to ylass by the method of evapcraticr

in high vacuum at temperature, considerably less than for the oxi,!

films, manufactured wita tae mwtnou of pulverization/atomization

[94].
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a)

Fig. 3.12. The electrical tetduy of the glasses: a) for the

protection of frontal glass trom tue icing: b) for defogging cf

lateral glasses or lamws/caopis: 1 - current-conducting filn; 2 -

external glass; 3 - ela.tic Iajar; 4 - internal glass.

Page 62.

Therefore the film can be ueposited on many plastic transparent

materials, technology ci piottiL virtually providing the abs[c- cf:

the so-called "hot spots" - tue sections with the increased heati ri,

which lead to large local stresse, bubbling interlayers and ev-n

destruction ot glass.

The specific power (powdr, per unit surface area), necessary for

the protection of glass Lum icinj, according to the data of tho fir

of "Sayresin" [94], is rzgpLsdat1u in function of flight speed in

Fig. 3.13.

Si'I,
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Are been commonly usa films with the specific resistance (s"

page 59) from 6 to 40 V/kV. In this case the colcr of films in

straight/direct light/wczia is outained pale- straw, and transpircncv

oscillates in limits of 7U-d5o/o. there is an assumption that th-

straw hue of glazing even as t:worable for decreasing the luster i:. 

cabin/compartment, the tilm not producing polarizational or

interference effects. Furth zmoL, it possesses property to refl=7t

infrared radiation, which is imjorrant for prctection from solar

radiation at high altitudes, iau siso for high-speed/velocity

aircraft. For example, wItU tLe taickness of the film, which

corresponds to 5 Q/kV, it is retiected to 45-70o/o, with more thin

films, on the order of 2j Q/iU, to 20-40o/o of radiation/emissioin.

Possibility of applying a± rim of the type "Sayrecoat-3" on

organic glasses made it ossiule to prepare all frontal glazirn ffci

organic glass, as a result or waica increased its urability apei.o

impact loads and against laaxaat.oa during temperature variations.

. " -'-"-"

I ' . ... _ ... ., ...-.. ..... . . ..-
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L7 4

s0 -O 150 200 250 Vmv/ceK

Fig. 3. 13. The required 6j~eciz.~c Ljower for prctecticn from the~i~~

glasses, covered with film "Say ricoat".

Key: (1) .W/cmz. (2) .m/s.

Page 63.

As an anti-abrasive layer is apilied the specially developed

polyester plastic "SayresijA-92011 dud of its varieties which many

times are more stable agai.nst bcr~tches, than other transpar~r.t

plastics. Furthermore, aiii uaveoped the methcds of the restcratioji

of glasses from solid plastic6 via the polishing of small/fine?

scratches or with tho rejiacewn~at of entire exterior lay'ir.

Feed of the electrical anatin4 of glasses is
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accomplished/realized by diterndLiig current 400 Hz. Thp oxilo :ii! ,

which possess the high EjaciLic resistance, require the increa!-]

voltage which is obtainu usudily with the aid of the

autotransformer, which aas wv=zdI conclusion/output with diftere.

voltage so that in propcri..oa to "aging" of tilm (increase in the

resistance) it would be po-siuie tc raise the supply voltages.

Metallic films ("Triplex", "Saycecoat") have considerably sxallkr

resistance and require tlkertzotL- siualler voltage, film "lSayrecoat"l

moreover, is very stable in t&me, thanks to which the need in

autotransformer for its Lzs/sukpIy can generally fall.

For the protection cr 1aiss from superheating are applied tht

automatic machines of heating witn sensors frcm the semiconductor

(thermistors) or wire tnecmistors, installed into

connecting/cementing layeL unaar aeating element. Upon reaching cr

the sensor of the presctLiea/dssigned temperature the automatic

machine disconnects the cintactor of feed/supply of electric heat -r.

Upon the inclusion of heatiun in glass appear considerable

mechanical stresses. Fcr tnoir adcLease frequently is applied th ;

step connection of heatinj, at Lir~t to smaller power or smaller

temperature, then in prcportion to heating of glass - to comnlpte.

However, more promibing is tue method of heat control by d
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steady change in the power di thj6, for example, is

accomplished/realized by t Lirm ot '"4epir" [ 07]. It consists i: t

fact that the part of the sinuscia of alternating current with th,>

aid of the controlled semiconauctoL rectifier is shorn with phase'

displacement, which are cnangadia accordance with the temperatuiz' of

external medium, as shown in eiq. J. 14.

Ci

I.r

%Aab~I
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Fiq. 3.14. Regulation oz zue owtir of heating via the cut-off of th,.

part of the sinusoid of alteralt.i current in accordance with -:n

conditions of icing.

Key: (1). the total pow4E ot hte ting. (2). pouer.

A :
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Page 64.

Use of high-frequency heating.

As is known, some eagi e- can be very sensitive to the icirnq of

the blades of rotor. Hcwever, tnfl protection cf moving vanes Ly usual

methods represents ccmriex proula both in the relation to the

device/equipment of heaters tuemseives and in the relation to the

supply to them of energy. in tnis connection is cf interest the

method' of the protection of sreei compressor blades, and also sow-,

other parts, based on the use ot aigh-frequency heating.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Method was investigatea in 1958 on laboratory

installations by engineer M. 4. Ld.jshin together with the author o,

present chapter. ENDFOCINUTE.

On compressor casing in tae janw of the rotation of the shild-i

series/row of blades are staui±i.i d/installed the pole pieces,

magnetized from the electromadgnet. (possible the permanent maqnit)

(Fig. 3.15a). With the jassage ot the steel klades through th-

~'~; Al d~*~lv
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magnetic field of caps they dk hadted as a result of the onset :n

them of eddy currents an -ysrereasis losses. The necessary intrnsily

of heating can be reacheu via the belection of a necessary numbar of

magnets and their power.

More rational versica is the combinaticn of device/equipm*nt tor

heating of blades with man genoaitor of electrical high-frequency

current. For this the pcia pices dre fulfilled all over

circumference in the for, oz tue stator of electrical machine wit',

the slots/grooves, intc waicn is inserted the winding (see Fig.

3. 15b). In other words, is obtaiaeu induction type electric

generator.

OM1
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" I)

.2 a 3 I "po orno u

I.

KopnyC

))re n oi rpeccop e
loam~u

a) the wincin of th 9celotor
a) -the protecin ofitagram oL trotr )-dicrgnr.

Key: (1). Poles. (2). Electzoaduet. (3). casing. (4). Blades of

rotor. (5). Slots/grooveb wxtr, wiluing. (6). Excitation winding. (7).

inducing winding.

Page 65.

I-'.
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As a result of the large se~ed or rotation of the rotors of aircr .*

engines and considerable numbr ot their blades the frequency is
4

obtained the order of sevcrarl xiloitertz, but the intense coolir; of

the inlet compressor stdage maais it possible to allow high current

density in winding theretoke ta weight if this deicer- generator i:

can be insignificant. 7ne outiat.:I high-frequency current car bo-

successfully utilized for tae ueadinq of other parts of the fliiht

vehicle and engine. In kacticuiaK, if we make housing (core) cf

stator blade from magnetocunductive material, and external

duct/contour it to fulfiii mauc oi the thin stainless steel, then

with the transmission througn the core of alternating magnetic fief1I

external duct/contour will be nedted as short-circuited secordary

winding of transformer, ia this case autcmatically is provided

heating an entire surface or Diaae and, furthermore, it is

sufficiently simple to cary uUt Ledistribution of heat-flux rins;ity

over the surface (which uzinq air heating is extremely ditficull).

For this the sections ct sKia/sneathing of blade on the duct/contru-

of the cross section on waicn it 4s requirad to obtain more intcn.-

heating, one should make tnaii r (by etching), and sections with th-

lowered/reduced heating it is possible to coat with copper. The sarn

construction/design can be utiiLzeu for the heatinj of sharp ed~g-.;=.

As far as lifting suctaces are concerned large, then with

heating by their high-f Luncy current is a possibility, beside-s h

"mI.

-• --
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ohmic heating of a quite neating layer, to obtain supplamentary

effect from the induction eatia of directly outer covering. FOL

this it must bp made frc the tain sheet of magnetoconductive

material, and the conductors o ating element are lined in a

special manner in order to enrorce the forming magnetic flux (for

example, in the form of Lldt/vidna spiral). The obtained in thi-s ca.-

effect substantially raibes tae rate of heating the outer covering,

especially in initial heatinq-u )eriod, which is very important for

a cyclic deicer. According to ta=i esults of the investigaticns.

which were being carried out unuur laboratory conditions, the rat& ot

heating heating element witu tnit outer covering made of maanet stcd

grew/rose approximately/exemAjlrily from 0.03 11s with the

feed/supply by direct current diproximately/exemplarily to 0.Ot, 1/;

with the current supply or tue agna frequency of 5 kHz. From ti'-

comparison of the corresjoiiuin curves of the dimensionless

temperature of heating (se Fig. : application/appendix) it is

possible to see that this metuod would make it possible to notic-ailv

decrease the required pcwer or tu time of cyclic heating.

Page 66.

3.5. [P-heat deicers.

The standard schematic la.Ljram of the air-heat e-icing sy-t-;
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based on the example of a4.crdit with two jet engines is shown in

Fig. 3.16. Hot air is selacLod/tdKen from compressor and is

fed/conducted to the aircrdrt comtonents, shielded from icing (wir -,

tail assembly, air intaxes, giasses, etc.). For limitinj the air

bleed from engines are utiiiLAae tae limiters cf flow rate (reduction

valves, washers, etc.), cotoi or the supply of hot air into on- or

the other part of the systemn is accomplished/realized with thr aid cf

remote locking devices/equipment. in the bleed line of air are

established/installed the checy vuives, which prevent the overflnwirn

of the selected/taken air or one dagine in ancther and providc thlA

operation of de-icinq system in zut casm of failure of one of the_

engines.

The temperature of tne not air, applied into deicer, for re~son

of strength must not exceea certain permissible value (for duraliinir

alloys - not more than 1aL-2J0 C). For a decrease in the temcrratur=

of the air before supply in aoicar are applied the ejectors, in which

to hot air is mixed cold. Another method of a decrease in the

temperature of air is simultaneous air bleed from low-pressure an!

high-pressure compressoi 4taqt6 with the subsequent mixing.

0140
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Fig. 3.16. The schematic diagram ot the air-heat de-icing system of

the aircraft:

1 - compressor of the enyine; z - dir extraction manifold: 3 -

limiter of the flow rate; 4 - caecx valve; 5 - locKing

device/equipment; 6 - deicr oi tu4 engine; 7 - deicer of the

]lasses; 8 - deicer cf xi wly; '9 - deicer of the fin; 10 - deicer

of stabilizer.

Page 67.

Diagram of deicers.

The diagrams of the axistina air-heat deicers can be present A

in the form of the follwiny uds..c versions (Fig. 3.17). Most siii' -

is the first diagram (sEe Fig. J. 17a). hot air enters tne

longitudinal air duct A, ruraeu uy outer covering I and wall (or

-... . , , : ,,, ,
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longeron/spar) 2, and is aeatea tac shielded surface to the

prescribed/assigned temj4ezatuLe. This construction/design usually !;i

applied for the protection oi the small aircraft components cr

helicopter, for example Etruts, compressor tlades and guiding d~v~c:,

blades/vanes of helicopter, etc. Scmetimes cn this diagram is

fulfilled the constructicu/desiga of the deicer of nose/leadij -I--

of air intake of engine.

In other version (see ei. j. 17b) is applied the

longitudinal-transverse uistrinution of hot air. As in the first

case, hot air enters the iougytuaLual air duct A and then it is

opened into transverse caieu w~ich are fulfilled with the aii of

the fluted or dual skin/seatinj. For the creation of the neces.;3rv

pressure differential aioug transverse channel wall 2 is mado by

hermetically sealed. Anctu-x yjuqitudinal air duct B, into which

enters the exhaust air, nds bpeci openings/apertares ("louv-r") f.,

the outlet of this air ib tne atmosphere. This diagram receivcA 4i ±

distribution and it is ajpiL.wu LA, the constructicn/design of 'h

leicers of winq. tail as&imu.L aua air intakes of enginis.
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a)

Fig. 3.17. The standard diagrams OL the air-heat heaters of the?

surface:

1 - skin/sheathing; 2 - wail1 (oLiongeron/spar) ; 3 - corrugatir.;

longeron/spar; 5 - shiela; o - ma~ifold "piccolo"); 7 - flat/F1!,',

mixing chamber.

Page 68.

The variety of the jL:raeaiaq/previoas diagram is the diagrArn,

given in Fig. 3.17c. The ij~cid. Lzature/peculiarity of this v-rs'~.

is the presence of spec.L~ shiela 5, which serves for increasiri >

heat efficiency of hct air .in caanil A. Shield usually is fulfil!-'

from nonmetallic materidl (Loz. axample. fiberglass laniriat-q) .
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should be pointed out thacL tLI- iatzoduction of this shiaid very

insignificantly raises the effectiveness of deicer, and thercrfo:.

this diagram did not receive wiae aistribution.

In three latter/last versiou6 the longitudinal distribution oi

hot air is accomplished/iaaiized w.Lth the aid of the so-callel tui. -

"piccolo" which have a seeL/iow of small openings/aperturss (on Z--

order of 1.5 mm) along troutdi generatrix. These diagrams make it

possible to decrease the uueroauctive heat expenditures in charnr! A

and to ensure the even aisrt&iution of hot air along the length of

deicer. The simplest vetsiuL oL Lans heater is shcwn in Fig. 3. 171.

Hot air escape/ensues frcu the cpeiiings/apertures of tube "piccolo"

with speed, close to soLac, aiu tazn it moves over channel A, h-=a~ i

skin/sheathing to the p escriaeu/assigned temFerature. Due to tYe

ejection, created by the jet Qt not air which escape/ensues from

openings/apertures, cccurs tai circulation of oxhaust air in th-

cross section of channel. ,uven coiistruction/design has some

advantages according to tuermdi cdaracteristics in comparison wit

iiagram in Fig. 3.17a.

The more advanced versioi, oL 6uch heaters is the diagram in F_ ;.

3. 17e, which was called "micro-ejuctor". Hot air is fed/conduct,: i

into manifold 6, establisaeu/instadled along the span of wing or tuil

assembly, and it is suriiied inuo the flat/plane mixing chamt4t t:) 7

A .

.... ', . ,,. .t .. .; , 1.; 44z& 
"
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through the small nozzles, arLudngea/located with the specific sp-dc

(about 10 mm) on manifci.u. buz.agy the outflcw of hot air brhnin

nozzle occurs the draining ot aac trom channel A. The flat/plare

mixing chamber smoothly kases iurto corrugaticn on upper and esur

sides of profile [ 125].

Is of interest the sixtn uidram (see Fig. 3.17f), which has

much in common with "mictLo--ej;or" diagram, tut by

construction/design somewhat siwp, zr. The essential difference for

this diagram from preceaing/privous is the presence of pressur-

chamber, which is formeu oy sxiu/6eathing I and he.rmeticallv s ,-a!

wall 2. In this chamber/cam-re is created the overpressure of ho- ir

for its "extrusion" througii tue transverse channel of a small hi [

(on the order of 1.5 mm). it as ouvious that in this heater it o

not occur the supplementary LiiaiiLqn of exhaust air (as it tak-s-

place in micro-ejectcr system).

It is necessary tc note tuaa the air-heat heaters, made r oi:-

of the three latter/last aiagrams, most effectively work when a1l

over length of distributian ieie (tube "piccolo") is provided

supercritical pressure.

Page 69.
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The transverse chanauls uf tn air-heat deicer can have

different construction/atsign. lt possible versions of the des'_in ,:

these channels are shown .Iii y. i. 18. The first three

constructions/designs are tultjiieu by stamping the lower cov-ring

along the prescribed/assiguea 1Lorile/airfoil with its further

riveting to the outer ccve1n. iht dual channel, formed by th-

corrugated covering and tne Viate (see Fig. 3.18b), was plalno wit 

purpose of the eliminaticu of tnd ially/poorly warmed zones in a.-:a

of riveted joints of the outer covering from internal. iiowevar,

practice shows that this constLuction/design of channels does not

give any considerable aavdatye avtore the single channel (see FiT.

3. 18a), so KAI has the sup .lmanitdy thermal resistance, due to WLich

in the places of contact oL voth stins/sheathings it does not occur

the expected increase iL zae tmeiature of the outer covering. F¢c

decreasing the unheated zoiies cia ue used transverse channels wit,

the lower covering, in whicn ai., mde the punch-outs under riv"ts1

joints (see Fig. 3.18c). Trausverse channels can be done perwar.

and variable/alternating cross section (on height/altitude) alo-q -,:

length of channel on the enclosure of profile/airfoil.

Three recent desigas ot tradnsverse channels are fulfillet by

mechanical or chemical illinj. VeLsion in Fig. 3.18d is simtb~--

from the point of view ot mnuracture; however, the structural w-i:i,

can be considerable. Tht most mcaean construction/design of
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transverse channel is the vc-r~iuu (see Fig. 3.18f), in which tfl.

connection of the lower cuvezin4 irom external is

accomplished/realized by roii.eL or spot welding.
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Fig. 3.18. The versions cr tue coustruction/design of the transv ->z-

air ducts:

a) channel with the single co iugtion; b) channel with the ludl

corrugation: c) channel in tn. zoiJA of dual skin/sheathing wit.

punch-out under riveted joints; a) the milled channel in the loweo

covering, riveted with the outer covering; e) the milled channel iib

the outer covering, rivetea witu i e lower covering; f) the mill

channel in the outer ccwvr.in, o which is welded the lower ccver-r i.

Page 70.

Besides the air-heat bystems of permanent action, in a nur .)ei t

cases can be used cyclic -acaL ueicers. The necessary condi+i ,,:

for the effective operation oL ttii. system, as it was already sai,

above, is the presence ot tna pdimdnent effective "thermal knit-" d::

the high rate of heating suktdce, which requires the increisp.1 fIlow
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rate of hot air in heatinj-up j;=riod. Fig. 3. 19 shows the vers:;.: .

the construction/design oL "tnurmai knives" for the air-heat deic.r.:

of cyclic action. In the Lirst oi them (see Fig. 3. 19a), "thermal

knife" it is made in the zorm ut tne longitudinal channel of smal

cross section along the Idading ciue of profile/airfoil. In thE

second version (see Fig. J. 19v) "thermal knife" it is made i fo: rf

tube "piccolo" established/insdiied near the cuter covering. Th-,

third version (see Fig. J. P*c), is usual "thermoelectric knife".

The construction/design of the cyclically heated part of th:

air-heat deicer can be made diLerently, if we consider tha cssibl.

combinations of the stanuaa Aiagrcms of the air-haat heaters cf

surfaces and versions "air-aedt Knives". Fundamental reuiremert when

selecting of the diagram or cyclic deicer is the minimum thermal

inertness of constructioni/aesign. kiq. 3.20 shcws one of thp ossi:il

diagrams of the air-heat deicer ot cyclic action. It is obtaint-i oi.

the basis of the connection ot tae diagram, given in Fi. 3. 17f, a:!.

"thermoelectric knife". For decreasing the thermal inertness o- thl

construction/design of Jeicax kressure chamber A (see Fig. 3.17f)

must be minimum space.
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Fig. 3. 19. Fig. 3.20.

Fig. 3. 19. Versions of ccnstruction/design of "thermal knives" 'or

cyclic air-heat deicers.

Fig. 3.20. Possible diagram or cycLic air-heat heater of wirg

surface:

I - skin/sheathing; 2 - cirzagarion; 3 - manifold; 4 -

"thermoelectric knife"; 5 - wail or longeron/spar.

Page 71.

Jet-edge protection of tronti 4iasses.

A special question is toe protection of frcntal gldsses cf t! •

pilot's cabin (heliccpt6r) t:ro icing with the aid of hot air. Ti;.

3.21 gives the diagrams or two vtrbions of the protection of fron,,

4 -.
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glasses from icing with ta= u6 or hot air. In the first (see 1.
3.21a) hot air is supp]led iut-o tAts flat duct between the exter:r1.

and internal panels of glass. acwever, this version of the heatiz.; .

glass did not win acceptance as a Lesult of the number of

structural/design and cjecatian sLacrtcomings. nore effective prov- 1

to be the method of the su-cdiltad jet-edge protection (or otherwJ -

"air barrage" (see Fig. i.4z)o), weich can be used both tor thE

protection from icing anu roz a improvement in the visibili+y

through glass with flignts ±ao cain. The principle of jet-edjr

protection lies in the tact tat not air is thrown out behind

two-limensional nozzle, arrangu/iccated b-fore the leading edq' )i

glass, and is exerted ou tue settling water mechanical and thermdi

effect, in consequence ot wnic it partially evaporates, partially i "

is blown away (for greater uetaxi, see chapter V and VII).

I

-~ 

,
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Pi g. 32.Diagrams of the air-beat heaters of the frontal q~as.--:

a) the internal heating (it tne gidsses; h) the jet-eige prote;cti:)%~

glasses.

Key: (1). external pane.L. (2). L~out glass. (3). Jet of hot air. ()

Two-dimensional nozzle. j~) Intarna. panel. (6). Hot air. (7).

Manifold.



*1 1

n'-otect-.on, n4 the eci ree 4 -'r' the nrq .3~ ~n4.ennn~.

Kev: (1). hot R" f)) conp. (* ~ f'. rtr,~+
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Sometimes jet-edge prutection can be used for the protectio%

from icing and other aiicrit components. For example, Figj. 3.2,2

shows, its use/applicaticn LoC tnd 1protection cf the conical rado'mc.

"air barrage" can serve dL54j ds mans of defense from the icinq of

small air intakes or objectives oz~ the optical instruments,

established/installed towdrus tn%- incident airflow (see Chapter X) .

Furthermore, jet-edge protection padrtially is utilized during th.'?
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combination of the boundary Layur control system and de-icing :yS--:i.

Deicers of gas turbine angiues.

For the protection cz tne rts of the inlet duct of engin-s

from all known methods widest dipljcation was obtained air-heat. Ir.

certain cases, as has already Deen mentioned, is appliei more hotly

oil, and also combinaticn oL thi methods indicated. Howver, it

should be noted that, in spite or comparative simplicity of the

construction/design of the ii-.uedt system and its sufficient

reliability in operation, it aas iiso shortcomings, characteristic -o

all air-heat systems with air Dieaj from compressor, i.e. tho

effectiveness of this system is tound in direct dependence on -njinc

power rating (besides lVD). Taerelure under conditicns of idlir; r

close to it air-heat system is usually barely effective and It it is

necessary to design with reserv4 or for the mcre economical

utilization of hot air it is necessary to apply the automatic

* regulation of a quantity of selected/taken air depending on enqin:

power rating.

a
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100

Fig. 3.23. The schematic ot the do-icing system of the enginp:

1I - fairing; 2 - applieu spies; 4 - tube of the supply of the air; 4.

- blade directing apparatus; j - aiaphragm; 6 - the thrcttle Fld~e; 7

- tap/crane of air intake; 6 - duaeter of the front/lealing hcuoirj;

9 - adapter of the diffuser; 10 - thermocouple for measuringj ths.

temperature of surface aurn ,

Page 73.

The diagrams of the dszaju~on of hot air and the design ol

the heating of the shieloed paits aepen on th ccnstructionfk: ji

of the input parts of co2c te-/sfecific/actual engine and cdne awi;t

diverse. For an example Fq. 5 - aad 3.24 give the typical jatt~r7!

of air-heat PO5 of engines, aad i Fig. 3.25 schematic of th-,

-for J

,.,
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combi.ed (air and oil) systam, sau on engine AI-20 whos, depcr::':.

is, for example, in worK td].

During the develoruent oL t, constructicn/design if air-hL.,r

POS of engine it is necessdry to locus attention on correct air

distribution according to a1 eieaants/cells cf inlet duct, uhici

ensures the uniform heating of all shielded elements of

construction/dqsign. Fcr aecriaimit the heat losses should L.

provided the necessary theriai insulation of supply lines dn] olhl-

alements/cells in the line of not dir.

In certain cases it is %.peuient to apply the cjection cf -h-

hot air, selected/taken irow comai ssor. In particular, such :j -ctio>

is made in POS of engine )-2Op. *Ifne ejecticn hot air is

selected/taken directly aitcz tne eighth step/stage of the seccrl:

cascade/stage. The ejected "co.l" air is supplied from the

interlabyrinth cavity of te wi hth step/stage of the second

cascade/stage of comFreasoE 15dj.

Let us examine in more uatail thc construction/design of ti,

separate elements of de-iciLs syscem.

Struts (applied spckes). Ine heating of struts is

accomplished/realized uSualUy at a distance from leading edgq, ,

7'
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to approximately/exempld.iiy Jjo/o of its overall width. Heati-,

accomplished/realized all ovuc naight/altitude cf strut. With purpc-

of an increase in the en tiveae.s of heating within the warm",l. :,r'

of the strut usually it IS estaDlished/installed deflector or

longitudinal corrugaticns (Fig. J. 6).

'3

r.

5I~~~S~fr

A
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Fig. 3.214. The diagram ct deicer with the heating of fairina ai.LI

stator of I step/stage:

1 - supply of the hot aiL; e sta~tor blades; 3 -blade of th- ro-c--

'4 - rotating fairing.
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Fig. 3.25. Schematic of mixed type de-icing system:

1 - supply of hot air; i - bidue VNA; 3 - shutter/valve; 4 valve f

bypass of hot air; 5 - ica-inaiciting equipment; 6 - supply ct a--' -c

cartridge/ammiunition of tuai. aurow~atic machine; 7 - air intake of

fuel automatic machine; 8 - oai supply from pump; 9 - branch/r rroval

of oil mixture to air s~jdr4tor; hI frontal crankcase.

ir
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() r3pb,

Fig. 3.26. Construction/design ai the heating of struts.

Key: (1). Deflactor. (2). C;inae± 1or hot air. (3). Corrugations.

Page 75.

Blades VNA. The hearing oi U-ades VNA must be examined taklnj

into account the angle cz Liieir kotation and knee of trailing Pdi -.

When blade VNA fixed and tae Dena dngle of trailing edge it is smll,

possible to accomplish/=radize nedting of its only leading edgr at

distance of -30o/o from tav witn of blade. If the knee of trailirn;

edge is more than 80 or Llade LordLy, then it is necessary tc provi!--

the heating of the trailing wages of blades. The diverse variar.:-,:

' .-
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the construction/design or heating are represented in Fig. 3.27.

Fig. 3.27a gives the schematic of the heating of blade VNA witi,

a deep slot/groove, in kij. 3. ilu - blade VNA with a deep slct/qrorv

and supplementary slots ii tuae rear end of the blade. The hot air,

which comes out from suPP1emeLktary slots, must provide protection of

trailing edge from icinS.

Fig. 3.27c shows tue vzr;¢ici of the heating single-piece irill>I

blade VNA with special extrLnai tain-walled shell. Hot air enters

slot/groove on the leadiLn =a= oL blade VNA and further on the

milled slots it emerges trom tu side of its trailing edge.

Fig. 3.27d gives the construction/design of the hollcw skeleton

blade, in which is proviuae th neating of an entire surface o'

blade.
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Fig. 3.27. Versions of tha heitia± of blades VNA:

a) blade VNh with the deep slot/gruove; b) tlade VNA with ai

slot/grocve and supplemebirdry i.Lu t in the rear end of the

profile/airfoil; c) the sinq1w-jiace milled blade with the sp.c 1l

thin-walled shell; d) hollow sieleton blade.

Page 76.

Fairing. For the eltective ueating of fairing hot air must b

fed/conducted to its frcat/leadiany part, on which occurs most i:t'_r.-

ice formation. Hot air ±to, struts or blades VNA is fed/conduct(-i m

tubes to its front/leadin4 Pdat dnd further on radial clearance,

''

-
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formed by external wail aaa ILacaLdl deflector, it passes alcng

fairing and it is thrown out tazouyjh openings/apertures into th,

inlet duct of engine. one ot tne versions of the

constructions/designs of zaiz.ing is given in Fig. 3.28.

3.6. Factors, which affect rne setiaction of de-icing system.

As it was said in thae veginning of this chapter, until toddy

most effective are thersai sif,=ty methods from icing. Therefcr- .r

all cases when is requiied ieldit protecticr in the suffici:zntly

broad band of the conditions uL tne icing; (t1c corresponding

international norms),* snould ",a applied thermal POS.

However, the use/ajFj~ic-dtiou of other methods can be advisi*-

only when to the protection oz tiight vehicle from icinq are

presented less strinqent L%=,iieiiLts, and the reserve of its pow-:-

is very limited (usually on Jlijat aircraft and helicopters with

piston engines), and also, when tue use/application of thermal

methods either is imposs.LoiLe oL, Lt is extremely hindered/hamrere I

(radomes, sensors of some instruments, etc.).

"-1 INS

a - -

L~. i-i-!
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Pig. 3.28. The de-icing system of the fairing:

I - supply of hot air tc tane fairing: 2 - tube of the supply of air

to the nose/leading edge; 3 - diL escape into nose/leading edgr.

Page 77.

When selecting of one or cAe other type of thermal deicer it i

necessary to consider the following factors:

a) the possibility of the most economical use of energy,

selected/taken from aircrdft engines. Here enter questions of th-

selection of the form of tne source of thermal energy, its iccatoil

of relatively heating suLLdcGs, affect of the selection of energy

input on the flight characteristics of flight vehicle, etc. The most

complete response/answeL to all these questions gives evaluation Pr:;

(just as other systems) troam the pcint of view of its equivalert

•~
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weight, as shown further;II
b) the applicability of taas utwice- from the point of view of the

protection necessary fcL agI ee LA.O icing, i.e. necessary wheth'-'

for the part of the flight venicla in question the deicer of cowpl,-

evaporation or to admissibly utilize a deicer of incomplete

evaporation or the cyclic;

c) the possibility of tne design ot deicer on the shielded elem- t 'f

construction/design, i... in osaence this a question of the selac~ioi:

of the air-heat or electrical daicdr.

All these factors undounredly are tightly interlocxed; therre_-,-

before finally selecting one oz dauother versicn POS, should be

rated/estimated it from aiiLezent point of view.

Let us pause at separdto moments/torques in more detail..N.,2 ii.

the deicer of complete evaeorLtion most frequently is connected with

the danger of the damage oL tn olades of ccmrressor rotor of

aircraft engines in the case of incidence/impingement into th- inl-t

duct of the pieces of ice. in otneE words, if into engine is

inadmissible the incidencw/iapingement of ice, then all parts c:

inlet duct, and also paLt o1 tue ilight vehicle, arranged/locadt1

before the air intake, aujt ve equipped with the deicers of ccm|pl.to
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evaporation. In particular, tnis is related to the root sections of-

the upper surface of the winy ot aircraft whose engines are

arranged/located in the rar eria of the fuselage. However, on thc

remaining shielded wing surface can be used either POS of incompl 11:

evaporation or cyclic (i.r. 4.z99) This layout of protective syst,.n:s

it has, for example, Englisi aircraft "Trident".

But if compressor idules dtv made sufficiently durable, and

small ice falling into ccm ressot uoes not affect noticeably th-

operation of enginp, then iot tan protection of the parts,

arranqed/locat,d in inlet auct ani before it, let us allow cyclic

heating with sufficiently snort cycle during intense heating. This

system successfully is daipie on the air intakes of some English

aircraft (for example, "Argosy").

From the point of view oL tat savings cf power the

use/application of cyclic uaeicers is even more expeiiently for tl*,.

air intakes of the supersonic aircraft, which have sharp edge. Ths-

fact is that the icing c¢ tue saare edges of supersonic

profiles/airfoils and aL lntdAeS aiffers frc usual

profiles/airfoils in teLos ui tIat Larger difference between th v ' i.

of the capture region aLu legion or the spreading of the watpr film

(see Chapter V).
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Ice built-up edge is usually concentrated only on very the pcirt o

sharp edge, whereas the spreadixng of water it occurs many times

further. As a result the zone o! rue capture/grip of ice is measuL:

literally by millimeters, dad tne zone of the spreading ot watrr

during proheating of SUtL~a Cdfl reach several decimeters, as is

evident, for example, in tne phcroyraphs of Fig. 3.30, in which' is

shown the icing of the cola dad aated sharp-lip inlet, which was

being investigated on flying laLoratory. For Frcventingj barriEr icc

with permanent heating in tais cds it is necessary either tc warvr

very large area, or to credte Lh considerable superheating 0±l

surface in nose section.

jVI
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30.bi ahdb2,a c
flonflHim ucflapeHue-

3O'ohdo~ea c me-
'nf~ im cnapenuem

Fig. 3.219. Aircraft with tha uivd.Lse variants of (deicers.

Key: (1). zone heating with comp iete evaporation. (2). zone hnatini-

with incomplete evaporazion or cyclic.

Fig. 3.30. Icing of shazF-llp inlet:

a) cold surface; b) heateu surtaice.
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However, the use of a cyclic deicer, which consists of the

combination of the continuous aeaving of sharpest edge (i.a. "thoriral

knife") and cyclic heating o L eaining surface (Fig. 3.31), make=:

possible to be restricteu to the very small size/dimension (alonj

flow) of the latter. Conseueiutly, this deicer will be considerably

more economical in ccm~aiison wita permanent heating. However, tL.

luration of cycle in this cdsa alwdys can be selected sufficiently

low.

Generally, if on tae saieia6q part is inadmissible the fcrmati.;-r

of barrier ice, and the use or a deicer of coplete evaporatic .

difficult, then should be used iOS of cyclic action.

Examining thermal ue-ician systems as the user of energy, orn"

should consider that the itfecaut methods its selection differ-1-1y

affect not these or other tlight caaracteristics of flight vehiclt-,

either acting directly on the engine characteristics during the_

selection from them of hcr air or increasing the weight of aaratu.

Thus, for instance, the rate oCL cimb of aircraft greatly strongly

affects air bleed frcm cciapressoz L12 6].
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peanen and& Syli he3ttfl.

Ke:(6 atr eiz. [) bpr edig o we.e (3). Zon

~enp~i617,q rn8p4d
10 S

Fig. 3.31. Efeto i ze r opiesso 3.32. rorenin

Fig. 3.31. Difentg size; orN zon oshaege in to cssof

permnen and cyclic~i' Ietu

Key: (1). Car e reg on.a £oz)). Nding of Gaeer. (3 ). oe t lz

c. l ea

Fig. 332. Efect f air~ei ioui cmpresor onporo njn

thrust

G/G0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r a rai ofslcetWnai lwrt ognea/omr/-d

Key: (.1 or (2.B nar 4. Feir. 3Gael. 4 (') pini

Key: (10 atr ein i p,6dn fwtr 3 oeo
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relationship/ratio fcr. (-3). Nepir "Island."

Page 80.

In turn, selection or on= 4aa the same quantity of air has

different effect on the caracteristics of the gas turbine enqln,-.-j:

different diagrams. For ITR or usual diagram of expended powgr

corresponds percentage aecrease o the air flcw rate through the

turbine, as can be seen from . . j.32, horrohed from [1071. Thi.; -7L;

for protection from icing, and disc for other needs can hav- s1~c-

to 12o/o of general/common/totdi dir flow rate. More sensitiv2 to tilr

bleed from compressor is TVRD, zor which the air bleed must nc7

exceed approximately/exempldaziy 7o/o of the general/common/total air

flow rate. Even more sensitive in this respect is TVD, in which

lost by 2-3o/o of power Ly zvery I/o of selected/taken air;

therefore permissible sriection is limited only 5e/o of

general/common/total ait tiow rat through the compressor.

3.7. Evaluation of the ,eignt chazacteristics of de-icing systsm

during design.

The weight of de-icing system has noticeable effect on thE

transport effectiveness ot dircLaLt (helicopter) or its tactical

flight data, for example, wor& L1I0] produces decrease of payloai
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approximately/exemplarily on Jo/o ior aircraft and on 6o/o for

helicopters.

In work [1471 it is ia~icatcu that according to statistical c.-c

the weight of the structure iUO, oz aircraft is approximately

0.8-1.0o/o of takeoff weight. lheze is given formula for the rouih

estimate of the weight ics ot tac aircraft

G, - 225 + 0,003Go K2, (3. 2)

where 6, - a weight of structure POS;

Go - the takeoff weight cr airccazt.

For a helicopter this weight relatively higher and ever. toi o. t

economical POS reaches 1.2 o/o o takeoff weight [107).

The given data are raiatea to the adjusting weight of the

structure of de-icing syscms. dowever, the presence of protc-ctiv-

system from icing on bodrJ aircrat or helicopter is connectei wi"

the expenditures of power zor its work and with the expenditure.: c:

fuel/propellant, necessdLy toc its "transport" by air. Furtherrro:',

some elements/cells P0S cda cduse an increase in the drag of tli;i1

vehicle, which will be aiso connected with the supplementary

expenditures of power and Luei/jrojellant.

-a4
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These expenditures can b presented in the form of the equivalent

weights which are added to tn6 weiaht of structure POS:

G.on = G. - + A.+ AGI, (3.3)

where G, - an adjusting weight of structure PCS;

AG'- fuel load which is Lequared ror the "transportation" of de-icini

system with a weight of G,;

AG,'- entire, equivalent horsepower, which is necessary for a work

POS:

AGc3- weight, equivalent to tnh drag which produces separate

elements/cells POS.

Adjusting weight P05 is tne total weight of the

construction/design of the ..±cers of the aircraft components or

helicopter. i.e.
o.=n G(+ G 43.4)

where .- the total weight oi the heaters of surface (wing, tail

assembly, air intakes of engines, glasses, screws/propellers, 1tc.),

including the weight of distributive, commutation and signallinq

devices, and G.i.- a weaght or the structure of the sources of

j=,4
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powers which provide energy input Lnto de-icing system. The weigh- of

the heaters of surface aepenas on the principle of their operation.

Thus, for instance, accoraing tc ddta (65] the weight of the

structure of the deicer ot wing can be found frcm the equation

( ) =CL. (3. 5)

where Cl - a statisticaj coe±ttciant in kG/m;

L - wingspan 3.

Value C1 composes ajproximately/exemplarily 5.8-6.0 for the

air-heat heaters and 3.d-4.1 zor tnermoelectric ones. But the more

precise evaluation of the weJijt or de-icing systems can be fulfilld

only on the basis of the data waica can be accumulated during the

design of analogous devices/equipment.

The total weight ot tne sources of power for POS also depends cr.

the design features of system. Are possible the most varied

combinations with the use or sources indicated above of power. Let ur

assume that the total number oi aeaters of surface in de-icing syst.w

can be presented in the torn ot tue sum

-=., + n, + n&+ na, (3.6)

where n is the number ct hdaters to which is fed/conducted hct a li.

directly from the compressor or engine; n2 - number of heaters,

connected with the special aeat exchanger (in which are utilized, fc:

PON-,

0 °
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example, exhaust gases) ; uL - numuer of heaters with power supply

from generators and n. - tue numer of heaters to which the requir(>i

power is fed/conducted from iuxiliary power unit (VSU).

Page 82.

Then the total weight or coatruction/desiqn 2 of the sources of

power or their parts, which i-ure the operation of de-icing system

as a whole, can be determined ay tne formula22 21 '
, L -G o -i (3.7)

I =1 i .I i=1

where G,- all ccnstructious/de-igns of the special heat exchanger;

G. and N, - weight and power ut tue generators;

GB(.% and N. - weight and power VSi;

Qi and 'ii - calorific reyuirement (required pcwer) and thermal

efficiency (coefficient ct nedt use) for the i deicer of wing, tail

assembly of engine, glasses, etcoj.

The values of the majority oz the parameters, which stand ir 4-hc

right side of formula (3.7), eitner are known during the design of

aircraft or it is possiaia to rat,/estimate them according to

statistics. In particulaL* the tnermal efficiency of the air-heat

....... .
.,
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heaters lies/rests in the range 0.4-0.75, and the efficiency ot

thermoelectric heaters is wsudL to approximately/exemplarily C.8-J.9.

Values Qj can be approx1iamLtd calculated on the basis of

average/mean heat-flux density q, tro. the formula

Q, =q. Fl. (3. 8)

where F, - surface area ot the 1 neater to which is fed/conducte, thE

power. For the 4eicers cl coutinuous action this area is equal to tii-

complete area of heater F, HI, anu in the case of cyclic deicer F, it is

found from the expressicn

Fj = 1' . (3-9)
n.

where n, - a quantity of sectionz in the deicer in question.

As far as value is concerned of average/mean heat flux, th, n

approximately it is possible to consider that q, -1.0 W/cm z tor tlh-

heaters of permanent action and approxinately/exemplarily 1.5-2 +

more for cyclic heaters. dora preaision determination of exterral

heat flux is given in chapter V, Vi and VII.

Page 83.

Unfortunately, theLe is insuiricient information by the weiglts

of special heat exchangers tor ie-icing systems.

In the past on poston-engined aircraft sufficiently widely w~r,

S-W01% -- -. -
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utilized benzine heaters. on dircraft with jet engines, besides alr

bleed from compressors, it is expedient to utilize the heat

exchangers, which work on exhaust gases. One of the versions of such

heat exchangers successiully is apklied, for example, on English

aircraft "Argosy" (58].

The quantity of fuel/propiiant, which must ba had during

takeoff directly for the "ransportation" of the weight of structurE

POS, can be determined as follows:

GoA .G,' G, ~

where G, - gross weight of fuel/propellant on takeoff.

The weight, equivaient to a quantity of heat which is

selected/taken with hot air directly from the compressor of enqin. or

with the aid of the generators, wmich have power drive, it is

possible to present in the torn of this relationship/ratio:

, ' ¢i(3. 11)
4=I

where Go - complete comfleta taleotf weight of aircraft or

helicopter;

Ne " installed power

In the case of turbojet ana turbofan engines into formula (3. 11)

must be substituted their equivaient horsepower, i.e.

. . -. --.
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,,Y y ,PA V..K .,le 
3 2

where n,.-- a quantity ot af,iatas on aircraft or helicopter;

PA- thrust of one engine Ln the xgf;

V-p- Cruise speed of aizcrart in r/s.

If on aircraft (helicopter) are autonomous air intakes for Pos,

then this can load to an increasd in the drag of aircraft. In this

case effect POS on drag also it is possible tc express by the

equivalent weight

G. (3. 13)
AG" = (AX,)nocX,

or

AG = K (AXN)OC,

where X, - the total drag of the aircraft;

K - quality coefficient of aircraft (in cruise).

Page 84.

An increase in the dragdue to autonomous air intake is designf;.

from the known formula
w 2(-X~noc = ( )ia - S,* . (3. 14)"

4. !
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Thus, complete equiv4laent weight POS on takecff can be

determined on the basis oi the rollowing formula:

__ III 4 K(SX),,(), (3. 15)

in which the adjusting eig- t oz structure G, is determined Pither

from the statistical dejeadences oz form (3.5), or by the direct

calculation of weight aLter sxetca design of cne of the versicits P0S

taking into account foraulis t3.i) and (3.7).

The value of complete equivaiunt weight can serve as a

comparative criterion or tue eaticiency/cost-effectiveness of thL

diverse variants of the de-icia4 systems which can be dpsigned for.

this aircraft or heliccira. Physically this value indicates, to wihat

extent is decreased payicad weight during installation POS to

aircraft. At the same time, xowing the equivalent weight of systrem,

it is possible to rate/estimate its effect on the tactical flight

data of aircraft.

-mamma
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chapter IV.

Nethods of the definition ot the zones of icing (zones of "catchinq")

on the surface of aircratt L.

FOOTNOTE 1. It is writter to b. A. Stroganov. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Ice formation on the surrdce of aircraft can be represente as

the result of two phencmena:

- the collision of arops wita the surface;

- spreading and freezing ot these drops.

4.i. Collision of drops with tne surface of the flying body.

In the majority of tae worts. dedicated to questions of aircraft

icing, instead of the term tae collision of drops with surface is

used term catching or capture/grip of drops by surface. klthcugh

these terms are deprived ot direct visual representation as concept

collision, in view of their geaeral/commcn/total use and widE

acceptance subsequently we will use them.

4 S
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Page 85.

The catching of drops uy surtace depends on the character of its

aerodynamic flow, value and dirzction of the forces, which effect cn

drops and being determining the trjectories of their motion relptiv-

to surface.

The trajectories of the d opS, which are contained in airflow,

which encounters to surtace, do not coincide with the flow linf-s of

air, as a result of which the part of drops (it recovers by it), but

another part passes it ana is tdxen away by air flow (Fig. 4.1).

Quantitatively this phenomenon is characterized by the

interception coefficient, which are the ratio of the mass of water,

which contains in the incident flow, to the mass of water, by thp

recovered surface, in this Lntekva.L of time. Are distinguished

general/common/total and local interception coefficients.

The general/common/total, or Lntegral interception coefficiEnt,

which relates to an entira zone ot catching Sys, is determined by th-

relation
E = ,., (4. 1)

Wheore G - a mass of the water, which caught into the unit of Ingrqth

(spread/scope of surface 1 s), in xg/som;

. .
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w w ater content water content ot clouds in kg/rn3;

C,,,- thickness of midsection orort.le cross section mi;

Va -flight speed in mn/s.

Local interception coefti.czent e is analogous in sense, but it,

is related to the elementary section dS on the surface of catchinj

about the point in questi.on.
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ex AYi

the trajectory of urops.

the flow line of dir.

Fig. 4.1. Catching of dtops on surface. System of coordinate axes.
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Page 86.

With respect to the trdjectories of the motion of drops

general/common/total intercepticn coefficient can be presented as thE

relation

E ep R' (4.2)

where Yvpx and Ymi,,f - ccozdinarts at infinity of the trajectcri;s c:

drops, tangents to upper aaa iower surface respectively.

Local interception coerarcieut also can te presented as

dy \y (4.3)

where %y - difference oX urdindtes at infinity of the trajectoi---s

of drops which fall to ujpei aud lcwer boundaries of the area/sitz il-

question- AC - projectiu or acea/site AS is normal to flow. makes i

possible to also establsh/nstall the zone of catching (Sy,). which Is

area, prisoner between icints on tae upper and lcwer surface, in

which occurs the contact o trajectories with the surface (see Fiq.

4.1). Zone and intercept.Lon coet.icient are the most important

4
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parameters, which are datarmininj intensity and ice hazard. r

Spreading and freeziag a droes from surface they are de+-rmi -

by the thermodynamic processes, wnich occur on surface, and first cf

all depend on the temperature oL surface. If the temperature ct

surface is relatively bai (it is close to 0OC), then the drop of

water, after being hammerea against surface, communicat.s to it

certain energy content jaue liezation of latent heat of fusicn wit. r
freezing. This leads to rni fact tnat the drors, or are more prci --

a layer of moisture, they uo not rreeze immediately, but they spL:(-aJ

up to certain distance. lu tnis case occurs the partial loss cf

moisture due to evaporation aai its blowing from surface into

boundary layer (Ludlam's 4Ltect .

For the characteristic or tai - phenomenon is introduced the

coefficient of freezing wuica gives the relationship/ratic

between the mass of ice G . frozea in this section of surface, an

the mass of the water, graspea in this section per unit time, G,,:

(4.4)
. - (h = .w.V,.AC

4.2. Conclusion/output at tne equations of motion of drop in air

flow.

The majority of tasas regaraing zones, coefficients and oth..r

S..

- ~h.
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parameters of catching is solvou Dy the construction of the

trajectories of the moticn of ULoL in air flow, which flows arcu%.:

about the body.

Page 87.

The determination of trajacrocies is produced on the basis of

equations of motion which L inL tne real forces, which effect cn Arop,

and the inertial force. During motion the drops in air flow, if we

disregard/neglect graviationaA. Lorce, tic it acts only the

aerodynamic force, equal to

P - cDQ4

where c, - a drag coefriciant cz the drop; p - air density; . -

speed of drop relative tc tai air; FK - area of the lateral surfac1

of drop.

According to the seccnd law oL dynamics this force can be expresse-d

through mass and acceleration o± the dror

P= m.a, (4. 5a)

where - a mass of the 4roj; aK - acceleration of drop under t c

action of force PK.

Counting the drop cf steaicai, this is expression, utilizing

- .,,: .
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radius (r.) and water density (Qi)t JA is possible to convert as

Ifollows:

4nz
-Tzr.a eQ I u. 114 r2  (4. 56)

or

d uKI _ 3 eCfJI CD j J2 (5
d - 2 rg. 2 rKQM

In this expression the relative seed of drop -. is represented as

modulus of a difference za the vectors: to the speed of drop u, and

air speed *.

For convenience in the calculations equation (4.5) one shoull

lead to the dimensionle.s tori. A xadius of drop and all other linca,

dimensions it is expedient to express with respect to the significan-

dimension of body and L (chord, length, radius, etc.), for which this

equation is solved r - . the speed of drop A and air

flow v can be representeQ wita espect to velccity of iacident flcw

: V = v- and time t is represented in the fcro of

dimensionless time T= t-L unity ot which is equal to the timi *

necessary in order to cover a distance of L with a a velocity ot of_

V0.

Page 88.

-'** '"
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Furthermore, let us intLoduce the following designations:

R e -- (4.6)
V

49LQ 7)

then by simple conversicns tudtion (4.5) it is possible to lead tc

the form

,11 24 -e- . ',-(4.8)

where Re, - Reynolds number tne drop

Re. = 2r. -U (49)

The designations introduced auove make specific physical sense ani it

is very convenient during cdIcuidtion, since link the mode/conditicns

of flight with conditicna icing a4d size/dimension of the body it,

question with the aid ot zna aameasionless parameters. Parameter R--

represents Reynolds numter drop dt the relative speed of droF, equal

to velocity of incident tiow. it caaracterizes initial conditions and

does not depend on the jcsit.Lon oi drop in air flow and on the local

velocity of air. Parameter *. ui.ch occasionally referred to as

dimensional or scale parameter, caaracterizes the relationship/ra:io

between the sizes/dimenraons of urop and the sizes/dimensions ot

body. As can be seen frcm equatiou (4.8), these parameters are

criterial, since for guazanteein the similarity of the trajrctnri .

of the motion of drops in geometrically similar bodies and airflow it

t- -
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is necessary and it sufzice to ensure their constancy.

The use/application oZ comna.ation is convenient tc thos-
24

that for low ones Re,, CRe e I dependence cD =f(Re,)frequently repros-nt

in the form CL)ReK (Re.).
24

Some authors [87] [L9J iasteaki of parameters indicated abovr ,

and * utilize parameter k9 Re/-, which is called the parameter of

inertia, since it to some degree characterizes the force of inertia

of drop. Dormancy to ouL opinion, d shortcoming in this paramete r in

the fact that is lost the i.tarai dnd direct sense, which possess

parameters Reo and ' . rtneracre, it does nct eliminate the nted

for the calculation of .ardmeter Roo, since, as will be shown belok,

parameter Reo necessary in the 54Jority of the cases for the

calculation of Reynolds aumoer drop.

Page 89.

Passing to projections on dXIS of coordinates connected with

body, we will obtain the rundaumatal calculated equations of mction

of the drop:

dux co reKdi 24 Re* u,,

dup ci) Ret
d, - 4 N - (v ,) (4. 10)

du, et cRe,, ( L s.-dr = - --" i, z,

.,L" i
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These equations are initidl during the determination of the

parameters of catching, since allow with one or the other

precision/accuracy to calculte trajectory the motions ot drop of th

relatively considered/examined oody. Between entering this equation

numbers Re, and Reo there is idle time the relationship/ratio

Re, = Ree (u-, - - (v-- u,)' - - (v(- ,)u. (4. 11)

which subsequently will re rrdudauzly utilized instead of equation

(4.9).

Of that accepted is aoova assumptions the drop of water -

spherical in form and constnt/iuvdriable according to the

sizes/dimensions; gravitationdl rorce - is negligible; at the initial

moment of speed the drcs ana aiz - are equal, two first during

calculation de-icing systams practically always are satisfies, and

the third is correct, it ta4 speed of flow is much more than thc rat-

of an incidence/drop in the drop, which for aircraft also is

provided.

4.3.1 he methods of the solutios of equations of motion.

Although mathematical equatioa of motion of special comFlexi-y

do not represent, their soution ain practice is very labor-ccnsumir, t1

and it is usually connectaa wita a whole series of simplifications.

i['."'
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In these equations enters d whole series of components, which of-.-,.

cannot be represented in an expiicit form or in the form of th7

formulas, suitable for further soiation. First of all this is r']li".-/

to the values of the dray coefficient cD and local velocity of -i.

V.

Drag coefficient cD usua.LLy is taken according to _reu'_:

of the experimental invastigaticns of the resistance of spher-s [

depending on number Re. (Fig. '..}. For small Reynolds numb-rs

(Re <O.51according to the law oL Stokes coRe/24 = 1. Utilizing ti i-

relationship/ratio, was sauf tne series/row of the trajectory

calculations and parameters or catching. Thus, for instance, L. M.

Levin [31], examining a justion agout the precipitation of drops

from flow to obstruction under condition c'DRe,/24 = I, it establishai

that the catching will occur ouiy in such a case, when the relation

of parameters */Reb will be more tian certain specific (critical)

value. The value of criticai values (*/Res)49 for some different

surfaces is given in 'atle 4. 1.

Page 90.

Attempting to increasw tan range of the applicability of

calculated formulas, Seratini LJb] utilized the empirical deFen1,1c-

CD (1 0, 15M.ReR.Re,,
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With the aid of this r4eidiouship/ratio it derived the

series/row of formulas LoC t d cdtching of drops on wedge and doubl-.

wedge airfoil at supersonic speeds.

At present, when tne solution of equations is fulfilled with th

aid of high speed calculatoLs, draj coefficient usually is assiqiel

in the form of table cnRe,/24 T (Re., of latum in -able 3 of

application/appendix.

The field of air sees aucut the streamlined body is determin O

either from experiments via purygngs, or by hydrodynamic

com Pu tations.

The solution of thb djuations of motion cf drop, if by any

method they are prescriLed/assiyneu drag coefficient cD and tlie

field of velocities v( x# , z)# is fulfilled in by the aid ot

numerical methods in digatra computers or on analogs.

One of the first infitdJldrlonS for solving the task of catchi.nq

was the mechanical diffeeatial dnalyzer of Lewis's laboratory

(MaCA).

" _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
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However, calculaticn on muctndnica1 analyzer remains very

labor-consuming. For cooductinj tue calculaticn is continuously

necessary the participation of two-three operators and the cycl of

calculation occupies sutticientiy consideratle time.
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20 IL

00#

T~i.
Fig. 4.2. Dependence of tua dra, coefficient of sphere on Reynolk;-

number.

Page 91.

For the solutions at tjdO.La of motion from the point cf view

of the savings of time iz very convenient the use/application of

digital ccmputers of the typ~e "Uris", M-20 and so forth, etc.

Programming for solving taase eq.uations is not characterized ty

special complexity and can be maue by the programmer of average/m( 'an

qualification.

Especially shoved well. itseJlt the use cf calculators (for

solving the equations oL motion ot drop) together with
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electrohydrodynamic analogs (tor uetermining of velocity fields 3i!).*iuz

the streamlined body) (71J.

The use/application ot alaczrohydrodynamic analogs for the

calculation of air-stream valucitits is in detail presented in f551

and [601; therefore let us axdina briefly only the essence of this

method.

The analogy between tae motion, for example, of plane-parall1l

air flow and electric currant in two-dimensional conducting mEdium

directly d is visible fzom a e cajiarison of their differential

equations.
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'tbe41. The miiu aue LrltiD with which occurs~

the catching of drops cc surfdce.

(2) -Aui Itsao.9U l DNA B"zo?OkJ

W 1I1.1CTHHa Il 1oTeHUHa.lbHkii. (&3)T-

Mt MUaCrMHKa s Tpy8e npn 64'II0fHU~aHHWA, 6e30T -
omoweuNK WHPIIIW lrpy 6bi x PbIBl§I
inn pnse 1.,acmaxy, PaBRww L 4 1

t6) Kpyrosoi4 uauntp dF'foTe1U~aJAb&i, 6e3OT- 2

(A?) 3JmrTHqtCK)uA UJIHAP 60)To ice
nTPH OTHOuieIHn oceA, paa- I __

muw A 4 (1-A)

b')ap

Key: (1). Type of surfaces. (i). teorm of flow. (3). Plate. (14).

Potential, nonseparable. t5) . kPutential with treakaway. (6) .

Im pact/shock by flat/plane ot urojps. (7) . Plate in pipe vith ratio ot

width of tube to width ct plate, ejual. (8). Circular cylinder. (-4).

Elliptical cylinder in Latio or &xes/axles, equal to A. (10). Th-?r..

(11). Sphere. (12). Circular dist.

Page 92.

F PFor air flow. For the alectzrac current

all" -
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dVi dU

Vv -"= dU
dU

d2T 0 d2U, d'U 0

L , and v - components or tae veocity vectcr of air along th- ax-

x, y; 4p - hydrodynamic j otential; i,; im - ccmponents of the vcc':cr

of current density: U - tectric potential.

For guaranteeing the simiadrity of the phencmena must be rdde

the following conditions: a) aiuctric analog must be gemetrically

similar to the object or study; ) the coefficients of electrical

conductivity in model must ae ptoportional to the density of air

flow; c) boundary conditions rux aodel and nature must be siirilar,

i.e., they are connected wita iinaar dependence.

Nost frequently duLan tu samulation of air flow are

encountered the boundary conditions of this fcrm: dq[dn =0 and

O=const. Condition dq'Idn-0 is reaiLized by installation into the?

electrically conducting medium o0 insulator. In this case the

electric current can leak oniy along the isolated/insulated sec t ion--.

This condition corresponds to taC low of the flow about the ri ;i.

surface or to flow at intinita ad~tance from the streamlined bcdv.

The condition O=const is realized with the aid of electric-conduc'ivg

42i
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tires, to which is fed/coaauctea uirect/constant voltage.

For example, if the simuation of flow is fulfilled in

electrolyyic bath, then tor zae Ledlization of the first conditio: Ir

it is established/installed tne mouel of the streamlined body, iad-

from insulator (paraffin, tiee/woou, hardened paper, etc.). Cr. "a

boundaries of bath, perjendacuia. Lo the incident flow, in

electrolyte are dipped the electric-conductive tires, which simulj;

the conditions of the uuu1stuiu"d zlow.

The measurment of vultdye U, which simulates hydrodynamic

potential 0, is producea wltU tne did of probe and usually it Is 1i

to relative unity, i.e., tae wfeasured local pctential difference is

related to a voltage drop across jusbars/tires. This is conveni-nt tc

those that all results ci waesuiewtnts are obtained in porticns frc.i

a voltage drop across bussars/tLres and depend either on the ahsolut

value of this potential aiLtereace or that its changes (in small

limits) in resolving tas. Ina madurment of the given voltage is

accomplished/realized wita the d of bridge cr compensating diaqram.

* Page 93.

The components of voltage U, ad U i in directions x and y car ,_

most simply determined witL tne dia of three-ccmFonent testeL. T|hi
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tester has three measuriia jroea, which give the values of vcl1'-;.-

along the axes x and y. Taeu th6 corresponding components of vwoci-v

are approximately equal to

vizM

where AU, and AV, - a potant~ia± aiference alcng the axes x and y,

measured on the tester; 6x afl 6y - distance between the measurirj

probes of tester.

Since distances Ax anu Al reaain constant/invariable, then for

calculation is necessar, measurement only AU, and AU. The values of.

measurments from tester, dna also coordinates x and y are supFli- I
into computer. In it is jroduced tne calculation in accordance wit',.

the equations of motion ct ,1rop- (4.10) and are determined the

displacements of drop. Ir we coznect the tester of electrolytic ba-..

with the output of ccmputer witn servodrive, then the displacec-int .f

tester over electrolyyic Dadt will correspond to the trajectory ot

the motion of drops. Fixin/recorang this displacement on special

plane table automatically, we ottdin unknown trajectory.

The precision/accuracy or cdiculations depends on the error f, r

electrolytic analog and error for the computing device/equipment.

According to the data of Abramson [71], accumulated errcr ,oes

I-

L . . , .,
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not exceed 2o/o. However, taese juestions exceed the scope ot this

book and require more detdiedi ex4mination.

The great advantage or elcrrolytic model is the fact that it

makes it possible to determia velocity field and to calculate thc-

trajectories of drops arcut, the oouy of complex layout. This m&ethoC

successfully can be used for te cdiculation both two-dimensicnal 'Inr

three-dimensional flow, in tais ccse it is necessary only with

correspondingly to change the deptn of bath. If we consider moi -ov r

that the required precision/accuracy of calculations by the fcrcE of

the made assumptions (sihericity ot drop, neglect of weight, etc.) is

small and is acccmpanieu ay usuaA.Ly experimental check under

conditions of icing, then this meaod must be recognized as on- of

the most convenient methods tok the calculation of the parameters of

the catching of drops.

4.4. Determination of thb pdrdderrs, which characterize the pror 7;

of the catching of drops on thd aody surface cf the simplest form.

The methods examinea auove ot the trajectory calculations of

drops allow with one or tnh cmnez krecision/accuracy to determl.. th-

following parameters of ca fllaj: interception coefficients, ext-nrt

of zone and mass flow rate o the catching of water.

..... .. ', )- : . . .: ', . .... " , . . _ : . :,: : . . :. 'a ,
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However, unwieldiness ct caiculations and absence of sufficiently

precise initial information (especially about velocity tield abou+

the bodies of intricate sadpe) led to the fact that such calculationL;

were made only for that veLJ im ited in form cf quantity of bodis.

Most completely the c.iculations of zones and interception

coefficients were made tot circuar cylinders, ellipsoids of

revolution and some progile./aroils. Although this information,

naturally, do not exhaust 411 uivese cases, with which we encount-

during the design of de-icin 9 systums, they make it possible to cczr

to light/detect/expose the yenarai laws, which link the paraWetkrs 0

catching with flight conaitions ana meteorological conditions, a;]

they give certain material wnich can be used in practice.

Circular cylinder.

The catching of drops uy circular cylinders was examined in th--

series/row of works [87], LbJ, 01501 it was initial stage durir.7 th

solution of the tasks c! cacnaiu0. The calculation of the catchinq of

drops on circular cylindeE is gultilled most simply, since the

velocity field in circular cyliinue in the uniform, potential,

incompressible flow is describud oy the sufficiently simple

.1

~ .k~.. .. % -
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correlations:

v.= 1 i
V,1-4-

2wy (4. 12)

These equations are analogously to equations (4.10) given in a

dimensionless form, i.e., velocity is expressed relative to velocity

of incident flow, and cccL anate are given in the portions cf a

radius of cylinder.

The differential equations ci motion of drops even in this

simplest case can be soived only with the aid ct computers. As a

result of calculation ate obtained trajectory of drops relative to

cylinder as this shown an Fig. 4.J.

Fig. 4.4 shows the results o! the calculations of the paramet-s

of catching, made by diftereut autuors. The results of these

calculations have certain disaqreewent, which depends on the mt--thcl

of calculation and made asuiaptions. In all cases the calculations

began with the selection of "initial" conditions. As already

mentioned higher, at "infinite" aistance from the cylinder ot th

speed of drops and air 1ow they are accepted as identical onas. Thz

examination of velocity tields duout cylinder shows that it rmwains

undisturbed approximately/exempldrily at a distance to five radii

from the axis/axle of cyiniider.

- -A.
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Noticeable changes in air ciLculation proceed only from x=-5 to tI.

surface of cylinder; thexetorw witL sufficient precision/accuracy i-

is possible to consider tadt dt 4 distance of x=-5 of thp spni of

drops and air they droF and ir is Lespectively equal to

V. = U, = V.,
V.4= =0.

After breaking distance trom tue Lxis/axle of cylinder to x=-- t- h-

series/row of the cuts (tae more iumber it is selected cuts, th-- Mor

precise the calculation), Dy nuwerical integration are solved

equations (4.10) and are oDtaAned the trajectcries of motion. [ITIL

trajectory, tangent to c.Linaer, utermine the maximum extent of +1

zone of catching (angle-&,) tor taese conditions (* and Reo). 7h,

drops, which move along trajectcries arranged/located lower thdan

tangential trajectorieE, recover Dy cylinder, while the drops, which

move are higher than this oL iines, they will pass past it.

General/common/total quantities of water, grasped by cylind. r,

is equal for a homogenecus cloud to the sum of the drops, which II:

at band by the width, e-jual to 2..,. since catching in the 3rd

quadrant is analogous witA tae 4h thWsv - the ordinate of tangut'ial
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trajectory at infinity). Tneralore the interception coefficient of

cylinder E which is defined~, as tae relation of a quantity of wat-1r,

which caught into cylinder, to d total quantity of water in thE Lax i

of cloud by the width, equd4. to the diameter of cylinder, in this

case is equal to 2g.,..w

A quantity of water, as Lais tollows frcu (4.1), recoverc-d by

cylinder per unit time to liaavar micter, is equal

G. -E*DV~w=2 -D-V.-W 2 kIMC. (4. 13)

to Key: (1).0A

RU
..........
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a ~cgnea I7~tWmopui_ F

- - *" / -sS -

Fig. 4.3. Catching of drops on circular cylinder. Coordinate axs.

Key: (1). Flow line of air. (2j. Tangential trajectory. (3).

Intermediate trajectory. (4). Fhow.

Mt

~sA7 ~.-~ '
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Fig. 4.4. Interception coaltcieut and maximum angle of catchin ftn:

circular cylinder: o - dccorainq to data of Traybus; A - accor:;zi:j

to data of Bran, etc.

Key: (1). rad.

Page 97.

Local interception coefticient is defined as
4. Ag.

where AYo - distance at iaainLty oetween the upper and lower

trajectories, which fall to tae eiement/cell of surface AF seloctc!

about the point in question, dno 4d the central angle correspond inq

to emu.

Local interception coezttcient for a cylinder depends on vlu-:;

of 2 and 6,, (89] and can be ietwzmined according to the formula

F-- COS.1 ). s4. I-0

The data Given above show that a change in the water density ar-I

air (for heights/altitudes to 100041 m) and temperatures (in usual

range) affects the intercaption cobfficients and extent of thE zoi.(

of catching to a lesser oegree than dimensicns cf drops, speed of

' . IdN ' . , .~ * '
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flow and size/dimension oz cyi.uaaer. Coefficient and zone of catcL:

increase with an increase in Lae size/dimension of drops and sp- . o f

flow, since increase inertidi forces, and a change in the trajectoiy

occurs in smaller measure. Au increase in the size/dimension ct

cylinder leads to the dec.ease ot the parameters indicated, sinc=

increases the absolute size/aimension of distance on which begirs To

diverge the flow line ct air, inai this leads to the fact that at -

same values of speed and with size/dimension cf drop the resistin3

force acts on drop larger time aii1 it more strongly bends its

trajectory.

As can be seen from tormula 14.14), local interception

coefficient has great vdlue at te critical pcint of cylinder 0=0 -d

it is numerically equal to

.rE

If 1 _, the this means that thid iatensity of catching at the

particular point is maxiualiy possible for these conditions ot icinj,

i.e., all drops, which are coutdined in air flow, in the vicinitie ;

of this point they reccver on surface.

Ellipsoid of revolutior.

The catching of drops in tno surface of ellipsoids of revoluticr
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is of large interest on the streunth of the fact that a consiE-ri:j.,

number of different elem~acs/ceii. of the flight vehicles (begirni.

with the forward fuselage d terminating with different susp=nsios)

it can be in the first aiproxiadticn. represented in the forr of

ellipsoids of revoluticn. interest in the sizes/dimensions of ic-

formation on these elements/ctii1 is determined by the fact thd-

frequently in the nose jarts ot zna fuselage it is arranged/Iccatc,!

the antenna and other elumeats/cd is of radar equipment or guidanc,-

equipment whose work dettcioLdte-, if on the surface of nose tai~r !1

is formed a layer of icc.

Page 98.

Bringing these elements/cdL±s whose form is v.iry different, o

ellipsoid is convenient to tnose that for ellipsoids of revolutiot.

are known the equations cL the Liow of their incompressible Fcre::dil

flow thanks to which the deteiajnation of the parameters of icir, i4

reduced to the direct trajectory calculation of the motion of dzop:7s

by integrating equations (4.10). Since the ellipsoid flow of rotatior

of the flow, directed aloug princilal axis/axle, is axisymmetric,

motion of drops can be examinu. oniy in one meridional plane in th,

system of coordinates z and r (Fij. 4.5), equations of aotion ii)

which (in dimensionless torm) tdau the form

... ....

.... ... .... ................ . ....... ... ........ 4+ - " T V . ,.'ha ' ' .', CS' . f ; . . IL 
L {
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d -- 2 Re,,

du , 4c R e. , ) (4 . 15 )
(V - U4 )e.

where U, and u, - speeas oi drops along the axes z and r; -z and

- air speed along tais saa= axes/axles.

As significant dimension is taden the transverse.

I

k9
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Fig. 4.5. Catching of diops on &a.J..psoid of revolution. Coordinat,=

axes. 1

Key: (1). Trajectory of duojp.

Page 99.

The components of the; dipo at any pcint of flow with

coordinates z and r are ejuai. tc

-C 2f (4.f 16a)

- -r (4. 166)

where
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e, eccentricity of tae ei.L.ps, which lies at meridional Fla!r .

II

The procedure of the trajectory calculation of the moticn of

drops and determination cf ua jazameters of the icing of ellinsci-'

is completely analogous to the krocedure of calculation of catchi;,

on circular cylinder. DiZeareatial eguations (4.15) also are Solvi c!

with the aid of digital comjurizs or with the aid of the diffe_-n-i. 1 l

analyzers.

Are given below the results ot the calculations, made with th-

aid of the differential aaalyZios ror ellipscids of revoluticn wit! a

thickness ratio of 10 anu 2Uo/o, during the flcw of their air flow,

directed along principal axis/dxle [88].

Maximum extent (S,) tae zouIts of the catching of drops over thc

surface of ellipsoid of LavoiutLoia and according to interception

coefficient (E) are rerresented ii, Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 depending on

parameters * and Reo .

/
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The effect of the runameuta characteristics of the flight

conditions (speed and heiint/altitude) and size/dimension of drops tc

these parameters let us eidanianz ased on specific example. Let us

determine zone and inteLceptlon coefficient fcr a 10o/o elliFso-i in

flight in a velocity of 3o0 Km/a at the height/altitude of 1000 in in

the cloud, which is of the urops with a diameter of 20 io Th

semimajor axis of ellipicia is equal to 1 m. In this case of Reo=124;

- !O00 and S - n . I I (see Fg. 4. D) , and F=0. 39 (see Fig. 4.6a). ai-

an increase in the sFeea to 5JU xm/h (Pe 0 =180), Sy=0,14, and E=0. 42.

With an increase in altituae to 7J00 m at speed 360 km/h (Re0 =79)

they will be respectively eiuti to 0.08 and 0.35. If flight cccurr-;

of the cloud, which is ct the arous with a diameter of 40 p, t'. n fC

the height/altitude of 1JOJ a and velocity 360 km/h (Reo=258;

=500) Sw =0,25 and E=0.b2.

There is a definite interest in the examination of the icing oz

ellipsoids of revolution in tna presence on the surface of the

so-called "shaded zones" (Fig. 4.d). This zone is limited on tho on,

hand to the surface of ellipsoia trom the end/lead of the zone of

catching along flow, but rrum oLnar side by the trajectories cf

drops, very close to taaengrati trajectories, but no longer reco'¢.

by ellipsoid.
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Page 100.

Within this zone the drcis are 4osant, and it means, icing does nc

occur, then on the bounuacy ot tud "shaded zone" is observed th-

local increase (2-4 timeb) iu toe concentraticn of water d- :s,

connected with the "conarusation" of their trajectories.

SI
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Fig. 4.6. lntercepticn ccatticient and extent of the zone of the

catchinq of 10o/0 ellifsctid ot revolution. Air flcv is directed al'zni

large axis/axle.

Page 101.
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This phenomenon must Da couiuered, in the first place, wh n

selecting of the site ct iu tdilation of ice-indicating equipment ci.

board aircraft, for which it is nucessary to ascertain that it lo 's

not fall into the "shades zone", is otherwise knowingly unavcidabli

its ineffective work; in ot tne second, during the

arrangement/positicn dizzrernt external installations: antennas,

branch connections, sensczs, etc., since on the boundary of the

"shaded zone" in places witan zn increased concentration of Irop s

they will undergo inter-i iciuy, which can hzing abcut a

deterioration in their wczx or thi r even mechanical damages.

it~
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~=-~ e~ -o~ -gj -0,2 -0,1 0

Fig. 4.8. Trajectory of drops anu shaded zone in ellipsoid of

revolution.

K~ey: (1) . Flow lines. (z.Trdjactories of drops. (3) . Shadped zon -'.
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90-0

b 1

II F

Fiq. 4.9. Thickness of shdde zone on 200/0 ellipsoid of revclutior,

(in fractions of semiuajcz iixis); a) Re,=8; t) Fe0=128; c) Re0 =1r)2;

d) B90=1024; e) Reo=4096; i) k(t 0oI92.

Page 103.

Location of the "shau1ea zones" and their dimensions for scrnl
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conditions of icing (Reo from , to 1 8192) for ellipsoids of

revolution with a thickness ratio of 10 and 20o/o are given in Fi .

4.9 and 4.10 [88]. Theso data can Le used when the design of d-ici.n;

systms or selecting of tau si.t oi installation of signal ot icint.

on forepart/nose aircratt components or cther elements of structu:- >,

close in form to ellipscids oi ravolution.

4.5. Calculation of the zones ot catching on wing profiles/airfoilo.

In principle the cruer I ur ;z-e calculation of the zones of

catching on wing profiles/adiroils does not differ from the

calculation methods examziuf eadiuLr for circular cylinders cr

ellipscids 1 of rotation. on i to the basis of that determinpd

according to purgings in dexoulnamc ones tc tubes or accordinq to

velocity field calculaticas oL ar flow, which flows around atout t1:.-

profile/airfoil, by numezical iutaeration are determined the

trajectories of the droa ot water, then frcm them are defined thE

zones of catching on prctie/aizioil during the flight conditions in

question, general/common,/tot.L dnd local coefficients of catchinj ani

so forth, etc. At the same time calculation fcr wing

profiles/airfoils consi~afrd&;1 nicomes complicated because the

velocity field of air fkcw, as a rule, it is not known.

Z.*.*,*-
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,,._ .1[ - T-T - i;,- ,

FT 49-j, V 0 -00 I 'q 03 -,4-ls -,8 7

(in-4 - -32 -ar - -M

IC
revolution (in fractions La-c semi-axis): a) Re=8; b) Re0=128; c)

Reo=152; d) Reo=1024; e) &e=4k9; f) R90=8192.

Page 104.

While conducting of the wiud-tunnl tests are usually limited to

construction the diagrams/curves ot pressures on profile, which mak-s

it possible to detarmine local vel.ocities cn profile/airfoil, but it

is insufficient for deteLuiRnIU tne speeds in air flow before it,

which us interests to consiaordb.L larger degree. Is sufficiertly

accurate velocity field known only for some types of the

...... ' ' ,-,';'..
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profiles/airfoils: the Zhuiovssiy profile, some profiles/airfcils

NACA, for which were maoe by d numaer of the authors "precise"

calculations of the pardmeters ox catching (36], (81).

The results of these calculdtLons for convenience in their u-

in practice arg rebuilt in tnae ora of graphs and are given in FiJ.

1-4 applications/appendace6. Tnate data can be directly used durini

calculations for the one-type pjroiles/airfcils or for

profiles/airfoils, close in zaeL derodynamic characteristics, a, in

the first approximation, dua ior tue profiles/airfoils of othr typ:s

with estimate calculations. in tnas case also one should attempt to

fit the cases, close fic ma point of view of aerodynamic flcw

pattern. During this selection as Leference pcint for a comparison it

is possible to accept coincidencw cr proximity of the diagrams/curv=F

of pressure on the ccararbu Froriles/airfoils.

For the short-cut calculation of the zones of catching and

interception coefficients L eryr-n proposed semi-empirical method

[81], special feature/peculiarity which is the fact that it is

produced on the basis orly ot tno rorm of profile/airfoil and

distribution of local velocities according to its surface, i.e., oi,

the base of those data wuich usuaily are as a result of the

wind-tunnel tests.

A
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Calculation according to this method is produced in revers;

order, i.e., after assigning the position of any point on

profile/airfoil are deterAined tue conditions under which it will -

the boundary of the zone o catcaLug, or, to in other words are

determined the conditicns, undwEr which the trajectory of the mo ion

of drop, which passes through this point, will be tangential to

surface.

As it was shown abcva, tcijoctories of the motion of drcps in

general form depend on tha rzaa.L onship/ratio of two parameters ',o

and *, characterizing tha condit4.ons of icing and flight conditions;

however, to each point cf suK.ace correspond rany ccmbinationE It'

and Reo. Therefore one ct Lae* zust be accept or it is determin;71 1.y

any method, then second is tossiuie to find by the aid of equatiors

of motion. It is usually more coavenient to be assigned by nunpt-r F
Reo, then from equations (i. 1u) we obtain

-a. Re. (4. I7
(Re,,~ Re.)

where

Kyf du) 2 di~v

Page 105.

This relationship/ratio is cotkect for any point in the traj :ctory

Ii
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the motion of drop, and ic manas, can be examined 1, also, at T

points, which correspond to the contact of trajectory with surf.it..

Thus, for any point cn jrotile/dirLoil and datum Re0 it is nct.3saLy'

D Re, Rean a.ormr ecsto know how to determine values 24_ , ee24 ' Reo and K or more precise

and ,.. since D"K is Lunction Re.
24

Relation ReK is deftcminea dproximately from the hodographs -f

the speeds of drops and air i kzoile/airfoil. Examining the

hodographs of the air seeaus ana arops on Zhukovskiy profiles,

Vergran noticed, which inde e aeut of values it and Re0 between t m

is maintained/withstood the suLrLciently specific relationship. -i.

4.11 shows a typical exawp or zat hodographs cf the air spsees a

drops for a Zhukovskiy irorile. As is evident, the hodographs of T--

speeds of drops and air hdve the ccmmon point u=v=O, the hodoqrl)h of

drops for upper and low,=L suraces passes thrcuqh point u, -ccs a

u,=sIna, which correspcnas to the contact of trajectories at th?

point of maximum thickrea.- (in miasection), when tangential

trajectories are straight linbs ana coincide in the direction wi-h

the incident flow.

Ii
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". mt-:Y " I i VM X

V 17

A-A

0 42 44 06 08 4,0 iu, v,

Fig. 4.11. Typical hodcyrijdxs or sjeeds (u,; u,)cf drops, moving dloiji

tangential trajpctories, dal1 cair speeds (vs; v.) on Zhukovskiyprf.

Page 106.

Furthermore, the maximum vc~uw ot the vartical component of thE -

of drop uma occurs at tha same joint of the surface of the

profile/airfoil whers attaiiis maximum the vertical component of alr

speed ~m or it is close to it, i.e., values and v,,,,, lie/r"It

on one straight line, pdssing through the origin of coordinat,4s.

The hodog1.aph of air Speed edAily can be constructed, it is
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known the value of local velocitiaes on profile/airfoil and its for: .

The hodograph of the speeds or arois is constructed approximat;ly o:.

characteristic points inaicardta ave. Two of them (point u=O and v=J

and u, - cos a; uJ -- sina) are deter mueu directly frcm physical flcw

pattern, the third (point Uma.) is determined in a following manner.

As already mentioned higher, the position of points Uyma\ and tYIaK Cn

profile/airfoil, but it meais, diLsc direction of the vectors of this I

speeds coincides. Examininy tan nouographs of the air speeds an,!

rIrops in Zhukovskiy prcrits, oe yran Established that there is a

certain dependence betweea their vdlues. This dependence in the forxr

of the relationship/ratIo betweeU L'..-u,,,,, and v,.,., is repLesent2

in Fig. 4.12 with aid o± wnicL i6 iocated third point necessary fcr

the construction of hodcyraph.

The approximate constructica uf the hodograph of the speeds cf

drop is fulfilled as follows (Fig. 13). On the hodograph of air

speed is noted point ' which is connected by straight line sir

the origin of the coordinaites. ith the aid of value . -U 4 , , of

that undertaken with Fig. 4.1z, is plotted/deposited value u and

is determined 0a In . zirt approximation, for the remainzi:q

points of profile/airfoil it is accepted that

Re k - , ( ,, , " (4. 18)

With the aid of this relationniaij /Latio is constructed the c1,rv- A
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(see Fig. 4.13) of the £Irirt ajaxiiation of hodograph. This c'Irv-

usually does not run thizcaun tJOflT u, cois A; u. sin a, which is k'

third necessary point or tL&d aouojLaph of the speed of drop.
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"lx U a.

J,2

A$ .1 3 )2 /

Fig. 4. 12. Dependence ectween tha aaximum vertical air speed " and

a difference in the air saeeds and drop.

Page 107.

For eliminating this shcrtcumizn trom point u., cosz;u. :sin " is

carried out the curve B, tangtatiai to by the curve A, and as a

result is obtained the "tinal" unuograph of tbe speed of droF.

Error which is obtaineu during this apprcximate construction of

the hodograph of the srseds of dAoi, according to Bergran's datA,

does not exceed 10-15o/o.

After constructing taus the hodographs of speeds for each point

of profile/airfoil, is deteriuawd valauRe'.Ree, necessary for

determination from torau±c (4. 17). entering this formula valj-

a, is computed according to the empirical deFendence
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du
(4.19)

or

a.. u.(4.20)
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Ity

-fl-

Fig '~I3.Appoxiatejio ottu hoogrph f te seed ofriM,-

whc oe ln aneta. rjcore accdn o eqa'

method).fy StIdLB
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Entering into these eqution.~s tUe gradients of velocity dy/ds alci

dvJdS easily can be obtainod ui~dctly by construction vf(S) or

v,--([.S) depending on distance xrom profile/airfoil S and by

determination of the tangent oi tac inclinaticn/slope of this curv-

at the point in question.

Since previously it cannot oa determined, which of formulas

(4.19) or (4.20) gives moire exact soluticn, then for a control/check

it is necessary to utilize tne Ldet that a.K 0( at the points at wflk'

the straight lines, paral~eA. zo tue incident flow, concern uppe r i-:l i

lower, surface of profile/airfoil. For calculation should be utilil-!

that of these formulas, that sore accurately satisfies this

condi tion.

After determining thu vaiue on the basis of the3 surtac' of

profilep/airfoil, they iscLe tne region of catching, i.e.# that pcri

of the profile/airfoil on waich tzaese values satisfy thp

prescribed/assigned conuiirions on tlight conditions and the-
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sizes/dimensions of clouu LOi-i.

For the very small/fine droi whose catching occurs only in -'h-:

vicinities of critical joint, a4 rAis has already been noted earl.E-r,

there exists specific value ,po, De4Anning with which drop not at all

they fall to profile/airiu±., uut they are taken away by flow. For

the vicinities of criticiL poinr value V', can be determined by the

formula

where () represents s#eeu cacnqe alcng flow line near thp

stagnant point whose valuds ro L aukovskiy prcfiles are represen+t]c

in Fig. 4.14. These graias can ae used for the calculation of th'v

minimum possible (E-0) catcnaia ot drops only in the vicinities of

critical point.

Interception coefficient as aistance ratio between tanqential

trajectories at infinity to tae distance between points of contact of

tangency on the surface of profiie/airfoil Ay-,Ay, can be

approximately calculatea, assumias that it linearly depends on T i

with the permanent number Heo,

4, - %

.... ..... =-- ',: . : ,: ' - -== , 7 " i -.- , ; .. i
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(d ,)N , t ,'
dl

0 0,1 0,2 0,3 o,' S,5 0,6 Cy

Fig. 4. 14. Dependence cf tne gzduient of velocity (v alcrg

stagnant flow line for a -uuJOVSKly profile.

The data given above for 4huovs&iy profiles show that this

assumption corresponds to reality in the range of the values of

interception coefficients Lrow U to 0.8. Thus, for any value ot ii-,

easily can be constructed linear spendence \y,, \y, on parameter 4,

if are known any their two values.

One of these values easily is determined from the presenc: of

maximum p,., with which E=U. The second value is determined as tollow;.

On the base of the calculdtou oL the zones of catching S,- (V, Re,)

are constructed dependences S = q ) with Heo=const (Fig. 4. 15a)

which then are reconstruct-Q caenuence %y, qT (r) (see Fig. 4 . 1 5).

Value Ay, for each value c £ is taken from the diagrams/curves cf

=.4

" - '"- ' 4 a 
,
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profile/airfoil. 
Then on F'ig. i.1b, in which is represented 

I

dependence Ay/'C14.1 on angle of attack a for Ay,'A,=0.8 in ZhukovsKi-y

profile, is determined -Xy,' fo r.Ait examined/considered a, and from

specific case.

it on Fig. 4. 15b is tound value *,, corresponding Xy./Aiy,-- 0.8 in. our-

FOOTNOTE 1~In chord. EhDkFoUTNkh)I6.

This value is the secona Vdu; iieessary for plotting of linear

dependence AyeIAy, on w ita kHe0=coast (see Fig. 4.15c).
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0 I 1 to ? 1 1 , 10? 1/0+

Fig. 4.15. Approximate detera.,udtion of interception coef ficieit

(according to Bergran' S metnod).
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The genera1/commontoti in.Lrception coefficient E of

relatively maximum profile thickness C,.,, is determined with thFe ail

of the relationship/ratic 6Aeao(.2

Ay,• i ,; :-': : - cq(422

and t hen also it is reFiesentou ia the f orm of curve E- E* w it Ii

Re=const (see Fig. 4. 1d) .

(f is of interest distribution according to the zone of th

Pae1A0
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catching of local interception coeLficient, then estimate calcula+iol!

cat be made graphically by succeisive approximations as follcws.

First is located toe zorm or aistribution, which correspcnds -c
the maximum catching of orops, i.e., to case *p 0. Is determined -t

graphically very simply, .iiace when 'p z0 the trajectories of drops

will be straight lines, paralle . to the incident flow. Therefore for

the determination of limitiang distribution it suffices to conduct t:n=

series/row of straight lines, parallel to the incident flow, ant. -o

take ratio dyo/dS on tht auct/coutour of prcfile/airfoil. The.n for

those found earlier of txe zone or catching and general/common/total

coefficient is accepted the li"uar distributicn of drops. rn this

case the distribution ot local coeificients represents the trianql.-

whose base/root is equal to Lae zone of catching, and maximum va1u.,

einn% at apex/vertex at stagnant point is equal
- 2 L"(ma, 23

s (4.23)

After this triangular diitriution is modified in accordance

with limiting curve * -- 0 an suca a way that all values E woul

lie/rest within limiting cuLva, dau the area of distribution was

equal to the area of triangular distribution.

Fig. 4.17 shows the sequvnce of the apprcximate construction of

the distribution of local interception coefficients by graphic

method. Dotted line plottea/applied the limiting curve of tho
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distribution (method of its dteaination is shown in Fig.,.4.17a),

dot-dash line gave trianyular uistribution, and the final result Of

the approximate distribution or local interception coefficients is

shown by solid line. In tuii cdse are possible two versions,

difference in which is clear tros the figure (see Fig. 4.17b) anI it

does not require special axplaLfataon. This construction is repeat-,l

for several numbers Rea . For i coumarison Fig. 4. 17c gives

distributing the local fnteLception coefficients for profile/airfoi

NACA652 -0v15. As is eviuean, tuc qualitative character of the locil

distribution of catching, otaia.ed to approximation/approach

graphically and "by accurarely" caLculation, it is very close.

' f-
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01 2 at

Fig. 4.16. Dependence ct relation .IcI 9 Kon angle of attack for i~

Zhukovskiy profile (A;ygA/Ay -0.8)
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Fig. 4. 17. Approximate detezaindton of local interception

coefficient e (according to Bergcanls method).
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Key: (1). version. (2). Lower surtace. (3). Upper surface.

Page 112.

The method of approximdte computation examined above gives ;oel

results for profiles/airroils, c±o-e to Zhukovskiy profile, since :i,-

majority of empirical and semi-empirical relaticnships/ratios ar:

derived on his base. It is intea.eu in essence for "thick"

profiles/airfoils (in taicxisess ratio 12-15o/c), for the

profiles/airfoils of smai± tniciaess (5-6o/o) used it should L- uith

large precaution. Error du n caiculation ty this mathod in

comparison with "precise" cdlcuidtions in calculators is

approximately 15o/o, the error in "eterminaticn Re,/Re,, and aK to

+10o/o leading to the error in zoae and interception coefficien-zs Ic

2-3o/o.

Another method which can Doe related to the approximation m,-t1ciz-

of calculation, is the m=tuod, udsed on that, that even so the

trajectory calculation an oruii;. erameters of catching is produc-d

completely, but velocity field about the arbitrary profile/airfoil iT

question is accepted as analogous velocity field about Zhukovskiy

profile. Thus, the trajectokies or drops, designed for a Zhukovski

I

lI
-4
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profile during identical Aade0-/counitions and under meteorolc(J'4-Ci 3

conditions, are transfGeLeU to arbitrary profile/airfoil. The

definition of the zones oL carcuian, interception coefficients an'

other parameters in known trajectories is produced by the usual

examined above methods.

It is necessary to sdy tnar tne replacement arbitrary not oy1v

of the profiles/airfoils, out also other elements of

construction/design (fcr example, the jaws of air intakes) by

Zhukovskiy profile for oLtainainy Tae trajectories of the motion of

drops is applied fairly often. lae error in calculations, obtainei

during this replacement, as d rule, not on much exceeds error 'uLiT:-

the "precise" solution an rzr=unrly it can te permitted du:inC

designing calculation.

Example of 4. 1. Let as conouct calculation according to Bzrjri.

process of the sizes/dimensions o! zone and interception coefficient

on profile/airfoil NACA-OUJz.

Initial data.

Flight speed on Vo=5U m/s.

Fliqht altitude on H=0OU M.
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Size/dimension of tirapSr, p= 10010-6 M.

Size/dimension of choru "=-4 w.

Angle of attack of a~lJ

The diagrams/curves ot proztiie/airfoil and distribution ot

pressures on it are shown in.L F-..y. 4.18a, b.

Calculation of the zone ot catcaing. Itl

1) On the base of the adgraw1/curve of pressures wt- comput-

local relative air sFeeds -

-p

and we construct their distriuation according to the profile/ailfoi 1

(see Fig. 4. 18c).
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Page 112a.
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Page 112b.
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Fig. 4.18. Calculation oL zUne dadl interception coe3fficient in

Bergran's method for a kroti.4a/dirfoil (JASA-0012, m=60.

Key: (1). Upper surface. (2). Lowa. surface. (3). see Fig. 4.12. ('4).

according to formula. (5). i.iint points with Fig. 4.18a.

Page 113.

Then we construct on the aiarau/curve of profile/airfoil the curv-

s=f( x) (see Fig. 4.18d) dnu curvti of surface slope to axis/axla '-o

x) (see Fig. 4. 18e).

2) Utilizing Fig. 4.1dc dad~. 4.18e, we construct the hodcqraph of

air speed, the curve A ("(a Fig. 4.18f). We ccnstruct in the first

approximation, the hodogrdpn or tae speed of drops in surface, on tii-

basis of the hodograph ct aiLr sjeia and utilizing Fig. 4.12 and

equation (4. 18) , the curve o. '1axuing into account that the heilokrAnh

of the speed of drops must pass cAarough points u,,- cosa; uU..1. W,

construct the second approxiaiJon/approach ot hodograph, the curvo

C.

We compute according to roralaLa (4.6) Reynolda number (vI t

-. II0-
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We determine on prcciie/aiirzuil the limit points of catchill,

which correspond to the notion ct drops along straight paths whrn

Ix , (see Fig. 4. 18a).

Using to equations (4.19h iia (4.20), we calculate a valuE .F ir

the series/row of the pciats of profile/airfoil. Values dv/ds and

doIds we define as relations av/AS and Au,/AS on figures 4. 161 e .n

4. 18f.

We plot a curve aK=f(x) for 411 upper and lower surface,

throwing/rejecting the claariy dropping out values, obtained dulin;

the calculation (see Fig. . 1dg).

3) We compute for dirterent puints of the profile/airfoil of t1i.

value of scale factor * f(x) in equation (4.17). Values Rf/Re.;a, ,,J
cD/ Re necessary for calculdtion are taken with Fig. 4. 18f; 4. 18ki,
24

also, from table 3 of appicat.on/appendix, respectively. The r :u-_

of calculations we represnt grapaically in the form of dependpncp

,f(#) for the prescrized/assignaa value of Be,=200 (see Fiq.

4. 18h).

We compute according to tormula (4.7) value . correspondino t)

It
. 4 -.... . ..... ' l
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the conditions of our task (L-b):

For it on Fig. 4.18h we aatermina the zone of catching along

profile/airfoil - 0.2%; r.,px 0.85%.

Calculation of interceptiou coetLkcient.

Utilizing Fig. 4.1uh inU 4.1a, we construct dependence Lt i(4)

(see Fig. 4.18i) we detzaiine va±ue 4. which corresponds to ratio

hya/Ay=0. 8 . For this of kia. 4.lu rotr =60 we find appropriate valu,-

, 0,8. whence At = 0,8.C,,, - 0,8.12 = 9.60 (in chord). Furthermore, wr-

calculate a value 'i'p acccrdinj to equation (4.21), appropriate
\U. \ • v t \I

u Value ,. rv\ determaie from Fig. 4.14.

V; = 52; *Kp =4.200.52 - 42 600.

On these two points we construct linear dependence 0 ,.I Ay)

modulus/module v (see fig. 4.1bj).

Ve calculate a value genemai/common/total interception

coefficient E IX-Y aiii wd construct dependence E=f(*) (c

Fig. 4. 1?. Values (- Af), and A necessary for calculation are t-

from Fig. 4.18j and 4. 1oi.

For task (v--300) E=-9%. .n qestion

z t
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Page 114.

4.6. Catching of drops uy the sw~ptback wings.

During the calculation oL tat aerodynamic parameters of

sweptback wings [98] velocity or incident flow -V they usually gxpa:pai

to two components: the jaralliel to leading wing edge 1., and

perpendicular to it V. .ompouent Vt -- I .- in x during the flow around

of the wing of nonvisccuE Vas does not depend on a change in thp

pressures and speeds in jIane aoradl to it, but therefore remains

constant.

Thus, if we during swpt-win design of axis/axle select then :o

that the Z-axis is passed aiuaq spread/scope (on the wing leadinq

edge) (Fig. 4.19). then tac components of the speed of the

incompressible inviscid flow relative to Z-axis
Vol V,,.sin X (4. 24)

it will be constant. This leads to the fact that between the surid

drop u, and the speed of aiflow V, there will not be the

differences, i.e., ". and tae equation of motion of drop will I,.

du2
1,T, 0 (4.25)

and
z U'T - C.

Further simplifyin te dainaence between Rc,, and Reo (see
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equation (4.11]. we wil Outa,.lu

(.4. 11')

, .4

.A~. T.
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Fig. 4. 19. System of coor~xndtes oL axs/axles on the sveptback wirj.

Key: (1). Normal plane.

Page 115.

If we the right ani ieft siLes of equaticns (4.10) dividi' ii,-

*,,,.I. that all speeds wzLi e expressed relative to the ccnpo: ii

of the velocity of incidet niow V of that lying t the nor zal piv'-.

(see Fig. 1.19) and equation on imorion they viil take the form

%'S

di -

Ie wt r a l ides oi t
C(-4 Rq V 'In

Rflu C'Vfl I o rt ~ ~ u
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Solution of equaticns (4. 1'j gives the trajectory ot drcp; i.

normal plane without the account to sweepback. This conversior- -

it possible to use the Liaisnu soiutions and the calculation lic i.,

for the straight wings. Upon tidLsLer to normal plane it is nec-s.'_y

to consider a change in tae gwoiettic parameters of profile/airfo!'i

and stream conditions. So, it tat dngle of attack of wing of th

relatively incident flow is equdi to a, then in normal plane it will

be a,, =asec x and wing pzoi:ie in normal plane also must be corroct -i

via the multiplication of tae ocdiaates of initial prcfile/airtoil on

secxofurthermore, the thicKness o the obtained profile/airfoil will

always be more than initii. dowcvcr, frequently during this

conversion it is possible to consider that the obtained

profile/airfoil is relatea to taz bame family, as initial.

As an example let us yve cdiculation for a wing with

profile/airfoil NACA 652 -01: wita the sweep angle of 450 . Chcrl

length is equal to 2.5 m, tat dangi of attack of 40.

Conditions of the icin : tue diameter of drops 20i.

temperatures of -200 C, neaints/aitltudes - 7000 m, flight sperLs 5C3

ku/h.
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For the sweptback wia. For Lne straight wing

V,,, 350 V. 50oo ,cf,,c,
R = 70, Re, - 100.

a 1455, i 1455,, -5>.  "x 4 .

Key: (1). km/h.

Then the zone of catching on thd enclosure of profile/airfoil w;-11

comprise on upper surface ox 1.Uo/o, on lower surface - 7o/o a: cf:

(see Fig. 2b applications/akpeiAlc4s), and interception coetfici-rt

P=15o/o (see Fig. 4b apilication/appendix). Fcr the straight winj

under the same conditions we w.ii obtain the extent of the zone or.

catching over upper surxace ot 1.to/o, on lower - 9o/o, and thc

interception coefficient r;=.Uo/o.

Page 116.

Calculation method presentt *bove does not consider the

displacement of drops in plaae xz. However, usually this displa c:i--7:|

does not represent speciaL interest, since it does not affect t h.

size/dimension of the zcne ot catcing along chord. The displacerr::Li

of drops over spread/scoim is oL certain interest only when or, wi:,:

are some external parts (voLtCx qunerators, pressure units, c-tc.)

but in this case its eftect is limited to the fact that in th

direction of downwash will occur somewhat larger ice formation, tii:;I

from of the "shaded" part.

,.!
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4.7. Catching of drops at htik ve.&ocities of flight.

For the evaluation of Tna compressibility effect of air on

trajectory of drops it is cepresaited by advisable to examine scv~:il

simple cases in order accoLuing to their results to draw the

appropriate conclusions.

Compressibility eftect on zu catching of drops is caused iv

change in the velocity ieiads in the compressed and incomprssib)-,

flows. Fig. 4.20 depicts zae aistribution of local velocities o- ti.-

surface of circular cyliuder anu Lnukovskiy profile for the

compressed and incompressiore Liows. As is evident, most are

distinguished the speeds ot tnt compressed and incompressible tlow

on cylinder, for a profzle/aii.roui this difference is le ss, mL0-Lo-v-

it is decreased with the decrease of thickness ratio (curves F an(

C).

The trajectory calculation oL the motion of drops and parain:t <rL

of catching for cylinders, made with the aid of simulators for ti-

critical speed of the fiow (Loz circular cylinder M, 0,4) [89],

showed that with the most variea 6izes/dimensions of cylinders (frc i

12.5 to 750 ma) and drops (trom J to 70 p) the difference in
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interception coefficients for zike compressed and incompressihlo fi w.

is from 0. 3 to 2.9o/o.

Thus, it is possible confauzace to consider that for

contemporary thin profiles/aiiioiis the comFressibility etfect of air

on the parameters of the catciiln of drops at subsonic flight sp,, s

is negligibly small (in day case iess than 3o/o) and in the najority

of the cases the calculatAon ut tae catching of drops can be maJ-

without the account to ccLesiuiity.

During supersonic LlIgints ta icing as a result of the

aerodynamic heating of suzzace usually does not occur; however, tl-1

series/row of theoretical anu experimental works they show that h<v

icing in flight is pOSSIDle to tne speeds of crder M=1.4. True, -h

probability of this icing is very low, since it is possible at low

temperatures of surrounding al.r, uut to examine, at least brieil,

question about the catchia ox droks at supersonic speeds is

necessary.

?aqe 117.

,,indamental differeuce in panyics of the catching of drop:s w-:7h

;r ,snnic f low in ccmjarisoa with subscnic consists in the

. .f #he shock wIve, kn wuich occurs a velocity jump a.i 111

'Ai
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other airstream data (temperdtuie, density, etc.) and respectiv: I1

appears the aerodynamic rorce, wnaich effects cn drop.

The appearance of a 6aocK wave, besides usual assumptions abou*

the constancy of the form or urop, neglect of the gravitational

force, etc. (see Section 4.zj. mdies it necessary to additionally

assume the following:

- the field of flc% oi air dround the streamlined body does r

produce friction, with exception or shock wave;

- by imbalance of tne torces, which effect on drop in tra:5 i-

through the jump, it is ossibia to disregard.

The solution of the eauatioas of motion cf drops for the

supersonic flow most simply is tuirilled for the tasks, connectr!

with the flow around of Piae L 1oUj or clone [136], [151].

A1
t , , , , , , : .. . . , .. . ...., . .. ., . . . .
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Fig. 4.20. Comparison ct locdl. velocities on the surface: a) circuliE-

cylinder, -v-o.4 b) symmeTi.,icl, profile/airtoil of Zhukovskiy

- z%. , p .s5; C) symmetric,1l Jnuiovskiy profile c= 6 x.%: M O.835. tl-C

angle of attack of a=00.

Key: (1). compressible tlow. (2). incompressitle flow.

P&
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Pages 118-119.
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/ 2.1
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Fig. 4.21. Dependence of local interception coefficient on the

surface of wedge on the tliyht couiaitions (H and M), size/dimesi.on.

of drops(dx) and wedge angle (.o): d) from height/altitude H; c) trci

the size/dimension of dLops , b) trom speed M; d) from wedge dn;Ie

60 0

[b 
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Pages 120-121.
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Fig. 4.22. Effect on the interception coefficient of the douLl, wu ,

airfoil of the flight coud1iotis (8, H), size/dimension of drops (4d

and for of rhomb a;) Ni=1.4; H=450C v; E=0.02; t=0o; b) ,-

=20 i; H=4500 m; Z=0.02; =U0O; c) a==20 p; M=1.4; E=0.02; a=O0; ,)
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dK=20 p; M=1.4; H=4500 m; a=uo.

Key: (1). p.

Page 122.

The integration of equation o motion for a wedge was madr; by

Serafini [ 136] and the oedend0ace obtained as a result of local

interception coefficient On difterent flight conditions and

conditions of icing was zeresented in Fig. 4.21.

The results of calculation6 tor a wedge can be directly usc- fcr

the calculation of doutle wduge adrfoils, if angle of attack is no-

so great so that the catca~ig oi urops would occur not only on the

leading edge of an airfcil prorti, but also cn its tail section. Th -

results of the calculaticas or tae general/common/total interception

coefficient E of several douDiw wouge airfoils are represented in

Fig. 4.22.

4.8. Catching of drops Dy tnL air intakes of engines.

Due to complex geometiic i-yout the theoretical calculation of

the parameters of catchim tor dir intakes is the task even cf or-

complicated, thaii calculation ior profiles/airfoils, and in the

.

, . $.-
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majority of the cases it is not kossible. If it is very rough to r

divide the air intakes ci contaeporary aircraft into two classES

(subsonic and supersonic) and to give to them characteristic

geometric layouts (Fig. 4.2J), tuen it is possible to

approximately/exemplarily sacw t, procedure of calculation ct the

parameters of catching.

The inner body of tue suoscuic air inlets. as a rule, has a fc-:-

of ellipsoid of revolution, and t.Ae field of inlet velocities in-o

this air intake can be pr aea as the combination of velocity

fields in ellipsoid and vciocity zield in the jaw of shell.

Velocity field about eliipsoid was examined earlier (see Sectici

4.4). The disturbances/ierturuat.ons, placed on velocity fields in

ellipsoid by the shell ct air inzdKe, can be obtained, after

accepting in the first appjoxiaation, the shell of air intake? for thc

"Borda mouthpiece".

a..-

* ., .

- , '..
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. . ..... -
. . . . . ...... .. .... .. .. ..

_ _).- *aw

Fig. 4.23. Diagrammatic dzpresentation of the catching of dZopc ir

the air intakes: a) subsonic; 1) supersonic.

Key: (1). Shaded zone. (2). Ei1lieZ. (3) . Shock wave.

Page 123.

The velocity field in the "borda mouthpiece" well known in

aerodynamics is expressed Dy the complex functicn

0 + e., (4. 26)

where

0 (P4-i'

Hence

r - q s 11.27)

r *ersin~~ft.7
and

u - dr O " I -

U, =--~- ~ - I-.2ev cus~

. .
I

• . ,:,
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For final calculations it is necessary tc fulfill

transition/transfer from th- dxe/axles, connected with shell, to 71-,

axes/axles of ellipsoid, i.e., it is necessary to connect th. valut

of speeds u, and u, with speeds u. A and 11.... In this case , and u;

should be considered as tne scurLances/perturbations, placed in th-

velocity field of elliFscJ, i.e., finally the components of air

speed at the entry into air inuax will be equal to

, (4. 29)

The calculations of the parameters of catching for the sub.sr'c

air inlets with inner tcdy in the torm 10 and 20o/o ellipsoids w-r,

made by Bran [88]. The ardmet rs of catching on inner body in

practice do not differ tLOM tat cases examined above for ellisc.L3

in the free flow. The partimeters ot catching on the internal surfaC-

of shell are representeu in fig. 4.24 and can be used for th( ,i.i:.

of de-icing systems for tae suusonic air inlets, which have innrvr

body in the form of elliFsoia or revolution.

For the supersonic airs inlet characteristic geometric fcrm

takes the form, represented in Fig. 4.23b. inner body is formed ty

cone or wedge, and shell is usudily made with the undercut (it is

close to the flow line at dirj ; tae location cf cone (wedge) andl

shell is such that in ti 1,or1aA modes of flight shock wave wou1.

pass through the shear/section or air intake. The special
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feature/peculiarity of sha±i is ca i very thin (2-3 mm) edge of jw.w

shear/section, due to what they usually call sharp edge.
lU

Ice formation on the jaw oi shtell (on sharp edge) is

characterized by the fact tat it occurs at very small (in ccmparion_

with "thick" edqe) distance rom me edge of shear/section.

Pages 124-125.

Ice formation at relative i nign temperatures occurs more ii. t2.

direction, perpendicular to tat iaeral surface (it is analcqcus wit.

horn-shaped ice on prof.les/irLfoiis) , but at lw temperatures i

more in the direction, ,ardallel to the flow (it is analogous witrh

tapered or lanceolate oZ ica on pzofiles/airfcils). Since area of t-

contact of ice with surtace is sa il, it is frequently broken of." !:y

the incident flow, that can Di attributed to the special

feature/peculiarity of the icing or "sharp" edge in compariscn wit!.

the profiles/airfoils ana other oodies.

a4
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Fig. 1.24. The distribution or tn local coefficient of the an..l. oDf

the injection of drops cn the jaw cf the subscnic air inlet: a)

Reo=8; b) Reo=128; c) Beo=512; d) Reo1024 (size/diwension S is

expressed in the portions ot the large semi-axis of ellipse).

I%
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Page 126.

Chapter V.

Thermal design of deicers (txreroz problem) '.

FOOTNOTE 1. Section 5. 1-5. 5 dre written by R. Kh. Tenishev and V.

S. Savin; Section 5. 6- Ly a. Ka. Tenishev, Section 5. 7 - by V.

Kordinov. ENDFOOTNOTE.

5. 1. Heat exchange on surface unue.L conditions of icing.

The calculation of tuarmda. uaecer is divided on the so-callr

"external" and "internal" tadss.

Exterior problem incluaes rae calculation of the necessary

heat-flux density, its distrioution according tc surface,

determination of the extent oL zosae heating fcr the diverse vari-n-

of the systems of permaneUt dand cyclic heating, determination of -i-.

relationship/ratio between the tewjerature cf dry surface and ils

temperature under conditions o icing, etc., these questions ca!.

examined independent of the meanb of utilized thermal enerjy inl

internal construction/desiga o± neatinq devices/(quipment.

A.
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Internal task concerns the calculation of the internal

parameters of deicer, hearers or surface directly ccnnected with

construction/design; theretoru tae methods of its solution for

different types of deicers are diiierent.

In present chapter is exaaineu the exterior problem. To the

calculation of the internacl paraaerers of separately thermoelectric

and air-heat systems are dedicated the subsequent two chapters.

Heat exchange on the suriace, which undergoes icing or wettiin.g

due to the recovered drops, is chaiacterized by more complicated

processes, than on dry xuriace (in "dry" air) 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. Term "drylaiL very pzoiagated in the literature on

questions of icing indicates the absence in air of the weighed drops

or crystals of ice. In th4 abseacd of the weighed water even close tc

saturation by water vapor air is considered im sense indicated above

as "dry". ENDFOOTNOTE.

Let us examine the heat fluxes to the surfaces, shielded from

icing, in reference to the unit of surface (i.e. density q of these

flows, or heat transfer rates):

. . . . .. .. . .
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- convective heat tflx qu;

heat flux from the nainu- eed/velocity heating of surface (lli-

to air friction in bouray Idyer j* 1 ;

heat flow, necessary tar evdporating of water or ice fromn

surface, qPt;

- the heat flow, eaited uy the heated surface, Q'

- the heat flux, which appedrs as a result of converting kinetic

energy of drops during thair collision with surface, qK..

Page 127.

All these heat fie drd on surface independent of its

temperature V.).

Besides them when t.<O appears supplementary heat flow, which

is isolated during the czysta.LLiaztion of the supercooled drcps on

surface, qq and beat q, going tor heating of a layer of ice durinij

the heating to cold sur~ace to JCo. Fig. 5.1, borrowed from [124],

5I
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clearly depicts the diagram oz uedz fluxes for this case.

When t,>O, besides qu and q, is required small heat flux q, tc

the heating of water from tae temperature of surrounding air to tht

temperature of the heated surface. If heating surface (or air intake,

pressure unit of flow, ctc.) r*covers the crystals of ice, then is

required supplementary neat tiow ,, for their melting.

Examining the equation oi the heat balance of surface under

conditions of icing, there is no ieed for representing it in the forn.

of the sum of all enumerated aaovoe flows. Calculations show thdt sucL

components as q,, 9, q.1, cosiderably exceed in absolute value others

components, portion of wbicn usuaLiy composes several percentages of

general/common/total heat-tlux deasity on surface. Therefore during

the calculation of the UeCeSSaLy aeat output for the heating of th-

majority of exteriors ct the iliyhL vehicles these secondary terms

can be disregarded/neglected. With this assumption the equation of

heat balance on surface takes the torm

q. q*I+ qF (5.1)

. ..... ......... ~
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Somet.. iages (f eat~e riu to cancunhatcn ouf hater ofnder

nozzles, air intakes or pressure units which "are driven in" by thE

crystals of ice) should be considered also terms q. orq,:

-u q I- qpq 9;+q.. (5. I a)
or qn q -t -0 q, -I q.,.. (5. 16)

Value '/4, in thems equatioas is* the heat-flux density which mn.-t

be conducted to the iciny up~ surface in order to ensure its heatinj

to the required temperature.
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Let us examine fundamentdl component of this heat flux in morc

detail.

5.2. Calculation of convective neaz emission.

As is known, convective a~dt rlux from the unit of area ot thz

heated dry surface can ce represented in the form of the following

eq uat ion: q,, 1 tt-- t t(t t ) (5.2)

For determination qa Y.Lta knowm or prescribed/assigned tc

temperature surface 4. it is necessary to know heat-transfer

coefficient a and the so-called equilibrium temperature of surfac6

t,,, wvich in the speed range waica interests us of flight can t:

equated to the equilibrium temperature of boundary layer, the latter

is equal to:

V2

t=i + At i t + r* , (53
-%p

where

t& - local temperature on aoundary layer edge:

te& + !-j - ; (5.4)

C,- heat capacity ot tho air at a constant pressure in

J/kg.deg.

Consequently, the resultant expression for the local equilibriii.

- - -. ILL
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temperature of surface wiL take tue form

i = to + P -- . (5.5)

The value, which stands in the bracket, is local recovery factor

IV, \

Page 129.

On the basis of a large quantity of experiments it is

established/installed [69J, tuat r*-0.85 in the case of the

stream-line conditions of tae flow above the surface and r*=0.88 ir.

the case of turbulent flcw coauitions above the surface.

Calculation of local heat-transter coefficients for aerodynamic

profi les/air foils.

The repeatedly checked in practice formulas for local

heat-transfer coefficients are related to three well studied forms ot

bodies, namely: flat/placa plate, circular cylinder and sphere. Fcr

practical calculations aerodynaac profile/airfoil usually they

replace by equivalent cylinder in end connections and by flat/plane

plate on the remaining part of the profile/airfoil. Experiment shows

that this replacement, from tu- point of view of precision/accuracy,

is completely satisfactcxy&.

FOOTNOTE I. Is known another approach and to the solution of this

-";-. .L.... .. • -
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task, based directly on bounaary layer characteristics 140];

however, for practical usa it is sufficiently bulky. ENDFOOTNOTE.

From the examination of local neat-transfer coefficients in the

perimeter of circular and elliptical cylinders and for a flat/plan.

plate it follows that the aepenaence of the ccefficient of heat

exchange in the perimeter or cylinder the nearer is suitable tho

dependence for a flat/Fiane plate, the more eccentricity the cross

section of elliptical cylinder Lod].

Local heat-transfer coetricients for a flat/plane plate durirng

laminar boundary-layer flow usualily are designed from the formula of

Pol' g auzen
No = 0,332ReP-5 PrO3 . (5. 7)

During the calculation or local heat-transfer coefficient for A

flat/plane plate with turuuient aoundary layer widest use found

Colbura's formula [691

Nu = 0.0296ReoAprO. (5.8)

It is obvious that these formulas do not make it possible to

obtain the solution for tue leading edge of profile/airfoil.

Therefore the leading edge of an airfoil profile is replaced by tho

equivalent cylinder, fc which is designed local haat-transfer

coefficient in the vicinity or rroutal generatrix. From experimental

data it is known OM[9b, L10J], that the speed on the boundary of

;I " -
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boundary layer around tne surrace of circular cylinder changes ir.

accordance with the equation

Page 130.

Therefore local heat.-transzor coefficient on the leading q€g'e i

profile/airfoil during tha srream-iine conditions of flow can Le

found from following critarzai upeendence [68]:

Nuo =. 1,06(ReD)0 . Pr . (5. I0

Analogously during turbuldnt LLOW conditions let us have for the

leading edge of profile/airtoil t 17]
NVl,)" 0,063Re% )r ' I (5. I

The given formulas Lor tue cdlculation of local heat-transfe r

coefficients are written iu yaneral form and therefore are scmewhat

inconvenient during practical calculations. In connection with this

case these formulas can be consierably simplified and passed away

depending on fundamentai variable/alternating, namely: temperature,

pressure, speed and extent of transfer surface.

The dependences, which are aetermining ccnvective heat emission,

contain such physical charactiristics of air as density,

viscosity/ductility/toughaess, thermal conductivity and heat

capacity, determined with so-cailed effective temperature of air T.*.

So, air density is determued through 7', from equation of state

a
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RT" Neat capacity of the air c, ia the temperature range

(approximately/exemplaraly trom -50 to +500 C) which interests us

virtually does not depend on tamyetature, but its dynamic viscosity

and thermal conductivity can je dazermined according to the fcllowinq

approximation formulas:

I T, 0.76Lt =--P. 27,34 (5. 12

T31 -(5. 13)

where po and Xa - value cz coetficients with OoC (2730 K).

The best results duria4 the calculation of heat-transfer

coefficients are obtained with T,, determined according to Eckert's

formula [69]:

T,4= T, - 0,50 (T. - TO) - 0,22 (T n - To). (5. 14)

After using the dejeadences given above. criterial equatiors

(5.7), (5.8) and (5.10), (5.11) can be presented in a simpler form.

Thus, for instance, heat-trdnsfer coefficient for the leading -dq of

profile/airfoil during tha stream-line conditicns of flow can be

found from the formula

'ox .= 1,06,, /-/ 1,39., 1 , 743--- (5. 15)

where D - the diameter ot the equivalent cylinder of the leadinj -,-

of an airfoil profile, detrminea graphically or according tc thz-

method of least squares.

4
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For the majority ot JSiUd. subonic aerodynamic profiles/airfoilF

it is possible to consiae" thaL tae diameter of equivalent cylirAI.c

composes approximately/exampidriy 30o/o of maximum profile

thickness.

Further, as show cdlcuiations, in the range T4 273 50K 'he

error during the determination oL beat-transfer coefficients does nEct

exceed 3o/o during stream-iau conditions and 10o/o with turbulent,

which is completely admissible ior thermal designs.

Consequently, assuming/settiaq TI4 - 273- K, we obtain thp

following calculation fcrmulad Xor the local beat-transfer

coefficients of airfcil.

On the leading edge:

with the laminat bcunaary layer

1,74. 10-1 -PGV m.m/'X.epad, (5. 15a)

Key: (1). W/m2 edeg.

....... ... ... .. , -,_
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with the turbulent b4uaa1dy layer

S9,35.-10 -1 ( P.8. B epa . (5. 16)

Key: (1). W/mzodeg.

On the remaining surface of the profile/airfoil:

with the laminar bouadarl layer

a 5,44- 10-3 am ,' m'.epad, (5. 17)

Key: (1). W/mZ-deg.

with the turbulent boundary dayer

a 4,4. 10' em! 2 .epa, (5. 18)
.SU.2

Key: (1). W/m 2 odeg.

where S - distance on the eaclosure of profile/airfoil from leadingq

edge to the point of surface in questionAm; I:

Po- air pressure at given aeiynt/altitude in N/mz.

In order to use formulas (5. 15-5. 18) during the calculation cf

local heat-transfer coetticieuts, it is necessary to know the

location of the points (more precise than regions) of

transition/transfer from laminaL ooundary-layer flow to turbulent

flow.
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Flow conditions in tue ooUn dry layer a-ove the arbitrary pmir

of dry surface is determined uy many factors, basic from which ar-

the following: speed and zur~uince level of the undisturbed flow,

surface curvature and its zoujnneis, sweep angle of surface, an3 alo

direction of the heat fluxes (pLeneating surface accelerates

transition/transfer, and cooling - it slcws dcwn).

Page 132.

Transition point from laminar rlow to turbulent on straight/dir-ct

and sweptback wings.

The phenomenon cf tiansition/transfer frcm stream-line

conditions to turbulent can eajin when local Beynolds number will

exceed certain critical value. on the basis of investigations it i!

established/installed [1z5j, teat in the presence of the heatino or-

surface on the straight wings tne iaminar boundary layer exists

approximately/exemplarily to ae=0.5.106 cr to the point of minimumn

pressure on profile/airtoil, moreover from these two points is

selected outermost from tae liaeuin edge of prcfile/airfoil.

Developed turbulent flow aegins with Re numbers of order 2.106.
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It is necessary to note that the numerical values of critical

Reynolds numbers oscillate in some limits depending on the turbuliZncr

level of undisturbed flw. zyee or profile/airfoil, roughness of

surface, etc. However, La tne majocity of the cases the correctEi

numerical values of the critical de numbers can serve as comrutEi

values during the detersanation or heat-transfer coefficients for thc

straight wings in flight iu "dry" air.

Fig. 5.2 shows an zaxymie ot the typical distribution of local

heat-transfer coefficierts in tae enclosure of prcfile/airfoil

NACA-0012 with unswept king.

Ii
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H-i

L 2

.s 0,4 J 2 07 0 41 42 V3 4 34

Fig. 5.2. A change in computed values of heat-transfer coeffici:nts

in the enclosure of the Erotile/aIrfoil of unswept wing in flight in

"dry" air (profile/airfcai NACA-O012; b=3.0 m;"=0.4; Vo-150 */s;

H=1000 m): I - according to iormula (5.15a); 2 - according tc formula

(5.17); 3 - transient mcda/condit.ons; 4 - according to formula

(5.18); Ei - corresponds Ae=u.5e1j6; 0- corresponds Re=2.l0b: A -

poirt of the minimum ot kressare.

Key: (1). U/(m 2 odeg). (i). Lower surface. (3). Upper surface.

Page 133.

Heat-transfer coefficients in transfer zone are conditionally

represented the broken straigat line, which ccnnects the local
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importance of heat-transter coetricients into the end/lead of tnL.

laminar zone and in the inning cf the steady turbulent flcw.

Tfe sweep angle of winy sgaiicantly affects the mechanism of

boundary-layer flow, especially in area of leading wing edge. The

experiments, carried out tor cixcuiar cylinders, show that at the

sweep angles, which exceed JUO , tue distribution of heat-transfer

coefficients in the encicsuie ot cylinder is located in accorlanc -

with the theory of turbuient uouuaary layer [79]. The indirect

confirmation of this fact is tae lowered/reduced value of the

temperature of the leading edge oL the sweptback wing in comFarison

with the temperature of tam Leadau edge of the straight wing urn_::

other identical conditicls.

A change in the heat-transter coefficients in the enclosure of

wing profile, which has sweep dngle X -450, in shown in Fig. 5. 1. Ths-

calculation of heat-transfer coerticients was produced in formulas

(5.16) and (5.18). Heat-trdnster" coefficient has saximuir value on

leading wing edge and then monotonically it decreases on the

enclosure of profile/airtoil. rhis distributicn of local

heat-transfer coefficients is possible not only for the sweptback

wings.

- -- .. ,
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4 0.3 42 41 0 O,1 0,2 4j 0,# £b

Fig. 5.3. A change in cosputau va±ues of heat-transfer coefficia=ntr

in the enclosure of the irozLle/&l£foil of the sweptback wing

(profile/airfoil NACA-O12; o=J.O.; cO0.'2: V,=150 I/s; H=1000 a; 45

1 - according to fcrmu.La (5. 16); 2 - according to formula (%. IS).

Key: (1). W/(ma2 .deg). (2). Lower surface. (3). Upper surface.
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For example, with the stzonq tu~ou4ence level and undisturbed flow,

caused by the tractor propellors (in the case cf propeller-driven or

turboprop power plant), ir can sead that even on the straight win ijr

flow conditions in bounaary iayr will be turbulent, beginning with
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leading edge.

Heat emission under conditions oi icing.

Icing exerts the strong turoulence influence on boundary layer;

* therefore transition/transiec troin laminar boundary layer to

turbulent occurs consideraoly edrLer than this occurs with dry

* surface.

Even at temperature oi tne sugface higher than freezing pcirnt is

observed the acceleraticn oi tLdusition/transfer from the stream-line

conditions of flow to tuxbuieaz, since the wave formations of wat=e:

film which is accumulated/stored on surface in the zcne of catchinq,

also prove to be perturbation source. certain turbulence influence

exert, apparently, directly most rtecovered drops, passing thrcugh th-

boundary layer and partially" sipatrering" with the impact/shock about

surface.

Consequently, heat-tzansfer ccefficients fcr the deicers both of

cyclic and permanent action must be designed frcm formula (5.18),

which relates to turbulent uouaddry layer in the limits of entirzi

heating surface, except tae leadi~ngj edge for which the coeffici..nT. a

depends on sweep angle. For a ledding edge it is possible to accept

the following design conditions:
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- at the sweep angles of led~ing edge to 15o200 coefficient a

(for cyclic POS on the width of "tnermal knife") should be courted

according to formula (5. 1!a) - for the laminar layer;

- at the sweep angles ox leaUing edge is more than 200

coefficient a must be ccunaeu aa zcrmula (5. 16) - for a turbulrr.t

layer.

However, during prccassinj ot the results of the tests POS,

produced in "dry" air, it is iuecessary to use information on the

location of the points of beginaings and end/lead of the

transition/transfer from ldm4nan voundary layer to turbulent which

were given above.

Virtually, however, cau Lecision determination of heat-transft-r

coefficients in area of leaing auge. as a rule, is required only

during the calculation oL the parameters of "thermal knives" (sc-e

examples 6.4 and 6.5). in other cases, especially with permarnent

heating, to completely admissiDiy take in the limits of the nose

section of the profile/aizzoii tne average/mean value of coefficilnt

I.

~ . [
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FOOTNOTE 1. As a result or the thermal conductivity of skin/shoathin

(see Section 6.4) in this surricintly narrow section occurs the

temperature balance of suriace, thanks to which this assumpticn.

significantly does not atfect the Linal results of calculaticns.

ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Calculation of average neat-trdmster coefficients for aerodynamic

profiles/airfoils.

For the rapid evaluation of average value of the heat flux,

which exits from surface ay convection path, according to formula

(5.2) it is necessary tc know taa values of average heat-transfer

coefficients in the enclosure or profile/airfoil. It is obvious '.a

the average heat-transfer coetticient is defined in general form as
S

0

Moreover in each secial case the value cf average heat-transttr

coefficient a is deterhinad by Lhe distributicn of the local

heat-transfer coefficient, obta.ned on the basis of formulas (5.15)

-( 5. 18). However, calculations show that in the majority of th

cases a it is possible to caiculate with sufficient

precision/accuracy, if we use the tormula which determines lcca]
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heat-transfer coefficient with turuulent boundary layer. This

coincidence of average heat-ti4nsfer coefficients for a flat/planE-

plate and average heat-tzansfer coefficients at the

prescribed/assigned distance in the enclosure of profile/airfoil trc n

stagnant point, apparently, is connected with the fact that the

extent of laminar and trdusier zones has small values in

comparison with the entire designea surface. It is completely obvious

that during the developda turoulent flow above the profile/airfoil

the coincidence of average/mean vdlues a for a flat/plane plate an]

for an aerodynamic profil/aii.roi. will be almost ideal. The lamindL

boundary layer above the surrace or the leading edge of an airtoil

profile is encountered comparativiey rarely in design conditions of

the de-icing systems (thls can taie the place when local Reynolds

number in the warmed zone oi pzctile/airfoil of unswept surfacc do-s

not exceed 0.5.10). But it nevertheless this cccurs, then average

heat-transfer coefficient can be determined via the substitution of

formula (5. 17) into the integrand of equation (5. 19).

In general average hear-zaansier coefficient is found from the

joint solution of equations (5. 1d) and (5. 19). Assuming that in -h&

first approximation, the value ct local velocity V, above the surface

of profile/airfoil is esual to the speed of undisturbed flow V., l t

us have the following exkressain for an average heat-transfer

coefficient:

.. 1,25 .,
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Now
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Fig. 5.4 as an examile show i change in the average

heat-transfer coefficients or tu4 examined abcve profile/airfoil in

dependence on speed and £i yat dit.tude. Computed values a are qiv---n

for a distance from stagndat poait S=0.5 m, in this case was accept

the assumption that T#= 273° K., It is easy to show that valu- C at

other values of S and T,0 can be calculated on the basis of th

relat ionship/ratio

;2 - 05 0,o2 , 273 05~

where &- a value of averdge neat-transfer ccefficient at givtrn

speed and height/altitude with S=O.5 a and T0 = 2730 K.

.1\

.. ... ..... ..... .. .. .... . i. . . , ,. .- I -
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10 5000V /a I

Fig. 5.I4. change in the average neat-transfer coefficients atova h

surface of the nose/leadiag edge ox aerodynamic profile/airfoil in

dependence on speed and t1ight aititude (S=0.5 a; rt= 27r 9).

Key: (1) . rn/s.

Calculation of heat-transier coiLicients fcr the parts of engin~e.

The fundamental parts of engine which require protection from

icing, are the shells ct ai.r inta~e, fairings or spinners, struts zn,

stator blades. Will be shown aeJlov the special teatures/peculiJariti-s

of the calculation of hedt-transfer coefficients for these parts at

the engine and are given caicu~lat.on, formulas.

If the shells of the ai.r i.ntake of engine are made in the torm

ow-_
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of steady profiles/airfcils, tnen the calculaticn of heat-transfer

coefficients for the ncses/.eaony edges of air intakes differs

little from the calculation or heat-transfer coefficients for liftinq

surfaces.

Page 137.

Fundamental task consists u tha salection of the equivalent

profile/airfoil, which repAicas tne nose/leading edge of air intake,

after which the procedure or calculation of heat-transfer

coefficients is reduced to tua us6 of formulas (5. 15)-(5.18) with al-,

observations which were maae ia tae relation to the extent of th-

zones of laminar and turbulent tiow conditions. Mean heat-transfer

coefficients are designed Lros tormula (5.20).

In work (69) it is baowu tad the dependences, obtained for

heat-transfer coefficients in the case of plane-parallel flow, cajl ,

also used in connection wita jodies of revolution, in particular, for

a cone the boundary layer taickness at any point of surface with

coordinate S is lower thaa th L nickness on plate 1 |/3once. Ther;fcrc

the local coefficient ot neat ewsision in the laninar zone of th.

cone of the engine can te rounu rrom the formula

9,32.10-3 /- •(5.22)-

I,.
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In the turbulent zone or the ilow above the cone the coetfici--nt

of friction at length S irom verztx corresponds to the coefticipn- cf

friction on flat/plane lare adt length S/2 from leading edge, oth.r

conditions being equal, [L1lj. Consequently,
• (pV )0__ __S

==5,06-_1()-4 '( ' • (5. 23)

In this case, as for a iida/?lane plate, it is accepted that thO

laminar flow exists up to Le=0.jejV 6 , and developed turbulent flow

occurs beginning with R6=2.ol)'. unen the conditions of icing are

present, flow conditions in boundary layer, beginning from the Apex

of the cone, should be considered turbulent and the local

heat-transfer coefficients calcuiau in formula (5.18). Average

heat-transfer coefficients ior a cone in the limits of length S frorl

apex/vertex will be equal to

Q = 6,33. 1-4 (p^V. 8  (5. 24)SO. 2  .24

Since such comparatively large engine components, as the strruts

of fastening inner body have usua.ly aerodynamic profiles/airtoils,

then the calculation of local neat-transfer coefficients for thes-

parts of engine in no way ditfers rrou the calculaion of local

heat-transfer coefficients tor the lifting surfaces of aircraft,

i.e., it is necessary to a"e rormulas (5.15).4- (5.18) taking into

account the observations or the relatively transfer zone of flow. Fcr

stator blades in view of their snail geometric dimensions it sufficl.;

- _,ago
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to know only coefficients oi neat emission the average/mean over

surface.

Page 138.

Work [69] gives the axjderimenzal data according to averaqp

heat-transfer coefficients toz biaaes, obtained by different

researchers with the puiqiny oz jpids/cascades, i.e., the series/rCw

of vanes (for example, yuiuin4 aevice), on the basis of which was

obtained the following caiculatea tormula:

=5 o (po )0.57a o5.)10-1 43(5. 25)

where I - ratio of the perimeter of the profile/airfoil of Lla(Th to

a number w, and V - the average s~eed of airflow near blade.

Calculation of heat-traustev coericients fcr propellers.
I

The screws/propellers oi aircaft and helicopter work under

conditions of severe viLration an4 imposition of speeds (speed of

forward motion and the rotationai speed). These conditions have th:

same effect on flow conuitions as the sweepback of the lifting

surfaces of aircraft.

Therefore the calcu~.ation cL local heat-transfer coefficients

* h ere__ ___o_ __e_
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for propeller blades shculd Pe kea-ormed according to formulas (5.1i)

and (5.18) for turbulent Liuw conaitions.

It is necessary tc note tna; ior aircraft screws/propellers ti-

velocity, which must be uustituted in formulas (5.16) and (5.18), i

determined from the expesLou

V, V I ,- V+ , (5. 26)

where

V, =- R ' 36- R (5.27)

there is the tangential speed, which appears in cross section of

blade screw/propeller, uistant at a distance of R from rotational

axis. n - number of revolut.Loas LeL minute. Respectively local

velocity V, at the arbitrary point of the cross section protilp of

the screw/propeller of aircraft is found from the expression

V, 7= V, 0 1-p.

For the screw/propeller of helicopter into formula (5. 18) in

place of V. is substituted airectly the value of tangential speEd

V,, since during one revoiutiou tue averaged speed of the flcw, which '

encounters to screw/propelltr, docs not depend on the speed of

forward motion and is deteLminad only by rotary motion of

screw/propeller.

Average heat-transter coeati~ients in the cross section of the

screws/propellers of aircraft aaa helicopter can be obtained in th-

W,
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same manner as for for the littkig surfaces of aircraft.

In the validity of tae propoued formulas for the calculation cf

heat-transfer coefficients it is act difficult to be convinced, if tc

use the experimental data dccoruia to average heat-transfer

coefficients for the blaaes/vans of helicopter, given in work r I 30 .

Page 139.

Observations about the caiculatiou of heat-transfer coefficien's :1cr

cockpit windows.

The calculation fcrumals, qiv4n above, make it possible tc

calculate heat-transfer coerLnICruts, also, fcr other aircraft

components or helicopter waica undergo icing in flight.

In particular, if tbd surface of glazing or fairing is ccrrr-ct

cone, then local heat-t-ausrex coeificients are designed from

formulas (5.22) and (5.°j). but average heat-transfer coefficients -

according to formula (5.4). sut iL surface is made in the fcrr ot

ellipsoid, then heat-transfer cCerLicient at the tip of ellipsoid

(34] should be designed trom tue tormula

a =2.46. 10-tV 2 (5.28)
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where D - diameter of the equivdient sphere, inscribed into the

nose/leading edge of fuseiag . On remaining surface of sight glas-:7--

or radar antennas local beat-transter coefficients are designed frcr

formulas (5.22) and (5.44j}, ano avarage coefficients in formula

(5.24).

If sight glasses are inade in the form of the flat surfaces,

tilted 0 to the incident air11ow, then, as it follows from work [s],

local heat-transfer coezticieats tor them can be calculated from t:,

formula

a 4.-1 -41 + 0,4 (tgq,)'-75]. (5..'29)

It is necessary to indicate tnat during the determinaticn of th-

local heat-transfer coeftizeats d location of points the

beginnings and the end/iead or tne transition/transfer from distanc=

laminar to turbulent mode/conditious must be counted off frcm thn

stagnant (critical) point ut Doy, into which are inscribed the

surfaces of glass in question, tairings, etc.), but not from th

beginning of these quite sufadces.

For the case of the cjliudricdl surface, established/installtd

in parallel to incident airflow, ou heat-transfer coefficients will

have effect the curvatuw ot oody in the plane, perpendicular to flow

direction. However, in the Lirst approximation, heat-transfer

"- -NNW
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coefficients for this body can ta uesigaed as for a flat/plane

i.e.., by taking into account tue possibility cf ice formation, from

formulas (5. 18) or (5. 2U) tor truulent flow conditions.

Page 140.

5.3. calculation of heat or vaporization and heating of wat4?r (ic.:)

on the surface, streamlined W.Ira LAOW.

Heat of vaporization of hter (ice).

The heat-flux density zcL evaporation from the unit of the mois'

surface of certain quantizy oL water G, depends on the in'tensity of

evaporation, which in turn, is aeteruined by the value of the

coefficient of mass transtejr dau Dy a concentration difference oE Iby

a difference in the partiaJ. prssures (elasticity) of the saturat-I(

water vapor' directly in moist surtace en and at certain dista,c-

from it. out of boundary layer el.

FOOTNOTE 9. Under conditions of icing the air is usually saturatii

(or it is close to saturation) uy water vapor. Therefore in all

calculations is accept-aa s trioa pressure. ENDFOOTNOTE.

First value e. is detezmaeua by tne temperature of moist surfac-?

V4
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t...the second el - teakerctura oi flow on bcundary layer edgje ti.

(The same in related it is relatud also to the iced over surface, t'ut

elasticity of vapor in tiu~s cas suould be, correspondingly, acceU*'=(

necessary ice f.)

Thus,

qPL O, ~~ (e,, - e~) ?r:n/t', (5-.30)

Key: (1). W/u2.

where P,-coefficient ot as transfer, which relates to a

difference in partial r~essuras j.i3;

Le - heat of evaporation in tule 3/kg:

e - vapor pressure in N/mz.

In the case in question, now~ver, it is much more convenipnt

during calculations to use not cue coefficient of mass transfer

directly, but to express it turLougn the coefficient of heat emission,

being based on Reynolds's Known dproximate analogy between heat- and

mass exchange with their joint coucse:

where the indices *vl" are related to humid air, v-p" -to wata:

pair.
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In view of relatively low concentration cf vapor in the

temperature range which iutereats us it is possible to accept:

, Q; , ; p---p laeu, tixnq into account, that

2! P , where a LCA.dt.LtOA of gas constants of air and wter
R..,T P., Re. 0 Q

vapor R,'R.. 0,622, we havd

0,622a
CPP (5.31a)

Page 141.

Consequently,

- ,6 mL. - - *.. )
cp P

Further should be cunsiuarae the part of the heat, compensate.

due to the high-speed/veiocity heding:

q; 0.622*1,,' e,,,, -ej 15.32)
Cp P

Here el, - saturatioa pressure which corresponds to the

equilibrium temperature cf moist surface.

Elasticity of vapcr on taw uoundary of bcundary layer is

determined approximately Lrum the relationshit/ratio

P-el =e@ e (5.33)

-- - -e p.e ,
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where eo - saturation rPe.sUre At ambient temFerature to.

Thus, the heat-flux deasity, which must be conducted to surfac

for the compensation fcz he4at o voporizaticn, must be equal to
• !-I

q0 = q - q; -. (5. .11

Calculation of the heat ot LedtiAg the absorbed by water and crystdlz

of ice.

During the steady -e=i excavate evaporating water from surface

is accompanied by its heatiu r~om ambient temperature to the

temperature surface. In tais cdso one should consider, besides the

heat of high-speed/velocity heatiny, also preheating water due to thf

heat of the conversion of JeL.atic energy into heat with the

impact/shock of drops about su~rrce which will be equal in the first

approximation,

where c. - specific heat ol wdtar.

Then, knowing the local iatensity of the catching ot water at the

particular point of surtace 0.ue can determine the heat flux,

-I;
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necessary for heating of water LCUM its equilibrium temperature to

the temperature of the suriacas

Page 142. i

For the case of heating tao crystals of ice term q, is divided

by two: 1) during heating rroA t,-= to OC, where C -

specific heat of ice, and 2) aurisy heating from 00 C to tiv,.

Furthermore, appears the term, wach considers heat of fusion of ice,

L., Thus, for heating ol the crysrtdls of ice from t,4 ,,j to t..

the necessary heat-flux denarty is equal to

q., - G, Ic (0- i,. K,,) c. - . (5. 36

5.4. Design conditions for an exterior problem.

Total density of thermal fiow.

Utilizing formulas (5-1), (5.34), (5.35) and (5.36) the

preceding/previous secticas, we vbtain all values, necessary for the

calculations of total heat-tlux density according to formulas (5. 1):

q. 6- q. -- qp - qp. or q. = q -- qp - q.. Moever, as it was said in Section

5.1, for calculation with tao virtually real precision/accuracy of

the heating of the majcxity ot the parts of the flight vehicles by

all right members of equality ( o3b), in comparison with first 4 wo,

it is possible to completl£y u oreard. Furthermore, it is neccssary

. . ..
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to keep in mind that under conditionS of icing as the temperature o'

surface t. and equilibrium temierature 11 should be accepted th, .

temperature. which correspondz to moist surface, i.e., t,.., and ti,-

Then the total density of external heat flux is equal to

, , .. .. - t i,.- -- --' .(5 .3 7.)

This equation contains two unKnown values: t1fi and ..

Its solution, howevfE, does not represent work, since with the

aid of sufficiently simjla conversion it can he given to such form,

in which it is nct containea unkuowns. For this we find exprcssion

ti,, from condition q. -- 0 |taxiny into account, which in this caso

tr. corresponds , and t:8 ,- t)

0.622 (5.38)
fI,, tl - ,.: ,. -- . (5.38)

Cp p

Substituting this expresionAiu J.37), after scme conversions we

obtain the equation given auove in the fcllcwing form:

( 1~q,, ... . .t .- tex 0"..62 , .-r e,, (5. 37a)
Cpp tn. A i

Page 143.

This equality is solved already without difficulty, since t and,

consequently, en must be prescrinud/assigned, and t; easily is

determined from formula (5o.).
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The factor

+ + 0.622L, e -eX,. , X. 3. ( 39)Cpp t.. . -s t l

for the first time intrcuuced of iardy (111], (112], (113], consider

an increase in the density oi tutal heat flow relative to the dt _nsty

of the flow of convective neat emission.

It must be noted that for tne small values of the

high-speed/velocity heating oL Surrace, which correspond to rated

flight performances for Pus, in tne first approximation, it is

possible to accept t*1 =tl or vea (for estimate calculations) tlmt,

el=eo and P=Po.

Finally, taking into account, that in the temperature range

c,, 1000 J/kgodeg which antrests us and L, 25. PP 3/kg, we have

0.622, 550.
CD

Conseque ntly,

X en - e . (5. 39a)
P tn. S- IfI

Dependence of heat-flux aoneity on ambient conditions and flight

conditions.

' ,* • 2 " •
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Let us examine how dapnt-s tue density of external heat flux cn

the temperature of medium, ilignt speed (flcw), height/altitude, anit

alsc local conditions fCr the Llow around surface, in order to

determine the severe (calculation) conditions under which value q.

will be maximum.

The effect of the range or tne calculated temperatures cf icinj

does not require the sreci xj.kanations: both the convective he&-

emission and heat emission for evaporaticn grcw/rise with an incrasi

in the calculated range of temperatures of icing, i.e., than that

lower prescribed/assigned t,. ay those is required high heat-tIlux

density q,.

Dependence q, on the calculated value of the speed of flow i

more complicated: to the larger speed of flow VP, corresponds the

high value of heat-transidr couziicient, but at the same time

temperature drop ( other conmitions being equal,) t..,-t7 is

decreased as a result or the iucredse At*,, which increases

proportional to the square or sjoed, as that follows from formula

(5.4). As a result their product qw(t,, .i-t) with certain valu&

VP.., has a maximum.

IJ
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Dependence qA= Ati. kas tne similar, but flatter character of

curve with the marimum, saizted to the right in comparison with curve

q., the location of this siDximum along the axis V o somewhat depending

on prescribed/assigned flight diltitude.

Altitude effect on the ca.cuidted value cf heat-flux density is

expressed in the fact that the value of heat-transfer coefficient

and, consequently, also qa, s tais follows frcm Section 5.2, with

height/altitude is decreaseu, in tne case of turbulent boundary layer

it is proportional to the aeree of 0.8 ratios of pressure at the

heights/altitudes in quesioa: ion:'xH2'XH( (Where ,.>H1 , whereas heat

of vaporization is inversely proportional to degree of 0.2 of this

sense q1 02 As a resuit with an increase in rated altitude

Hplcq the total quantity or neat-fLux density q, somewhat is

decreased, and maximum q,(Vpacq) Is shifted/sheared to the right (sEe

example of 5. 1 and Fig. 5.8b).

From the given exaujle It is evident that calculated value *qn

corresponds to minimum rdted dtitude of flight in the speed of flow

on the order of 150 m/s.

The distribution o tue necessary heat-flux density accordinq to

S- - ~ - *VISL 'aj
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profile/airfoil q.1(S) usually corccsponds tc the diagram/curvr= of the

local pressures p. In fact* tue Local value of coefficient a and

expression At. -- 122L n - I" Zoiw change V, (since V, = I I-p).
p- Pt

4

It is logical that as rne calculated distribution of the value

of heat-flux density q.(S)p..c suuu.La be accepted the envelope for

curves q.(S), obtained for sevvra . rlight conditions.

Change q,,(z) in the span of usual wing cr tail assembly, as a

rule, is small, it somewnat growb/rises from cne root to in

accordance with certain increase ot average heat-transfer

coefficient. For the delta WiUi oi change q,(z) in spread/scopE it car

be considerably greater.

Distribution q9,i accurang L to a radius ci propellers is

obtained in accordance utI a cnauje in the circular/neighboring

speed of the flow arcuna aus /vanes. Since in this case depernencz

qn examined above on V0  emat&S v4lid then at the length of

blade/vane usually is maximum qn.(V).,&,, which corresponds to the cross

section in which per.pheLal speed V, has value on the order cf 150

M/s.

Finally, one should daqdn emphasize that everything said above

is related to the density oz 4xtecaal (surface) heat flux q. The

tl .. . ... .
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density of internal theLmal flows and its distribution depen, on type

and construction/design of deicer, thermal leakages and the like an-i

can considerably exceed q.-

Page 145.

Heating the partially mcistend suiface. Concept about flowing th?

water film.

r

The dependences examined anjove are related to the complr4+ey

moistened surface. However, tn& specific secticns ot the surface

shielded from icing in thd zoue or flowing in are wet only partially,

in this case the temperature oL ary sections prcves to be, naturally,

higher than moist. As a resuit meai, temperature of the heatei surfacp

will be between t, and tri-a (for a metal covering it will ccrr' sLcndI

to certain averaged temperature which will be established/install i

due to the thermal conductvity of metal). In cther words, in oricr

to heat to the prescrihea/assiguea temperature the partially

moistened surface, is requ.reu less heat-flux density. This decrea3-;

in the first approximaticn, Ls iroportional to the relaticn tc th-

surface of moist sections to an entire surface, which can be takar::

into consideration in calcuLatLons by the introduction of the

corresponding coefficiert.

-A
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Let us examine flcwiu9 tne wdter film, which is formed as a

result of the catching oL tne UKops of water by the surface, heatei

to positive temperature. 0n it it is possible to isolate two zones:

the zone of the catching or drops S., (examined in chapter IV) and

the zone of the flowing in ot water S.. For the deicer, designed for

complete drainage, these two zones, determined for heaviest design

conditions, must in sum, compose axtent of the zone of heating

SK>(SA S3)DJC1 (Fig. 5.5a). but At value S. proves to be less, th. r

will be formed barrier ice.

The fundamental parameter. which characterizes flowing the film,

is the flow rate of the warttr tarough the cross section of film G,,

on 1 m of the length (sjredu/.cope) of the surface:

G. Qm6aJ?.,,, (5. 40)

where Qs - water density;

6, - thickness;

V - speed of film averie/m san over crcss section.

If they was not the losses oi water as a result of evaporation

and blowing, then local rate of uischarge G. (S), beginning fro,

leading edge and to the 6aa/leud or the region of catching, would

grow/rise (curve 1, Fig. 5.5D). As a result of evaporation 0,(S) it

iJJ
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decreases (curve 2), and waien aluwl.ng off of the part of the wa'er is

present, this decrease will Da evea more considerable (curve 3). Tile

flow of film continues until± G,(S)' decreases to zero or until wat.er

will achieve the boundazy ol heaziag. In the latter case this

boundary flow rate 9,S) chdracterizes the Fcssiole initial

intensity of the formatiou/ekaucati.cn of barrier of icet. *

FOOTNOTE '.In proportion to tnE iacrease of barrier ice it itself

can become the object ci trie aitcCc catching cf drops, as a result of

which the intensity of its roriuat.cn/education grows/rises. [

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 146.

As is known VWf2U]. theiAc dce three flcw conditions fluid

films over rigid surfacQ depeaanuj, on Reynolds number:

Rena -nin = i 5.41)

When Re,, to 20-30 - f low laaLnar, when Re,,.>30 - the flow has wCive

laminar (pseudo- lamina r) cuedracta.L, when Re,, order 1500 and morc ti

flow becomes turbulent.
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/ P I' 'q~a G~ ~

, /P* 4ley
fpamiua mw~ yaepk t3.

)A

Fig. 5.5. The diagram cf take pi~cass of the spreading ot the" water,

recovered by the profile/airuilz 4) the zone of catching and

spreading of the water; L~) a juuti.ty of the water: 1 - withcut

taking into account the 1o46e; 4 - taking into account the

evaporation; 3 - taking into iccouaLt evaporation and escape.

Key: (1). top. (2). film oz. wattit. (3). Boundary of heating zonp-.

(4). base. (5). Barrier ice. (b). L)iaqram/curve of quantity of

absorbed by water.
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It is easy to ascertain tidt with icing even under conditions cf

the greatest calculated water content and even without taking into

account the losses of water ReM, it has a value which completely

corresponds to the regicn of stream-line conditions (for example, for

the quantity of absorbea ay water, obtained in example of 4.1, nuiuber

Re,, of the account of loises it composes a tctal of about 2-l0- 6)

for approximate sclutio, oL tae equation of motion of film 1-t

us accept the following assumptions: in view cf the small thickness

of film surface we considar fiat/eiane: by the speed of film in

comparison with air speca, ana atzo gravitaticnal forces and inertia

of film in comparison wita tne Lrictional force of airflow

negligible. In this case the %qudtion of moticn of Navier-Stokes tor

a thin film will take toe Lora

V, = --- 'i () .. 0 (5.42)

under the following bounudry cunditions:

on body surface

y 0. (0) 0 f5. 43a)
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on the outer edge ct the rilia

where p. - dynamic viscosty uL water,

,v- stress of friction or a.Lrilow.

Its solution

. (Y) -T fTp - (5.44)

corresponds to the lineaL iaw ot 6deed change in the thickness of

film. Consequently, speia on tje outer edge of film is equal to

V(a..") =----/ .i (5. 44 1)

and the speed

Vila (6.. (5. 446)

average/mean over cross section.

'faking into account dquiry (5.40), express is speed and

thickness of the film tntough the Llow rate:

" I/ . (5. 45)

and respectively

--- . - , -'.. .'-(5.46)

:" _ . . . . . .. ... ... . ... : . .. .. .,!, , ' . ...w ~ -:Ilk'
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The obtained paramerrs to a considerable extant depend on th-

speed of flow and temperature oi t"e film of water. So, the thickn.s

of film decreasesinversely prupoitional to the local velocity of

airflow V 1, since frictaou stros is equal to:

f V = 
2

e 2 (5,47)

where c, - the coefficient of rLction. It is decreased alsc with ar.

increase in the temperature or rLi., since the viscosity of water

depends substantially on tna timerature (see Table 5.1).

Experiments which bere ,,einy carried out by the authors of

present chapter on the apvca.. 2.uscallation (Fig. 5.6), which mad.- it

possible over wide limits to assign ,,. initial thickness 6,,

temperature of surface and the speed of airflcv, confirmed

sufficiently well the va.Ldity or the obtained approximate

dependences.

• ,. , a :, : _:,. . .. 1 ... a : " C ,',.... t. *" ' ., ...
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8)K

Fig. 5.6. The installation diagram for the investigation of flow of

water on the surface: 1 - duju tue slot; 2 - section of the~

heating; 3 - thermocouFle; 4. - air-pressure head; 5 -tank with th

vater; 6 - tap/crane, vn x courrol.s water supply; 7 -flow meter; -

-header; 9 - Plexiglas uucr; iu - interchangeable shaped

insert/bushing; 11 - pancl zoK tn catching of the spray of the

water; 12 - motion-picture cdaura; 13 - thermometer; 14 -pressure

chamber.

Key: (1). To manometer. (2). To current source.
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Table 5.1. Viscosity of water at different temperatures.
1 . 1 1t I I I.

TemnepaTypa a T 0 I 0 20 30 40 
1

50 60 70 OD 90

790 13101 I 80660 15501470 1406 155315

Key: (1). Temperature in QC. jj)o Viscosity Nos/M 2 .

Page 149.

Experiments made it possinie to diso have representation about the

effect of the wettability oL suztace on the flow of film and about

phenomenon of blowing water in dependence on factors indicated abov-.

As a result of these investigatious was obtained the picture,

familiar to many researcheak, carrying out ty questions of the

catching of drops (Fig. 5.7a): in the nose section of the nody tila,

continuous, then it is disciupteu to separate tands, separate cf +hii-i

can apply to consideratle distances.

This decrease of guanrity ot water due tc blowing it would be

possible to consider with thu aid of certain coefficient E., then the

local flow rate of wateL in tilm in the presence of blowing is erpual

to

G.. (S) fa S =

(5. 48)

."AWL
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where GM(S),,"M an exFenditure oithout taking into account losses 1

for blowing.

Thus, qualitatively cuaracter s(S) will take the form, shown 1.n

Fig. 5.7b (twisting j.However. to quantitatively estimate value

~is very difficult, since very is difficultly to experimental';

determine separately lcssas zzom evaporation and blowingj, in to t!>-

same value of blowing tc d coasiazerable extent depends on particular

factors (wettability anu tewpai-ature of surface, the form of Ioly,

flight conditions, the c(,aditioas for flow, etc.).

-,lilt
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a)

Fig. 5.7. Character of the vettability of the heated surface unde~r

conditions of the icing: a) tau visual picture of the course cf ths

film of the water; b) tentative vd.Lues of the coefficient of humi,,ity

on the surface of metal c-iverJing.

Key: (1). Flow. (2). PciLt.

Page 150.

Relative value of the moist sections of surface yields to
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quantitative evaluation coni .uareily more easily, since it is

determined by direct observation and can be expressed through anoth:r

coefficient which can be named/called the coefficient of the humil'ity

(or wetting) of surface it.., (.t is equal to the ratio of moist

sections AS,., in the zone in question to an entire area of this zoi-r

-\S Out
5 'e".1. (5.49)

Of the picture describea .oove of the flcw of film it tcllows

that in the nose section ox t-a uody. approximately/exemplarily in

the limits of the region ut cdtching 1. I then, beginninq from th'n

boundary of the region oL cdtciiag and further, its value sharply

decreases (curve ,

Quantitatively thiis aecrease ;.+,(S). as coefficient t. io o

on many factors. For exaipld, in connection with lifting surfaces

with metal covering it is possinio to accept value beyond the

limits of the region of cdtcna.& in average/mean crder 0. 2-0.3.

Consequently, during tue caIculation of surface density I of

heat flux q, beyond the limits ot the region of catching it is

necessary value q0 to multiply by .N,

FOOTNOTE t. With the caicuidtion ot that applied of from within h-,t

- -
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it is necessary to considdr tnat at the end of the zone heating th-

density of internal flcw caa o sustantially higher than surfac-

one, as a result of the ieaa 1eys oz heat beyond th4 limits of ti'

warmed casing (see Sectioa b.4). j.tJDFCOTNOTE.

After designating it q%, let us aave

Should be focused dteMon uu the fact that the convective r-_

in this case does not change, since calculated temperature drcp

At t -t, t will rema&ii tue same as when , = As a result tl.=

necessary density of hedt in tu zcne of flowing in will be equal +o

q. -qu -- tsjq& = qu + q8. (5.51)

Opening the expressions of values, entering this formula, it it

is possible to represent in craer Lorm

q... I (t, ,.1-t I - .-- .--* . ]5

- x (t,.. - t) X', (5. 51a)

where V= - n-e.-t tais the same factor (5.39), 1ut with
P 111. 3.1 - t

consideration the coefficient uL tue humidity of surface.

Example 5.1. To catain tri dependence of heat-flux density cn

profile of the wing, exemiund Ln example of 4.1 with the follcwir;

data: H=1000 m, V0=150 u/s, t0 ., -30- C, [Irv -00¢.

Mfg
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Let us examine 4a tor tk& done of catching Sya and zone of

flowing in S,. in limits sy, u.06 oL m we accept roundedly 1=500

W/m 2deg. From Fig. 4.18b and ia we have p=-1.4 and V1=2]0 m/s,

further according to foxmuia 15.:) we determine t*1=-JO|150/2000

[1-0.12(230/150)2] I =-22°c. Aocai pressure p7 p.Pq, where
go V Q!o 150

qC=Q- = II- = 12400 N/M2, coUs ueatly p=9010 3 -12.4*10 3 x1.4=72,600

N/ai. According to formula (t.39) -1=38 72,600/90,000=30.7 N/m2 and

according to formula (5..J3a) X=1tL:|50/72600 *610-31/0-22=1.57.

Thus, the average tlux dens.iy of heat in the limits of thz

region in question is equal (torau.La 5.37a) ?n=0o [0-(-22) 1

1.57=17,300 Wm/w.

Heat-flux density ini tue reyion of flowing in 9. we deterri-

taking into account the tact 'L.dT the surface will not be completely

vet, i.e., according tc tocinu.Ld6 (5.51) cr (5.51a), accepting & 03

X .. .. .. . . ... .M ,L
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qn q
1 1 l i jm f " 1#

= .010. _ __ ______=o,_ ___
18 4= /Z~

12 ",., I

8

0 50 0 I50 200 Vo t/ecu r2)a 2 a to s .'Y'

Fig. 5.8. Necessary density of tue surface heat flux: a) density

distribution according to tue enclosure cf Frcfile/airtoil (alcrij

chord); b) the dependence oi t±ie dverage density of heat on spe*c aI

flight altitude.

Key: (1). W/mz . (2). m/s.

Page 152.

The placenta of accumpishia4 calculations we will obtain

density distribution heat ilio according to prcfile/airfoil qn(S),

shown in Fig. 5.8a.

For a comparison ca it is jvtn curve Qn for the case cf

complete wetting (%--)

A^ I.
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Example of 5.2. Tc cdicuLdr. Lor the conditioas, examined in t,,

preceding/previous example, dvez49=/mean heat-flux density , ir.

limits of S=10o/o for H=lJ0u w and 8000 m, acceFting conditionally

The results of calculations (Lor H=1000 m) are brought to -

Ile .ice1 100 150 200
"; 'm.0 'pa3 ao ) 310 130 490 lo 4op~it.le5.21 /

w ce 168 209 259 (3)

tj 0C -26.4 -21.6 -14 rio ($opmy.ie
5.5

K 1,43 1,54 I,5 lo q opiy.ie

12900 1430o 12opM7M 1
IS. 37a

Key: (1). m/s. (2). W/m2 aeg. (J). Accordin9 to formula. (4). ',/m.

They are analogous CdI.CUItIJG we make fcr H=8000 m. DeFPn-ThcEi

, for this example on tlight speed with H=1000 m and H=8000 m is

given in Fig. 5.8b.

5.5. Calculation of the tamperdture of moist ana dry surfaces.

Temperature of moist suLtace.

Equality (5.37) maKe6 it possible to obtain the dependenc.

between the temperature cL moist and dry surfaces, which, as shown

... . ....
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below, considerably faciu.rLas Cd.Aculation, and testing de-icing

systems. With dry surf ace, as it zollows from (5.2) , q.- (t, -f).

Substituting this expres.ioa iuto equality (5.37),' we have

( 7) - 0.622att en - (5.32)

also, after elementary ccaverious, taking into account (5.38):

t, = --- t .. , -- %- At .  (5.53)

Equations (5.38) and (5.53), tacit contain in terms of two

interdependent variable/alternactiny, are solved by the method ot

successive approximations. For example, as first approximaticn it i

possible to accept: for t.- and for t. -

Page 153.

Substituting them in initzii equations, we find appropriate valus

e.. or e,, through them we aetezmne the temperature in second

approximation/approach and , until the results of the susqpii-nt

solutions coincide between taemselves with the required

precision/accuracy.

The temperature of msu suLLa&ce both t , and tA can be

computed also according to the toiiowing formula, obtained on tho

base of approximation by paranoia (A +-St+ Bil)cf the dependenca of
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vapor pressure on the temwlrature:

t. - [ 6-----p1. . +"'  B)- -4 - 65p. 10-_ - B (5.54)

where Il=610-e,-65p.- O-S. (for eq.aLlibrium temperature respectivevY

t. = tm and I= . Iemainln4 coefficients scmewhat depend cn th

range of temperatures. for exiiaijie, for I,.., from -20 to OoC 9=46. 7

and V=0.97; for tn. A from -1: ro +150C B=%0.5 and V=1.5.

Temperature drop in the ar, surcrce.

The solution of the revere pLoblem, i.e., the determination )t

temperature or a temperature carc is dry in the surface through th

value of the temperaturt drop, wtiich occurs under conditions of

icing, is convqnient tc Li izi.L.± with thc? aid cf the coefficient,

analogous the coefficient X exdmhlid above, Exjression (5. i9). Fo-

this we convert equation ( t.) to the following form:

At. = t-, )
cp tn. MA- t

S(t". HA-- tj) .,(5. 53a)

where the coefficient

= - + OU 2L-." (5.55)

Coefficient X, is characterized by from X fact that the temperatui-

drop in it is related nct to ton equilibrium temperature t*., but t(-

-. - --
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the temperature of flow t.. coerLLcient of X, is shown, in how oftt r.

a temperature drop in the ,try surtdce must be the more than

appropriate temperature drop/juop in the moist surface.

Example of 5.3. To ueteziaie the (see example of 5.1)

temperature drops/jumps maximaa in the limits of heating surface of

wing profile with low-4 -30C:I..'OC. V0 = 150 m/s, H=1000 m. From Fi .

4.18 we see that the maximum V,=2JU m/s corresponds 7--2o/o chori, i-

this point p---1.1, accoruaiu tc formula (5.3) we determine

tt=-45.30 C. We further tia i tL aouy formula (5.55). coefficient

XI + -F.- .3 1.2. Ccnsejueu.Ly, a maximum temperature drcj in tht

dry surface at the point oL pruL.L.L./airfoil in question must 1r

't, 4 .3 1:28 = Sr t.

Page 154.

The maximum speed of flight (iLow), at which is possible the icir.i ot

surface.

Utilizing equation t .3d) xin connection with the equilirium

temperature of the iced cver iuLt4ce, it is possible to rate/pstimat:

the maximum speed of flight (diLilow) V.,n  at which ceases th- ic:;

of unheated surface due to uiyz-speed/velocity hoating, i.e.,

temperature 4l., reaches 00.. Suustituting in (5. 38) expression 1,
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for t*,. and equalizing its U, ind also accepting for simplificaticr

Vj=Vo, we have the apprcximite equality

-t1 r. r* - O,6 L, e,,-L,, (5.56)0 t- Cp 5

V.
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(,J .,/eN

3

250

/

100

I /I; / L/_

.1501- HY= 800o0m.

o -20 - f- - c-

Fig. 5.9. Dependence of Ll~ght sieed maximus for icing on tempe.',Vu:

of medium and flight altitude.

Key: (1). a/s. (2). plate. |j). leadding edge.
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=I,,
-- :e, ,,., ... " " ''"
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Taking into account, tnat in this case e. 610 * y/u'. we

obtain

2c / ,22L,, 610 e-
V" P=-W T p- P (5.57)

as can be seen from this expression, value V,..p for different

sections of the iced ovaL surface is different. Minimum value I... P

is obtained for the leading edge wnere p and t, have the greatest

values, and vice versa, 0L" preventing ice at the points, which hv-

minimum p, is required cCLASIdard"11 high maximum speed, especially a-

high altitudes.

Formula (5.57) makub it possiLile to determine maximum radiuS

RA.,p of the icing of scraw/pLopiller at one cr the other temppraturr

of the air:

VA. up (5.58)

where w - angular velocity ot Lotation of screw/propeller.

In fig 5.9 is given aepenaence .p on ambient temperaturz a,

different flight altitudesi ior a leading wing edge and for the

surface, in parallel streamlined with tlcw (plate); while in Fig.

5. 10 - dependence R, , en to oz. the helicopter rotor blades of

Nh -"'t
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I I I

I Il l
10*

2 - - 0 *M~NE o-8 -,V t

Fig. 5.10. The maximum radius ot tae icing of the blade/vane c.

carrying propeller of toe -wicoptar of Mi-4 while hoverinq und r

conditions of the artificial inj (are shown experimental pcints).

Key: (1). on laading ede. z). on upper surface. (3). on lower

surface.
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Page 156.

Temperature of the surface of glass vith jet-edge protection.

As has already been mentioned in chapter III, the principle of

jet-edge were sew glasses it consists in the joint thermal and

mechanical effect of external hot jet on the film water, which is

formed on surface as a result of settling to it the drops in flight

under conditions of icing or rain. Effectiveness of the jet-edge

protection is determined by the temperature and by jet velocity.

with the heating of surface by external jet a quantity of water,

evaporated from the unit of surface per second, is determined by the

dependence

P OP622ae -c P --, (5.59)

where e,.,- saturatiom pressure at temperature of the moist surface

of glass t.:,;

iPau.p- elasticity of vapor at temperature of hot jet tap.
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determined from the relatioasip/ratio, which escape/ensues from

(1.9) and (1.1g: ,% remains equal to elasticity of vapor,

that saturates surrovadiag air.

Consequently. with an increase in the temperature of jet

grows/rises differeace er.-e. furthermore, an increase in the

temperature of most water film favors its blowing as a result of the

decrease of viscosity/ductility/toughness. Analogous effect gives the

increase of jet velocity - in this case grows/rises the heat emission

and, consequently, also the intensity of evaporation and increases

mechanical effect on film and, consequently, also its blowing, in

particular, under the joint influence of the parameters indicated is

decreased the thickness of the film (see expression (5.45) ], thanks

to which it more rapidly is displaced into separate brooks (i.e. it

is decreased the coefficient of the humidity of surface which

already by itself leads to an improvement in the visibility.

The relationship/ratio between the temperature of the dry and

moist surface of glass is determined by the equation, analogous

(5.53):

Ic. a,= 0.622L. eO
C, p ,(5. '*)

wtere 4 - temperature of the surface of dry glass.

S~!
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Speed and temperature of jet as is known fM[I]. they are

connected with specific relationship and depend from distance of S to

soxzle edge. In this case for deteriaing the local importance of

speed V r(S) and temperature 4tm (S), of Jet can be in the first

approzimation, used the depeadeac. '

72(S) V,(S)-V- o,0, (5.60)
tM (0 - (IVC'P (0). VI 1 + 0.4

where t. - temperature and V, - velocity of incident flow of the air

above the surface of the glass; itp(O) and Vp(O)- temperature and

jet velocity in nozzle edge; h - height/altitude of the slot of

nozzle.

FOOTNOTE applied from by the limits of the initial section of jet

(1]. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 157.

Coefficient a, can be accepted for a slot jet equal to 0.1.

i,

from formula (5.601 it follous that surplus speed

AV.o, (S)= V., (S) - V,, temperature drop in jet Atcp (S) = tV (S) - t, is

hibet, the greater surples discharge velocity behind sozalc

AVp (0) = Vp (O)- VI,. hich will be in complete agreement with the

physical representation about the picture of flow, confirmed

a'
.... . .. .. .. .. .- . ,., , l 2:" o ., , ' *,
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experimentally. Consequently, the effectiveness of jet-edge

protection is most high during critical outflow (for a usual nozzle),

and the zone of the action (,range*) of jet depends in this case on

the flow rate of hot air, i.e., on value h.

Fig. 5.11 gives the temperature slopes of surface along the is

jets, calculated by formulas (5.60) and (5.53b). For a comparison are

given also the experimental points, obtained on laboratory

installation t.

FOOTNOTE 1. Experiment was carried out by engineer V. V. Lonasov.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

I
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13

o 41 02 43 44 25 jm

pig. 5.11. Temperature of tke surface of glass with jet-edge

protection (t:'-J5b'C; tgit=OC; Vo=80 m/s.

Key: (1). calculation. (2). experiment. (3). Dry surface. (4). Moist

surface.
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5.6. Estimate of the magnitude of the zone of heating, necessary for

complete evaporation of water.

The value of heating asuface, as it was shows above, consists of

the zone of catching S,', &d sone of flowing In S, of water. The

first of them in determined bj the ambient conditions foc the flow

around body and does not depend on type or construction/design of

L
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deicer. The second depends both on the conditions for flow and on the

construction/design of the heater of surface, in this case the

determining parameter is the temperature of surface and, therefore,

the corresponding value of the density of the heat flow applied to

it. In other words, the zone of heating of the deicer of complete

evaporation and the density of the heat applied to surface are

inseparably interconnected values.

The methods of calculation of the parameters of thermal deicers

taking into account the special features/peculiarities of internal

heat supply are examined in the following two chapters. Nevertheless,

for preliminary analysis and selection of one or the other version

POS is very desirable tc compare the systems in question with respect

to the fundamental parameters. As such parameters for PO$ of

peraneat action can serve the size of zone heating and surface heat

flux Q' on I m of spread/scope.

The quantity of heat applied to the surface, which must be

expended on the evaporation of the water spreading on it, is

determined from the relationship/ratio
QA - Q. Q.=- .,,GY..,L, (.

where Q. - total heat flux in the I/m;

Q- portion of heat flux, expended to convective heat emission,

i~
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in the 3/m;

- coefficient of quantity of water on the surface(see
section 5.4)

G,,- quantity of water on 1 a of spread/scope, recovered 1 s. in

kg/nosek.

The heat flux Q is the sum of the products of heat-flux

densities in appropriate sectionas

n

Q" - Q" (q, - qa),.S,. (5. 62)

During the preliminary (estimate) calculations, for which is

intended the method in question, it suffices to be restricted two to

the sections indicated above: S.. and S,, taking within the limits of

these sections the average/seaa values of the densities of the heat

and other entering the calculation values, in this case on the basis

of (5.61) and (5.62) we obtain the following expression for

determining the size of the zone of the flowing in:

U .,L, - q, - qu)y.iSyj,(. v
S, ': . , - )(5.63)

where the value with the index of mul" - they are related to the zone

of catching, with the index of ez" - to the zone of flowing in.

Page 159.

The deicer of complete evaporation must ensure protection from

?
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ice at lowest prescribed/assigned (i.e. calculation) temperature of

air and, on the other hand, prevent the formation of barrier ice with

the maximum calculated water content (which occurs with temperature#

close to O*C)o Cosequently, in formula (5.63) total heat-flux

density q, is determined from formula (5.37) for the calculated

temperature of air topq and prescribed/assiqned temperature of moist

surface A A quantity of absorbed by water 6', must correspond to

maximum calculated water content at such temperature of air

with which ceases the icing of surface (due to the to,.,

high-speed/velocity heating, which corresponds to the rated speed of

flight:
S. - 0 - \t... (5.64)

For this same temperature t,),, P in formula (5.631 most be

determined convective component of heat-flux density qu. It it is

possible to determine via the conversion of the temperature of dry

surface tn ,,0.i. n ---At - to the temperature of moist surface

t., according to equation (5.38 oc (5. 54). Then q, a 1.(t1 ,-'. ).

During the calculation of total beat-flux density for the zone

of flowing in should b46 considered the coefficient of the humidity of

surface, i.e.. qn.. one should determine from formulas (5.51).

It is obvious that tke calculated heat-flux density cannot be

less than this value, which provides (at a calculated temperature of

. . .. ... .,;. . ,! ; : [ . " , : . ,
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air. for example. top.,- --30"Ci the temperature of surface under

conditions of icing, equal to OoC, i.e, jt.,J.r = 0°0 C. If in this

case zone S, comos out undesirably high sizes/dimensions, it is

possible to decrease it, after raising the intensity of heating

surface. This can be fulfiLled, as can be seen from expression

(5.63), increasing q, either simultaneously all over heating surface

or in one or the other its zoue when the quantity of heat, spent on

the evaporation of water from sarface, will remain constant

Qou - Q,. (5. 65)

In genmeral value S, can vary from certain maximum value, which

corresponds It..o, = O. and in limit to zero. The decrease of zone is

convenient to consider, after introducing the ratio of the

size/dimension of reduced zone S.j to initial 3,1 in the form:
S3 i1s3 -. It is obvious that o < n .

Increased heat-flux density qjj necessary in this case with

respect to initial density q,, can be calculated as follows.

Page 160.

From condition (5.65) we have

q 1  ,s (5. 65a)

taking into account expression (5.34), and also indicated above agree
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-610 ei/, e determine value

4i1 1p qpj p
-,, = U. ,'- .. -i + 6 10 ,,/.. (5.66)

Key: (1). W/mt.

Further, on table or graph/diagram of dependence oaf(t) we find

temperature e,11 corresponding to elasticitrl..,wt and We obtain

finally (accepting t ,-0)

V,,A 1 (t, 1 - 0) + qA11. (5. 67)

It is obvious that the heat flux (on I a of spread/scope) in the

second case is equal to Q~jj = 9,1*SJ, as shown below, Q.u < QL. Since

the heat flux for evaporation in this case is not changed [condition

(5.651 1. this decrease caa occur only due to convective component of

heat flux Q. Lot as look how changes this couponent' ith the

decrease of zone heating. The relation of the convection currents for

the zone of flowing in ill be equal

_,, __' (,r.eni 0 , -; ), 5.6S)

Approximating curve e,(t) by eaponential curve en 610exp (ke,.).

where k-0.7 in the range . 0. +20 0 C. we have

Further, after using (5.bSa) and (5.34), we express e, is

function n:
o + e;.
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and we substitute in (5.69):

t,. Ball In " - 610n.

Thus, the relation of the convection currents, expressed through

the reduction factor of zone, will be equal

ni. -el"(I n.n," [ .en,-e. ( -- , ;. (5.68a)

This expression, equal to one when n. i proportion to

decrease ns monotonically is decreased to zero (Fig. 5.121. The

obtained conclusion/output proves the advantage of heating with an

enhanced intensity of: with the contraction of zone heating, in spite

of the appropriate increase in the heat-flux density, required heat

flux (by unity of the spread/scope of surface) is decreased.

Page 161.

It is necessary, however, to keep in mind that too intense a

heating can prove to be inadmissible from the point of view of

structural strength, furthermore, in this case grow/rise heat losses

into unheated parts, which, decreases the effect of heat economy.

Therefore raised heat-flux density should be in reasonable limits.
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The more clearly described calculation methods let us show based

on examples.

Example 5.4. To determine (approximately) the size of the

warned zone, necessary for the complete evaporation of water on

profile/airfoil eCA-0012, b=3 a under conditions of icing, given in

examples of 4. 1 and 5.1.

The temperature of air maximum for the icing of surface in the

flight conditions (Vo=150 a/s, H1000 a) in question for the upper

snail arc of profile/airfoil on the average is equal to t0(&np)--3"C"

Consequently, calculated value g--o.8e1O' kq/m3 . Let us examine

the upper surface of profile/airfoil. In accordance with example

4. 1 we have SYA..PX 11,06 a#,... 0.02 m, =0. 09; therefore in the first

approximation, we can accept

SYA. ""p + OYJI SYJ. &ePi
Sy1. X -- SM. N NW EwV.. =

S0.,g.0,8. 10-0- 150 -0,12.3 = 2,9 0-' /.$Wa .

Key: (1). kg/sem.

The calculation of remaining values we fulfill separately for the

zone of catching and zone of flowing in, taking the average/mean

values of these values.
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02 44 4# 4B 4a

Fig. 5. 12. Dependence of the convective heat emission of surface on

the degree of the decrease of the width of the warned zone.
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Zone of catching.

According to formula (5.4) NO=-+ [ ( - according

to formula (5.33) e=490 3I M a, From equation (5.38) or

according to formula (5.54) we find rinO'0,?C ftoa example 5.1 we

have &..ya=1730 V/22, s...s-050 U/mte4.g. hence we determine

- 1,3- = 4 nd f rom egeation (5.53) e find tn., =14°C.

Consequently.Q,% a= 514- 0.2)=6900 V/inME, qo Y3 17300-6000 10400 /min. The

value of the coefficient of a guatity of water in the limits of the

zone of catchinq we take 4,-I.

Zone of flowing in.
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In a similar manner we find t*a=-3*502000) [1-0.12(217/150)RI
_ 76 400 ---

-8.. -3-5. 4eC; 490 760= 415 /ma ti- 0'9°C" The value of heat-flux

density in the zone of flowing in we accept on the average (see Fig.

5.0) W t 3/u' and value a=430 U/m-deg (see Fig. 5.2), thus,

t -=O.9 310 C and. therefore, t 1. Il,7C. As a result we obtain
430

qa. =(11. 7 -0.9)430= 4650 V/us and qea 11 °0 4W 6350 V/mt. In the zone of

flowing in we accept ,=0.3.

By formula (5.63) we determine the necessary size of the zone of

the flowing in
0,3.2,9.1!0- 3 -25 -106 -10 400.0,06

3 0,5 6350, .

Thus, the size of the warmed zone on the upper surface of

_filo/airtfoil must be equal to SY - S3 .-0,25 + 0,06 =0,31 m
(S, 10%

Aof chord), and the corresponding value of beat flux (on 1 a of

spread/scope)

N= 17 300.0,06 +11 000.0,25 3790 end/. (')

Icy: (1). V/0.

Exasple 5.5. To determine the necessary heat-flux density. if

it is required to decrease the zone heating from 100/0 (see example

S.4) to 7o/o.
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The zone of flowing in in this case will be equal to
0.15 6350

S3 =0.07.3--0.06=0,15 D; i***t n, -n, 0.6 mad -- 10600 8/iMe
025 amq,6a 6350.76 40u

hccording to formula (S.") me dtermme 6,6i .15 610= 182 /m.

To this value of elasticity correspoads In.., 1s,7oc. Coasequeatly,

q , -(V5.7 - 0).430 173 50 /.

Since for the air-heat deicer to fulfill required density

distribution of heat according to the enclosure of profile/airfoil is

difficult, then in this case it is expedient to raise the density of

heat in the zone of catching, due to what the density of heat in the

zone of flowing in decreases. Let us assign, for example, value

qpz3 80 I/mR.-Solving expression 15.63) relative to value ,Y.. we have

-S 4.- *GyL, 2180-80W 015 340q1 1 . . .s. . .. .O - 3 400,,/,'

Key: (1). W/02.

According to formula 5.66)

* 43400 -7260 -610 -1900mi x',

Keoy: (1) . n/8-2.

hemes In w7'C. Co0S0e4n0tr. '.-16,8.500+ 13400=21 800 U/mt and

0~.]
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qn. 13,3-430 + 8000= 13700 V/m/ .

Page 163.

The heat fluxes, which correspond to the examined versions of

heating, will be equal to:

I) Qn= 17300 0.06- 173500,15= 3640 em I
2) Q, = 21 90-0,06 t 13 70 0.15 = 3370 ,/.%.

Key: (1). 1/n.

Comparing them with value Qn. obtained in example 5.4, we see

that at the enhanced intensity of heating, especially in the second

version, the required heat flux somewhat decreased. The decrease of

heat flux occurred due to a reduction/descent in its convective

component due to the decrease of surface heating.

Example 5.6. Lot us compaze t"e doica of complete evaporation.

designed in example 504 oR 9PR = -3o0 c. with the same deicer, but by

that designed on top.e--2 0 C.

Fulfilling calculation analogous with example 5.4" we will

obtain the following data: Q.YA=lI00 lM, q .0=0 U/mat qn .6300

V/mv (when 1. 0-3) and w=3270 Elt. Since the calculated water

content remained the same an in the preceding/previous example

. . . ...........
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(appropriate 15(a. np) I-3'C), then term U.6,.,LK -2180 U/m also remained

without change. The. we obtain s :--059 a and

S,=0,064-0,59=0,65 a. which corresponds , ,22% chord. Consequently, in

this case the size of the zone necessary for complete evaporation

increased in comparison with example 5.4 more than twice. This is

completely logical, since the calculated density of heat in this case

is considerably lover. In this case in contrast to the version

examined above with the reduced width of heating (example 5.5)

should respectively increase the value of heat flux (on 1 m of span):

Qni -1 600.06+ 63000.59= 4420 in.,

An increase in the beat flu in comparison with the

preceding/previous case occurred due to the increase of convective

component in connection with an increase in the area of the heating

(since heat flux by evaporation did not chanqe. In fo.c.t

here Q= s50o. 0 6 3 2 0o.9 = 2220 U/a against Q=580 3/s tn example

5. 4.

From the comparison of the examined examples it is necessary

that the deicer complete evaporatLon, designed for the temperature

range of air to -300C, together with the considerably smaller size of

zone heating is sore economical, to say nothing of the fact that by

the second of then at temperatures lower than -200 C will be generally

ineffective.
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5.7. Calculation of the parameters of humid air in the inlet duct of

engine.

The calculation of the deicers of the intake parts of the engine

is characterized by the fact that the temperature of air in inlet

duct can be different relative to external.

Before examining the method of determining airstream data at the

engine inlet, let us examine the following positions.

Page 164.

From theory of similitude for TRD ( TPA - terbojet engine] it

is known that actual flow rates of the air through the inlet duct can

be expressed as

(5. 70a&
7o .

where ,P - the given air flow rate in the kg/s;

- pressure in N/n and temperature in 0K of stagnation air

flow before the entry into the compressor;

'I-.
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PfH,), Tle. - presmure in N/mz and temperature in °K of air under

terrestrial conditions.

The given flow rate of air G,,, in the function of the given

number of revolutions, flight naca number and area of jet nozzle.

During the calculation of do-icing systems design conditions are

the flight speeds, which correspond to flight Hach number up to 0.5.

In this range of Hach numbers the given flow rate of air (in the

subcritical modes/conditions of the outflow of gas) changes

insignificantly and the effect of flight Mach number on G,,p can be

disregarded/neglected.

Therefore as the basis of the determination of airstream data at

the engine inlet it is possible to place the dependence of the given

air flow rate through the engine on the given number of its

revolutions, obtained during bench tests or by calculation in

accordance with prescribed/assigned engine power rating.

The actual consumption of the air through the engine can be

expressed also through airstream data in the compressor with the aid

of gas-dynamic functions:

A: ..
. ... . . ... .. i , ... .... . ._ 2._. .'/ ... .. . ... 4 . . . :: , : -,
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G, m Fiq ( ,) K2ICeP, (5.706)
IT,

Key: (1). kg/s.

where F, - cross-sectional area of inlet duct in the ma;

- coefficient of the flow rate of air, which is the function

of the velocity coefficient the table of values of which is given in

work [1];

For air a=0.0403 sedegO.5 /m.

Equalizing expressions 15.70a) and (5.70b), after conversion and

substitution of prescribed/assigned values PHo and THO we will obtain

dependence for determining the coefficient of the flow rate of air
"Grip

q ( -,) - 0,00415 -F"-- (5. 71)

which considerably simplifies the calculation of the actual

air-stream velocities in the intake part of the engine at different

speeds and flight altitudes.

The calculation of the parameters for "dry" air is produced in

the following sequence.
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Page 165.

We find the value of the given numbers of revolutions for the flight

conditions in question from the expression

.Tl, V2 IT,

where n - an engine speed in r/min;

- temperature of the stagnation airflow in inlet duct in OK.

Values F, and P, we determine from the relationships/ratios:

T , 15 73)

and
P" p5.7,P - a (.%A)' .7

where r(M) - a value of the quantity of the ratio of the absolute

temperature of air at flight altitude to the absolute temperature of

the stagnated airflow !,. the inlet duct of engine, depending on

flight each number and determined on the tables of the gas-dynamic

functions;

,, ...
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P. - pressure of the stagnation airflow before the entry into the

inlet duct of the engine;

w(N) - the ratio ct the pressure of atmospheric air to the

pressure of the stagnation airflow at the engine inlet, which depends

on Hach number of flight and determined on the tables of the

gas-dynamic functions;

Po and To - pressure and temperature of the undisturbed flow of

air at given height/altitude.

Saving a value of the given number of revolutions on curve

G*P f (nD) for this engine, we determine the given flow rate of air by

which we further compute the coefficient of expenditure/consumption

'. . and in the tables of gas-dynaaic functions we find the values of

velocity coefficients ki. It should be noted that coefficient of

speed ?, in each cross section of inlet duct, for each flight

conditions and engine power rating it depends only on the given flow

rate of air and area of the cross section indicated.

The values of the air-stream velocity in inlet duct we determine

from the expression

V, . I 18,3.Xi T,, (5. 75)

where T; T;.
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Page 166.

Static pressure pi, and temperature Ti, of *ry" air in each

cross section of the inlet duct of engine are determined with the aid

of the tables of gas-dynamic functions for appropriate values
anCL

A
P;. p, - . T, - tT.,

where - a coefficient of losses of pressure in the inlet duct

which can be taken as equal to 0.95-0.85.

Everything said is correct only in the case of "dry" air.

However, Vnder conditicns of icing surrounding air is not "dry", but

it is saturated by water vapors and contains the supercooled drops of

water. This moisture, falling into the inlet duct of engine, changes

the parameters of intake air. At the flight speed, smaller air-stream

velocity in the inlet duct of engine, temperature of air in channel

there will be always less than the temperature of air of the

environment due to rarefaction/evacuation, which produces the

condensation of water vapors in channel. This excess moisture will be

determined by the difference

IMS. . = M,- M,. ,, (5.76)

where a - moisture content of air in inlet duct in kg vapor/kg

.. ."mmqq
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of the air;

M.. - moiUture-content of surrounding air in kg/kg.

But if the temperature of air in the inlet duct higher than

ambient temperature, then occurs the evaporation of the drops of

water in channel. Because of this there appears a shortcoming in the

moisture, necessary before saturation. This shortcoming by absolute

value is determined by the same difference [see expression (5.76)].

Having placed the corresponding values for ,aadMe. .., after some

conversions we will obtain

eq - e, Po

0,622 P (5.76a)

where ej - vapor pressure, which corresponds to the temperature in

this section of the channel;

Pix - pressure in this cross section.

To directly solve this equation is not impossible, since is

unknown the actual temperature of air in the inlet duct of engine,

and consequently, is uknown value ej.

During calculations it is accepted that the supersaturation of

air by water vapors does not occur, but is obtained condensate in the

....... . 2. 1 "
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form of the water drops which increase the water content of air in

intake channel of engine, or with an increase in the temperature

occurs the evaporation of water drops, which leads to decrease of the

water content of air in this channel.

The value of a change in the temperature of air during

condensation or evaporation in it of moisture for 1 kg of air will be

determined by the following dependence:

At - . (5.77)
Page 167. CP

The hence true value of the temperature of air in this cross section

of inlet duct can be defined as

t± ti At, (5. 78)

or', after substituting the appropriate values, we will obtain

P.1tt., tt+ ,62 L e -ei --£

t, -, 0,622 (5. 78a)

where t, - temperature in this cross section without taking into

account of evaporation or condensation of water in channel.

This is the equation, which contains two unknown: t, 4e,,

is solved by the method of successive approximation analogously with

equations (5.38) and (5.53), moreover the initial temperature of air
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in the inlet duct of engine can be taken as equal to a nd after

finding for this value (fron Table 1 of application/appendix) value

Si mnther ve determine t' in scond approximation, etc. as long as

the subsequent value of the temperature of air will not be equal with

the prescribed/assigned precision/accuracy preceding/previous.

A

tt

tt

- '&**
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Chapter VI.

Thermal design of electrical deicers '.

FOOTNOTE I. Written by R. Kk. Tenishev. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In chapter III was noted that the electrical heating of the

fundamental elements of airframe structure virtually attain only by

cyclic method; therefore in present chapter the primary attention is

given to the calculation of the unsteady thermal processes in

heaters.

The thermal design of the electrical heaters of permanent action

in the case of one-dimensional problem (i.e. without taking into

account the leakages of heat) presents no difficulties. However,

calculations by two- and three-dimensional thermal fields even during

steady process can be sufficiently complicated, but these problems

easily are solved with the aid of comparatively simple electric

analogs, examined in Section 6.5.

As far as calculation is concerned electrical POS, then it does

not differ in terms of special specific character from the

calculation of other thermal users of current and difficulty it does
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not represent.

6.1. Cyclic heating of surface.

The cycle of the work of the deicer of cycli action consists of

the time of heating TM and time of cooling oa. Which if% Son compose

the duration of cycle + u ± oxa,

Page 168.

Fig. 6.1 shows the typical fore of the temperature curve of cyclic

heating, which is change in the time of the temperature differential

of heater of relatively equilibrium temperature t, of boundary

layer at the point of surface in question. Since t;,. 1. as this follows

from chapter V, can be equated to the temperature of surface before

the imclusion/coaaection of heating, then it is obvious that

'\" (r 0) = (.

A temperature drop in surface -,r, relative to the temperature

of the external flow t1 easily is computed if necessary according to

formula (5.5). When in text is encountered drop/jump Xt,., it

specially is specified, in all remaining cases is implied At. in the

relatively equilibrium temperature differential.

~ i
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Entire dependences, obtained in present chapter, are related to

temperature gradient of dry surface, what is on the basis of formulas

(5.53) completely legitimate and simplifies the form of the

calculations of dependences.

As is known, heat propagation in solid body i. desibed by

equation of Fourier's thermal conductivity. In general

considered/examined task it is necessary to solve the system at least

of the two-dimensional equations of Fourier, comprised for each layer

of heated bundle or each part of the heated construction/design. This

system of the acceptable analytical solution does not have, but its

solution in digital computers also is sufficiently labor-consuming,

since it requires the examination of a large quantity of points of

variable thermal field, usually for several versions of heaters. For

these purposes are more convenient special integrators [44], intended

for the tasks, described by equations in partial derivatives,

including - thermal.: However, such integratorsAalways avbilable te he

designer.

. .. .........
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Fig. 6.1. The temperature curve of the cyclic heating of surface.

Page 169.

Therefore in this chapter (Section 6.5 ) is briefly presented the

method of the construction of sufficiently simple electric analogs,

thermal processes specially fitted out for simulation in surface

heaters. These models which can be assembled in any instrument

laboratory they make it possible to determine all necessary thermal

parameters of electrical deicer. Nevertheless, are of interest and

some simplified particular analytical solutions, since they give the

possibility sore clearly to present and to analyze the

interdependence of the separate parameters.

6.2. Calculation of the heaters of thin-walled constructions/designs.

Solution of the approximate equation of heat exchange.
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As a result of the fact that thin walls rapidly are warned

thoroughly all their over thickness, therual process in then with

sufficient precision/accuracy is described by the approximate

equation of heat exchange. It is based on the fact that the transient

process in thin wall (oz bundle) is replaced by a continuous

series/row of tke stationary processes following after each other by

duration dr, that differ fro& each other by the value of temperature

dt.

Ve will be restricted to the solution of the one-dimensional

task (question about the thermal leakages along the skin/sheathing is

examined especially in Section 6.4), after taking the heating bundle,

which consists of four layers (Fig. 6.2) (number of layers can be

arbitrary, but their overall thickness must not exceed 2-3 no).

i
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Fig. 6.2. Diagram of heating bundle.

Key: (1). Heating element.

Page 170.

In this case the approximate equation takes the form

q di KV, dT K, A~t, dT + (cQ,63 -cQ,
6 , C2Q6

- C3Q363) dt, (6. 1)

where

'LZ

Nk
K , -2 -.')1 )- e, "" pao, (6. 2a)

K, an "-4P U_6 1- m/ ,a, (6. 2A

a,

Key: (1). U/medeg.

q - heat-flux density (the specific power), isolated by heating

4, .
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element, in W/ut;

At, - a temperature drop in the heating element;

C. Q, 6 - specific heat into J/Kgodeg, density in kg/n and thickness

inof the layerAm;

K., - coefficient of internal and

X, I - the coefficient of external heat transfer.

The sun of these coefficients is equal to over-all heat-transfer

coefficient from heating element to the external and internal

sur faces:

By dividing variable and integrating by time from 0 to preset

time of heating T. and by the temperature from initial temperature

drop Atn (v-O) to current value At. (T). we obtain the solution of

equation relative to r:

c t e t k + c 2Q 2 4 -, -- + 5I (q - K . A t ) . (6 . 3 )

As a result of involution and some conversions we have simple

expression for determining the temperature drop in the heating

element in dependence on the heating time:

kuw
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At. ) 2- (1 - e- ) + t.(r.)e-,,, (A 4)

where

-M Ks~j --CQ6 (6. 5)
i m -- 161--'- c !+C-.,6t + cse363 + CQ,6, 65

- rate of heating. which has dimensionality I/s;

A. (t.)_ -residual/remanent temperature drop in the heating element at

the ead of the tire of cooling next cycle (before beginning 1st cycle
A t, (t,,,,) -= 0).

In order to obtain temperature drop on external surface, we will

use equality K.At = aAt,, from which we have

A., .4 ,( KoA!B

The nearer value At () to At. (), the less the temperature drop in

exterior layers of heating bundle and thereby, therefore, it is more

modern in thermal sense.

Solving equation (6. 1) for the case of cooling when q=O, we

obtain the even simpler dependence
,At, (f') =,At. (,,) --e- (6. 7)

where At (T,) - a temperature drop in the heating element at end point

of heating (at the cutoff of heatang): v' - time, calculated off the
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beginning of cooling.

Page 171.

Vhen selecting of constructing/designing the heater for

thin-walled construction/design it is necessary to focus attention on

the following. From the comparison of expressions (6.2) and (6.5) it

is possible to see that the rate of heating is found in inverse

dependence on the square of the thickness of the layer of heater,

i.e.. even a small increase in the thickness of the layer

significantly depresses the rate of heating and, correspondingly, the

temperature of the heating to surface. The aforesaid is related both

to the external ones and to interior layers of heating element.

In spite of this, designers frequently unjustifiably overstate

the thickness of the internal insulation/isolation (discussion deals

with thin-walled heater), considering that this must decrease the

losses of heat inside., La actuality they are usually small and them

in many instances can be disregarded/neglected (as shown in ezamplep.

given below) , whereas since the value of the internal coefficient

of heat emission usually of the order by two of less than the

external, the rate of heating with increase of internal

insulation/isolation noticeable are decreased which makes the quality

worse of cyclic deicer. Conseguently, the thicknesses both external
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and of interior layers Of the issulation/isolation of thin-walled

heater must be selected only from the condition of necessary

dielectric strength. Only with the thicknesses of lower covering on

the order of 2 me and more makes sense to somewhat increase the

thickness of internal insulation/isolation. However, this heater will

be sufficiently heat-inertial.

The sign/criterion of the increased inertness of heater, besides

the low rate of beating, is also the high value of residual/remanent

temperature drop Ai,(u), whAch contributes to the formation of barrier

ice as a result of the fact that the surface longer time is in the

heated state, i.e., the increase of temperature from one cycle to the

next is not the positive property of cyclic heater, as sometimes they

count. However, on the contrary, effective deicer must

provide jettisoning of ice from next section during the first cycle.

Therefore subsequently during the determination of the parameters of

cyclic deicer let us examine only one first cycle of its work.

Specific power, heating time and temperature drop in the cyclic

deicer.

t A

Theme three p4raue zs are tightly interlocked; therefore should

be examined togetber.

A i2.
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Solving expression (6.6) relative to the specific power (after

being restricted, as it is said above, by the first cycle), we have

q At 2L.Atn K,(6.8)

here . - thq heating time sad At.nd ) - the necessary temperature

drop of cyclic deicer, about which the speech will go below.

Page 172.

Value 0 - I -e-'"'", which can be named/called the function of the

relative (dimensionless) temperature of heating surface,

characterizes the speed of the baild-up/groutb (form of curve) of the

temperature of surface, ad ratio 1/0 is shows, in how often the

specific power during cyclic beating must be more than with constant.

In other words, this sense is the coefficient of heat efficiency or

the coefficient of an increase in the specific power of heater during

cyclic heating in comparison with permanent heating.

Pig.,6.3 gives dependence tVO on time at different rates of

heating. Prom graph it is evident that in proportion to the decrease

of tie, beginning with some values r, value F6 begim sharply to

grow/rise. Consequently, to assign the heating time it is less than

these, critical ones with respect to 1/0 values Tp it is

inexpedient, since this leads to sharp increase of the necessary

--. .- *.. , - -
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specific power. Valee T% lepeads also on the rate of the heating:

the higher the rate, that T.p it in less, as can be seen from the

same figure.

The time of heating 1% cycLic deicer must be assigned on the

basis of the permissible duration of a cycle, quantity of sections

ad available poweir..

24

0 2 to ' 1 12 1"v IS 18 29 Tcow

Fig. 6.3. Coefficient of the specific power and critical time of

cyclic heating of thin-walled constru.-tion/design.

Key: (1). s.
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Page 173.

For clarity the heating time is convenient to divide into two phases:

the first - time ri, necessary for the heating to surface from t, to

DOC; the second - time ra, requaired for slight melting of the small

layer of ice, whigh is contactd with surface. The thickness of this

layor .1. *pein on amounts of the external forces, which affect

ice, and the surface roughsess. Time v1 can be approximately

determined by the formula

(6. 9)

The toot-mean-square roughness of the lifting surfaces of subsonic

aircraft is within the limits of too-thee4 micros p-separate
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ifegalities reach the tenth of millimeter and moe. Therefore for

the noaotating surfaces it is possible to accept 8;" =&/er 0.2 m;

for the rotatinq parts is permitted considerably smaller value

(because of centrifugal force), for example, for helicopter rotors

8 Lt cam be accept in average/mean 0.1 me, for tailed and aircraft

screvw/propellers - order 0.03-0.05 as. Fig. 6.t gives dependeance va

on the specific power of heating element with different ones 6.

Thus, the total tine of heating

+ = t2. (6. i0)

Time rt is determined with prescribed/assigned q from the formula

v i, - ---L in K. ; , .I t

where At, (T) - the ainiaally necessary temperature drop in the dry

surface, which ensures under conditions of icing t,0.

If expression under logarithm proves to be negative, the this

means that during given power and construction/design of heater

necessary drop/jump At.(1j) cannot be achieved/reached during how

conveniently prolonged heating.
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6 IV

Fig. 6.4. Dependence of the time of slight mlting ice on the

specific power.

Key: (1). a. (2). kV/u'.

Page 174.

During calculations of cyclic deicer frequently is introduced

unjustified complication, actually connected vith the determination

of drop/loop indicatee ahswe At.(@A. therefore this value requires

more detailed examination.

It would seem that during the calculation of cyclic deicer it is

without fail necessary to take into consideration a layer of ice,

possessing. as is known, sufficiently good thermal insulation
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properties. However, in this case immediately arises question, what

thickness and thermophysical constants of ice should be been

assigned, since the form, the sizes/dimensious of ice built-up edges

and their physical properties are very divezse. Ia thlo cse it is

obvious that the condition for jettisoning of ice is heavier, the

less its thickness. However, with small thickness a temperature drop

in a layer of ice becomes insignificant (of which it is easy to be

convinced during calculation) and itself it is rapidly warned

thoroughly all over thickness following the surface. This leads to an

increase in the intensity of its evaporation (as a result of an

increase in difference e-e,, see chapter V), which in turn, slows

down the heating to surface, just as this occurs in the case of

heating moist surface.

In other words, the surface covered with ice is warned up least

of all, where the thickness of ice comes to naught. Specifically,

this zone of the descent of ice corresponds to the heaviest, design

conditions on surface. The location of this zone, naturally, changes

in dependence on the sizes/disensions of ice built-up edge. Since the

sizes/dimensions of ice under varied conditions of icing can be most

varied, then it is obvious that in totality this calculated zone must

encompass the entire surface from leading edge (or from the zone of

action of Othermal knifew), also, to the end/lead of the

preoscribed/assigned zoo* heating.
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Virtually this means that the calculation of the temperature of

surface during cyclic heating can be fulfilled according to the same

formulas, that also for a moist surface (see Section S.) is #*

without taking into account the thermal resistance of a layer of ice.

The validity of this assignment of external design conditions

for a cyclic deicer (being physically obvious) is confirmed by the

practice of numerous calculations of POS, repeatedly checked

experimentally. However, attempts at the account of a layer of ice,

besides the complication of calculations themselves, frequently lead

to the erroneous results, usually occupying the amount of the

specific power, as a result of which the required effectiveness at a

calculated temperature of air is not provided.

The total quantity of temperature drop for a cyclic deicer in

dry air for the complete time of heating Tn will he equal to

. , () = At. (TI) -4- At. (-). (6. 12)

where At.(T,) - supplementary temperature to value of which will have

tine to warm up the surface for tim vs.

Page 175.

r
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Prom the graph in Pig..6.4 it is evident, for example, that

for the majority of the cyclic deicers of the lifting surfaces, which

have specific power on the order of 15000-20000 U/mR, at the average

ape"l of the build-up/growth of the temperature-of 2-3 deg/s value

At. ?~t mwfut be located approximately/exemplarily within limits of

5-10oc.

During the calculation of cyclic deicer only value it s () is

determined unambiquously on the basis of the prescribed/assigned

calculated temperature of icing top,,,. From the remaining two

parameters - the specific power and heating time - one must be known,

then another can be determined. In connection with this it is

expedient to examine the following calculated cases.

1) The heating time is prescribed/assigned approximately.

Accepting it for time rt, according to formula (6.8) we determine by

q, then through the graph/curve of Fig. 6.4 we find ra(q), the total

heating tine will be equal to their sum T. = yvyt

This case can occur for a system with the automatically

adjustable cycle when to previously assiqn a precise value of time is

not required, or for-a system with the fixed/recorded cycle, if there

is a possibility within zome limits to change the speed of the action

of commutator.
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2) The beating tie is prespribed/assigned strictly (for

example, for a system with the fixed/recorded cycle)*. a this came at

first we determine the specific paver approximately, without the

account to power for slight melting of ice: q-rs(q), through we do

not f ind 4~,q, then we determine ?To T, and finally we

obtain the refined value qg(r1 ).

3) Is prescribed/assigned specific power q. According to formula

(6.111 we determine r., while on the graph/curve of Fig. 6.14 -a time

rz and, therefore, T,,- Va*zVa.W@ a system with the fixed/recorded

cycle obtained time Ts they usually round to the large side to

values, which can be provided with the aid of the available of

designer switchboards.

During the determination of time heating it is necessary to keep

in mind that the duration of entire cycle (determined by the product

of the time of heating and quaantity of sections of deicer) in the

prescribed/assigned range of the design conditions of icing must not

be more than permissible value nva < T*m Otherwise it is necessary

to decrease either a heating time or a quantity of sections (or and

that, etc.). On the other &&ad* es ought not the heating time to

establish/install larnT as has already been spoken, this will lead

... .. ...
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to irrational expenditure of energy.

Example 6.1. Calculate the temperature drops on the surface of

heating bundle for the t.;me of heating '9. 40 0 With the folloWing

data: q=15000 U/nz; *.6=,W'a (buiralemiu); k.,X,=120 V/(nedeg);

c1 ~c,O=.88e1O 3 J/(kgodeg); oei-70 kg/rn'; 62=63=O.5*10-3 a (pasted

W1-2 fiber glass fabric)i Jka=?k,=O.. V/(aodeg), c&=c3=1.26xl0 3

J/(kgodeg); ,bikf .
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Page 176.

Average heat-transfer coefficient we accept #.=300 V/m'edeg.

During the calculation of the coefficients of heat transfer we see

that by ratio 6/k for metallic layers it is possible to disregard

completely in comparison with other terms in the denominators of

expressions (6.2). Furthermore, when . to 20-25 W/sodeg with error

not more than 10o/o it is possible to disregard K. in comparison with

K.. This precision/accuracy of designing calculation is completely

sufficient, since physical constants themselves and other reference

data hardly can be previously known with larger precision/accuracy.

According to formula (6.5) we determine m - 0.0417 1/s and further

according to formula (6.6) we find it. (r-40) -i1s C. The results of

calculation At, in the function of time are given in the form of graph

in Fig. 6.5a. There is given the curve of the heating of the same

heater, but with 6j=2 mn and also for a comparison - curves,

obtained for these examjles on electric analog. Graph in Fig. 6.5b

shows that with the thickness of internal wall 6 as the

precision/accuracy of calculation according to formula (6.6) is

already clearly insufficient and more precise formula (6.21),

examined in the following section.
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a)

a 10 .0 3V o4 50 NT L-eto

Fig. 6.5. Carves of the heatlag to the surface:

a) with different thicknesses of the outer covering (6,=0.5 amn); b)

with the thickness of the lower covering by 64=6 asn (61=0.5 on).

Key: (1). calculation according to formula* (2). electric modeling.

(3.s.
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Page 177.

6.3. Calculation of the heaters of thick-walled and continuous

construct ions/de signs.

Solution of the system of equations of thermal conductivity.

For solving the task we will use somewhat simplified network, in

which instead of the separate skins (Pig. 6.6a) is examined seemingly

uniform layer with the equivaleat values of thermal constants.

identical for external and interior layers of the

insulation/isolation (see Fig. 6.6b).

The equivalent (conditional) values of indicated constant can be

calculated according to the following formulas:

a, - -(6,13a)
CQI

and

as. (6. 136)

where

ON +6H1 (6. 14 a)

(6. 146)

and C . 8.4CQ . sSCQt ce-" CQM6 lst I

(6. 15a)
-C Q.,.I.S +CQMA.,

(6. 15h

...... .. ... ........ . .
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X , X,1, X" A
U ' cup, coal, C

Fig. 6.6. Network of the beater of the thick-malled

con st ruct ion/design:

a) the diagram of the coustraction/design; b) equivalent diagram.

Key: (1) . Heating element.

Page 178.

The thickness of the layer 8,, ahich we conditionally "occupy" in

AA*
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metallic body, always it is possible to fit such that a1 =a2 . The

origin of coordinates we accept in the plane of the heating element

of Fig. 6.6b.

In the case of one-disensionaa task for the accepted by us

diagram we have a system of three equations:
d~~~~ At txr I .t (xIT)

.-o -
,\ .(vT) a ) \t , vT )

- - ' [(6. 16),A t,, (xlr) a , t ).

unde the following initial and boundary conditions:

I) t, (x. M) At. (.r. 0) \t, (X, 0) = 0,
x =0

2) XtV (0, t) - At, (0, t) 0,
3) - X aAt'(0. T) x2 At,(O, t) =q

x =61 (6. 17)
4) -2 \t,(01. T) _i_ A t 6 0

ox - t

5) At.. (6, T) -At, (6, .T) , .

Ox Ox

The solution of system 16.16) is expedleat to fulfill by the

method of the transform of Laplace [35]. introducing for this the

following image:

LIAt(x. r)l IT(x. p)I - At(x, T). (6. 18)

where p - operator of Laplace (i.e. L [At(x, v)3 it in the image of

function at(xv v)).

z________ a,
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Derivative of image a the coordiaate:

d(T(x.p)I _ - = .l' (A. 4). (6. 19)
ax

Page 179.

Vithout setting forth course of solution, let us give the

results of determining the temperature of external surface (i.e. with

x-6t) for some particular tasks. Relative to image the solution will

be equal

IT, ( 1p) (-- E)

I - h (-2E2) .(-2E -) (--2--,
pF

where are accepted the follosiag designations:

(EI)) exp(jexpi-- -x IY:

(2E)exp(2 -P If T ,1

(-(X)

X=-T!; x. h=I-

vAlu ~ beinug tUe ratio of the COeffiCleuta Of the

beatavellof insulation and metal, charactestieu the degree of the

diversity of their thermal pcoprtiea.

L -,,,-- -, _..... :_ .,,, . .... .. r • 1' ". .', ''--s . :'w.a - ' , ." ,' .':.. " .. ,,, - 6 ,',,, l~rill - .
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The simplest solutia is obtained fc the case of heating the

seai-restricted body whose thermophysical properties are close to the

properties of the thermal insulation layers of heater, i.e.

virtually, when heater is established/installed to thick-walled

nonmetallic body, since in this case the terns, which contain

exp(-2/ 6.), and also coefficient h will be equal to zero. AS a

result, passing to original [IJ], ge obtain for this case the

fte.d. Pale
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following solution of a relatively temperature drop in the surface:

At t -[erfc(4 - exp (X8, x a-0

XK tGf -T) (6.21)

Page 180.

This formula can be presented also into somewhat other form through

the fourier numbers Ponav/68& and siot Bigm.6&/&:

' ()- erfc (- ex p (B i B i"Foi)x

2 1'Fo

The figuring boe function *rfc(z)-1-erf(z)# where

erfz--~- di- probability in~tegJral (error function, for Gauss),

km that into soehtohe oej6 J: D (z) di le which is

connected with erf (z) vith the dependence

The tables of one or the other form of integral are given

usually in many manual. on mathematics (for example, [6]), and also

in specialized literature, in particular, in [51).

Expression (6.211 contains the uncertainty/indeterminancy of

form -e0 (with z-*-, ezoj-. rfc(z)--) * which easily is opened',

namely: the second term in brackets approaches 0 with r-+.

-W
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FOOTNOTE A. For example, according to l'Hopital's rule. BNDFOOTNOTE.

The solution for the semi-bounded metallic body is obtained

already such mors complicated - in the form of the infinite

converging series. Being limited, for example, in image by two

members of noties/row, we have ia original the following solution:

Sit :T) ¥- eric , - exp (x6, - xaT) X

eI [e( ,ILI,,, -2

.~p (1(', x26., a ) r e " .(6.22)

it is easy to note that the first amber of this expression is

preceding/previous solution (6.1) for nonmetallic

construction/design, whereas second with factor h - characterizes the

decrease of the temperature of surface due to the supplementary

leakage of heat in metal. In order to explain the legitimacy of the

obtained solutions conformably for one or the other practical task,

it is necessary the thickness of body to compare with the length of

thermal wave for the time interval in question.

Page 181.

The temperature of beating (in our case temperature drop

relative to the initial temperature) the uniform semi-restricted body

at a distance of a from heat sece is determined by the dependence

At(~)At..,exp (X J'I).(. 3

iTT 23)
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56 - - -- +- I

20,,2

_0____ F _

10 - -
CIS.

Fig. 6.1. DepOtdenae of tbe legtk of thezUal Wave (with vl10o/o) in

materials with different thermal diffusivity.

Key: (1) . ec/s. (2). s.

Page 182.

Siace the thermal mave does not have clearly expressed leading

.........
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edge, then its length can be determined only with some

prescribed/assigned precision/accuracy, i.e.
or I00

( a) = - In10 (6.24)

where N -Y T' - 100% - the required precision/accuracy.

If the thickness of the body of one order or more than

wavelength for the estimated time of heating, then body can be

considered semi-bounded and, therefore, the obtained solutions for it

are valid.

Fig. 6.7 shows the dependence of wavelength from N=10o/o in

materials with different coefficients of thermal diffusivity.

Taking into account that the time of cyclic heating does not

usually exceed 30-o40 it is rare 60 s, from graph it is possible to

see that in nonmetallic materials (which have coefficient a of order

0.310-6 mz/s) thermal wave for this time is propagated in all to

several millimeters. This means that solution (6.21) is applicable

for the calculation of heating virtually all nonmetallic

constructions/designs, moreover its precision/accuracy the higher,

the less the heating time.

Formula (6.22) gives the considerably understated temperature of

surface, which is explained by two reasons: first, for the exact

.. ........ ,
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solution are insufficient two members of the series/row whereas (with

a larger number of terms formula becomes very bulky); in the second

place, with the real for flight vehicles the warned vall thicknesses

their temperature as a result of rapid warm-up grows considerably

more rapid than this would take place with semi-restricted body.

Therefore, as show calculations, tor metallic wall thicknesses on the

order of 5-20 an it is possible in the first approximation, to also

use formula (6.21). For intermediate thicknesses it is possible to

tentatively take the average value of temperature, calculated by

formulas (6.6) and (6.21).

Internal heat flow.

For the evaluation of the heat losses inside construction/design

it is necessary to determine flow exitting from a heating layer

toward internal iauulatioa/isolatiom. This flow is equal to

---a -- (6. 25)

Temperature field t&(z, i.1 is detersmied by the method of

solution of system of equations (6.16) relative to interior layer of

insulation/isolation analogous with the preceding/previous case.

Page 183.

As a result, being limited by two members of series/row (after

- *
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unity), we have

L k .2 2exp (2xb1 ± xaz) erfc(~3L- IJ1
+ Aerkc(9-) *J* (6. 26)

The obtained dependoace has very peculiar curve in time (Fig.

6.8). At the first moment/torque. until the heat flux q, still

achieves surface, both flows were symmetrical and oqual to qz=qj=q2.

Further increase q2 is explained by the fact that in the beginning of

heating the quantity of heat, removod from suface.q. =zAt. small

(thus far in lov r.,therefore the large part of the heat is fixed

inside.

L
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- .[ii 
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Fig. 6.8. Curve of a change in the internal heat flow in the tine:

a) in the electrically heated glass; b) in heater,

established/installed to metal blade/vane.

Key: (1). s. (2). (glass cloth).

Page 18,.

in proportion to the heating to surface occurs the redistribution of

flows and value q9, in passing by through the maximum, subsequently

is decreased (theoretically to zero). Virtually due to the presence

~~~~ ~~.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ....... : . ; .: ., . ... _.. .':... , .'.':.
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of the end leakages of beat internal flow, of course, always remains

more than zero. But end losses begin noticeably to manifest itself

during more prolonged heating. Therefore during the calculation of

cyclic heating then in the fxrst approximation, it is possible not to

consider, with exception of points, close to the boundary of heating.

The task of heating surface taking into account the end leakages of

heat can be sufficiently simply solved with the aid of the electrical

simulation (see Section 6.5).

It is obvious that tae smallest value q2 occurs in the

nonmetallic construction/design (see Fig. 6.8a). In this case the

solution contains only one member after unity, since h=0.

It is interesting to focus attention on the fact that the

internal heat flux depends not only on the thickness of internal

isolation 62, but also from ratio 62/6, (see Fig. 6.8b). The value of

internal losses depends also on the ratio of the coefficients of

thermal diffusivity of external and interior layers, if they are made

from different materials, namely: q2 is inversely proportional -
' -.

Determination of the specific power and heating time.

During heating of thick-walled construction/design the specific

power also is determined on the basis of temperature drop At.(,) and

CN
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corresponding to it time of the first phase of heating r, (see the

preceding/previous section). Thus, for the nonmetallic

con mtructioa/deziga

erkl * exp) (0 + ,c'at ) erfc al-i

, , ( r , ( 6 . 2 7 )

where el - dimensionless function of the heating temperature, and

ratio 1/O - coefficient of aa increase in the specific power during

the cyclic heating of thick-wailed nonmetallic construction/design.

The graph/diagran of the dependence of this coefficient on

number Fo=ar/62 1 with different Bi=a61 X is represented in Fig. 6.9a.

As in the case of thin-walled construction/design, function has some

critical values of numbers ?a, lower than which curves 1/8 t sharply

grow upward. Fig. 6.9b gives the dependence of the critical time of

heating r,, on ratio 6&&/a with different values of number Bi.

Page 185.

As already mentioned above, tue first member of expression

(6.22) is nothing else but function 01. Designating value in the

brackets of the second term taroagh a&, in the case of metal

construction we have

---\.t , ~ , .I .i* .>..;.. ............... .A
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Of the given above expressions it is possible to see that the

rate of heating surface and, coasequently, also the beat availability

factor are located in oi the reverse/inverse dependence on the square

thickness of skin.

I/
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Fig. 6.9. CofficieUt Ot tk* SPOCt~iC Pou.Z &Sd critical time Of

heating thick-walled constructjion/4esigh.

Key: (1).o so
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Page 186.

Nzample of C.2. To calculate temperature drop relative to the

tempecature of tl.v. of0 the electrically hested glass; qin5000 3/rn';

6%40C 8; 6S-20e0 3 a** kv -0.15 i/med.;; a,,O.i~* mR/rn;

=10 s; V*-150 rn/B; a-120 M/amdeg.

Ue find ertc -'11~~0iezfc .988=1-erf 0.988.

For determining this value we will use table mla) from (6]: erf

0. 98M (D(0. "S -0u. 938,, thisefoce. erf c 0. S9in0. 162. Analogously we

fin ert: Xva; -0,063, *&ere-.- 160, tham, ex P(W + x2a- --2.117.

iTbue %t,, (v-10)=1.20C. Finally temperature drop relative to the

temperature of airf low will be eqa to At,=-t L08 0to -1.1 C.

The curve of heating (ltieto equilibrium temperature)

is given in Fig. 6.10a,
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~10

60 --

20 -

* rFig. 6.10. Nesting Of the ele"XCtz 117l heated 9laSs:

a) the curve of the heati~Aq~ to tke surface; b) temperature field

* according to the thickness of glass at different moment of time.

Key: (1). electrical simul~ation. (2). calculation accord ing to

formula. (3). s.

Page 187.

Example of 6.3. To calcugate At .) for the heater, examined in

i-w
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example 6.1, from that established/installed to thick duralumin wall.

According to formulas (6.13) and (b.14) we determine aa=0.48* mz/s

and X)=1.0 3/medeg.

In other respects the calculation is analogoes h

preceding/previous. The results of calculation \t,(T according to

j formula (6.21) are given in fig. 6.5b.

6.41. Account of the effect of thermal leakages, determination of the

parameters of "thermal knives".

Effect of thermal leakages.

The above-examined methods of calculation of heaters, as it was

stipulated, do not consider the leakages of heat beyond the limits of

heating surface. Vith the large width of heating element the value of

leakages on the average is actually/really small, but near boundary

of heating it becomes very essential. Therefore the less the width of

heating element, the stronger affects the effect of leakages heating

of an entire surface.

It is logical that ts thermal leakages depend also on the

construction/design of heater and thermal conductivity of its layers,

first of all - outer covering tripping). Therefore for different

,. .. . .__ _._,,, ,
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heaters the effect of leakages will be different.
U

As an example Fig. 6.11 snows the distribution of the

temperature of surface (in relative unity) taking into account the

leakage of heat for several versions of the outer covering of heating

bundle. For a comparison is saown the version without the outer

covering, in which the leakages occur only on the lower covering.

Curves are obtained on the electric analog whose diagram is shown in

Fig. 6. 14.

A&.* b
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Fig. 6.11. Temperature of surface taking into account the leakages of

heat along skin/sheathing.

Key: (1). Boundary of heating element.

Page 188.

For increasing the temperature of surface near the boundary of

the warmed zone it is necessary thermal leakages to compensate by the

appropriate increase of the specific power on certain width in the

boundary of heatinq element, moreover the width of this section' and

its specific power are interlocked, which in more detail shown below.

in the examination of "thermal knife*.

!
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FOOTNOTE 1. This section with the increased specific power on the

boundary of the cyclically effective heater sometimes is completely

erroneously also called *thermal knife". INDFOOTNOTE.

From the aforesaid it also follows that if according to the

calculation (see Section 5.$) tae distribution curve of the surfaces

of heat-flux density q, (S) it will have more or less sharp bend.

then in the presence of tke beat-conducting outer covering there is

no need to reproduce this bending for q(S) in heating element, and it

is possible to be restricted by the considerably rougher, stepped

distribution of the specific power. But if we accept the even

distribution of power as most simple, then its value must be

determined for the sectien of surface, located under severe

conditions heating; therefore heat on remaining surface will be

expended completely rationally.

Determination of the parameters of "thermal knives".

Thermal leakages are the decisive factor, which are determining

skin heating in the zone of Otheral knife" - in the limits of this

zone they are commensurated wit& external heat flux and even they can

considerably exceed it. Therefore the parameters of "thermal knife*

even in larger measure depend om the specific construction/design of

heater.
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General considerations are &eo such: specific poer q,.. of the

heating belt of "knife" and its width b,., are found in the definite

dependence - the less the width, the the the specific power must be

above, and vice versa. Furthermore, the less the width of belt, the

less sknife" consumes powers, is spite of increase of the specific

power. since Q,.. i q s .,, is decreased in proportion to decrease h. ,.

However, the amount of the specific power should not be

allowed/assumed very large, otherwise even small technological defect

with the cementing of heating bundle it can lead to its hot spot.

Usually the specific power of "knife" must not exceed 2.5-3 V/cm 2 . On

the other hand, to apply tAe width of belt is more than 30-40 mn also

inexpediently.

Page 189.

Fig. 6.12 gives the curves of the relative temperature of

surface in the zone of "thermal knife" depending on the width of belt

and thickness of skin/sheathing. As in the preceding/previous

example, curves are obtained on the electric analog (see example of

6.6).

S-. i~td' i~N. ~ ~tr~k~d !
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!t 7 f 0 V 20 30 1 mm

Fig. 6.12, Curves of relative tOSPOrature drops in the surface in the i

zone of *thermal knife":

a) depending on the thickness of skins/shosathings (with -T, 20 am);i

b) depending on the width of belt s,,(with 6tS0o5 82)•

Page 190.

6.5, Use/application of electrical simulation for the thermal design

of surface heaters.

..
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To electrical simulation is devoted sufficiently much literature

[12]. (21], [44], [57], [121j, £1J], [153], (155], etc.; therefore

here there is no need for stopping on the theory of this question and

the general methods of simulation. From known electric analogs for

our purposes most convenient and accessible are the grid models which

can be assembled usually from finished standard resistance and

capacities/capacitances. For sLmulation can be utilized also the

grids of the existing electro-integrators, as for instance, EL-12,

etc.

As is known, electrical simulation with the aid of such models

is based on the analogy of the equations, which describe, on one

hand, thermal processes in solid bodies and, with another, electrical

processes in the circuits, which contain resistance and

capacities/capacitances. The fundamental condition of analogy is the

equality of the criteria of similarity of the thermal and electrical

tasks: C_ RC,,n (
AA (6. 24)

where c. Q, A, I - respectively specific heat capacity, density, thermal

connctivity an4 determining size/dimension of each part of the

heated body;
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r - the preset time of the heating;

R, C,- resistance and capacity/capacitance of the electrical circuit;

T. - time of the course of the electrical process;

n - factor which in the majority of the cases can be accepted equal

to unity.

The preparation of model begins with the laying out of heating

bundle in the sections whose space is selected on the basis of the

required precision/accuracy of tue solution (precision/accuracy the

higher, the less the space), moreover it is desirable to select the

relation of space L toward the thickness of fundamental

skin/sheathing 61 not more than 10 (Fig. 6.13).

As the determining size/dimension depending on the specific

conditions of task can be selected any of the sizes/dimensions

(thickness of skin/sheathing or another layer, space of laying out,

etc.).

Calculation of the resistance of model.

Depending on that, such as size/dimension is undertaken that

i-
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being determining, there can be tate following cases:

1. As the determining size/dimension is accepted the thickness

of skin/sheathing 61 and the corresponding to it resistance is equal

to R1, then the resistance, vhcch correspond to remaining layers, is

determined from the relationskAips/ration:

R~j'-. Y'
6. 30)

1, 6,
R 3 R , x " a t

Page 191.

Each subsequent resistance can be computed also, on the basis of

preceding/previous:

2. As determining size/dimension is accepted space AL, then

corresponding to it resistance is equally
RWt. -- Rt (6 (1

3. If as determining size/diension is accepted space AL and to

it corresponds resistamco RLI, tk.a

Latter/last two formulas are valid it goes without saying and

for remaining layers.

Resistante R,, which corresponds to the thermal resistance of
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boundary layer (value, inversely proportional to beat-transfer

coefficient a), is determined through the resistance of the surface

layer; if the latter is equal to MA, them

xl

= Riz6~'(6. 33a)

and vice versa

R1 =R ('6.3.3&

Calculation of electrical capacitances.

The value of the determining electrical capacitance, which

corresponds to the heat capacity of a layer in question, is located

through the formula

I o ," TR (6.34)

where Fo---" - the fourier nmber. in reference to the determining

size/dimension of the layer in question:

R - resistance, which corresponds to the determining size/dimension;

- time of the electrical siaulation; it is selected on the basis

of the available reserve of electrical capacitors/condensers and

characteristics of measuring and registering apparatus. If the

recording equipment is low-inertia and moving rapidly, then time T,

can be little, therefore, will be required small amounts of

capacitance. Usually for modeLs , In question it is accepted within

the limits from tenths to several seconds.

,-,..
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Page 192.

Simulation of heat source.

Since the temperature of heating element in proportion to the

decrease of heat emission can grow/rise to high values, then also in

electric analog it is necessary to create tbla appropriate conditions.

For this in the circuit of current source it is necessary to

include/connect the supplementary of resistance R., of the largest

possible value. But since, on the other hand, it is limited to the

allowable voltage of feed/supply or to the sensitivity of measuring

equipment, then it should be accepted at least by an order more than

the sun of all resistance of model from the point of the connection

of source (afterward R...)to R, inclusively. Fot example, for the

diagram, shows in Fig. 6. t3 R., : 10 (RI - R-).

~4
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R,,L

Vatr

Fig. 6. 13. Schematic of beating beale and its electric analog.

Page 193.

If specific power q is permanent by the area of heating element,

them R.c, at all points mosat be equally. But if q is changed over

surface,. then maximum from these values, for example, 9j, should be

accepted for basis, and to it must correspond R ...,.obtained of the

condition indicated above, then at remaining points R.,j~ it Is equally

q1I

R"Cr~~, R~?I - (.3
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methods of simplification in the models.

In many instances it manages without the considerable decrease

of the precision/accuracy of the solution to considerably simplify

the schematic of electric analogs, which is very convenient for their

practical use. Let us examine several examples.

To account for thermal leakages along skin/sheathing the

unheated part of it also must be simulated. However, since the length

of unheated part is sufficiently great (up to tail piece of the

profile/airfoil), for its simulation is necessary a very large number

of elements/cells of model. However, it proves to be that there is no

need in a large number of such elements/cells which let us name/call

cells (Fig. 6.1). since beglanng with certain number of cells

further elongation of diagram virtually does not increase the

precision/accuracy of the solution. The quantity of cells, which must

be taken for obtaining the prescribed/assigned precision/accuracy of

simulation, depends on the relationship/ratio of resistance RL and

R, (Fig. 6.15). From Fig. 6.15 and 6.16 it is evident that with an

Increase in the quantitj of cells more than 5-8 resistasce Rx with an

accuracy to several percentages (in this case of approxisately So/o)

remain constant/invariable.
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moreover. if the temperature distribution On unheated part is

not examined, but it is required to only consider its effect, then

all cells, beginniag with point K, it is possible to replace with one

equivalent resistance R,. (seAe Fig. 6. 14). The value of this

resistance can be calculated according to the usual formulas of

electrical engineering for series-parallel circuits or determined

preliminarily experimentally on the model being investigated.

For an example following table gives R,. for several values R.

and R,. in anyone.

Table 6.1.

Ra 5 12U 10 10110w 5
RIL I 10 20 I 2
Ri 27,8 5.2 16,3 27.2 2,8 2.7 2.6

'0:
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R. R, R, R. R. R"
c~. K

RJ RSL RAL %RL

a)

1-s

Fig. 6.14. Simeiatiou of Alciage area of beating element:

a) schematic of electric analog of fringe area; b) simplified (it is

equivalent) diagram.

Key: (1)., Heater. (2). Unheated skin/sheathing.
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Pig. 6.15. nisibm quastitl of 0eqsivalonts cells of model depending

on relationship/ratio of their resistance.

Page 195.

During the calculation of capacities/capacitances for the

unheated part of the skin/sheatking as the determining size/dimension

should be taken AL as& respectIvell resistance R , then

ar RL 6)

The corresponding equivalent capacity/capacitance is determined from

the condition

where a - a number of cells, necessary for simelation of unheated

skin/sheathing (see Fig. 6.15);

R supplementary resistance in the circuit of capacitor/condenser.

IL.'* - .
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values C.. acd R. cam be selected any in the limits of the

condition

C;hRRC =const.

Usually thermal resistance and, consequently, also corresponding

to it resistance R t of electric analog is sore than to two systems

lover than resistance of iasulating layer R&. Therefore in the

majority of the cases it can be disregarded/neglected or. at the

worst, it is simple to add it to 22. However, the heat capacity of

skin/sheathing it is not possible to disregard/neglect, and it is

possible only corresponding to it electrical capacitance C, to add to

capacity/capacitance C2. It is analogous for remaining layers.
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Page 196.T

Further, with the more or less symmetrical conditions of heat

emission on both sides trom the middle of heater (usually passing

approximately/exemplaril on leading edge) it is possible to simulate

only the half of the width ot heater element/cell. in this case the

diagram from the side ot the rejected/throva half remains extended.

Bringing the results of simulation to the conditions of thermal task.

Determination of temperatures, The temperature of the surface

(or temperature drop) of heatinag element is determined on the basis

WNW-
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of the following considerations. As is known, temperature drop on

surface for the one-dimensional stationary heat flux (when the

leakages of heat along skin/sheathing are absent) at each point of

surface is equal to

At. =0)-

Voltages at the points of model, which correspond to the surface

of heater, are determined fron the relationship/ratio
L-, r +-) (6. 38)

(or directly are measured on model when R.IL

Relative voltages at the arbitrary moment of the transient

process
T. (r-" ), (6,39)

where U (r)- measured stress level.

Prom the condition of the similarity of the electrical and

siaulatable thermal process ue obtain the unknown value of the

temperature at the point of surface in question at any moment of the

time

The temperature of remaining layers is determined analogously.

During determination the temperatures of unheated skin/sheathing

value At (yio) and corresponding to it voltage U, (Tao) are

i!
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determined for the latter/last point of heating element, which

adjoins directly the unheated part of the skin/sheathing, further

temperature is determined from formula (6.40).

Page 197.

Determination of heat fluxes. To heat fluxes correspond in

electric analog electric currents. To the total quantity of heat Q ,

isolated by heating element, corresponds total curreat 1,, cosumed by

model. Heat fluxes in separate structural parts Q are determined

from the relation
Q = Q,.( 41)

where , - a circuital current of that section of model which

corresponds to the part of nature jxn question.

Example of 6.1. To calculate electric analog and to determine

the necessary specific power of the "thermal knife",

established/iastalled oa aaaejt wing in the heating bundle, examined

in example of 6. 1, b.. -20 one topic., -300 C. As design conditions (as

this follows from Section 5*.I me accept H=1000 , TO=150 In/s. For

determining the heat-transfer coefficient we will use graph in Fig.

5.2, from which we obtain the value of heat-transfer coefficient on

leading edge e=200 W/mledeg. Ne accept; AL&-10, 6*-S an, RIL. -4

kiloohs. We determine according to formula (6.32) ls=80 ohs,

............. ...
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according to formula (6.30) Rt,=16 kiloohm, 83=16 kiloohm, R,=40 ohms,
-hy

RL. =4 kilookm, accoliag to foragla (6.33a) R, -64 kiloohm,

Rac - 10 (R. + R, + RJ- 0 kiLoko, Obtained om this m del curves of

relative temperature drops in the surface are shown in Fig. 6.12a.

The required amount of the specific power of "knife" we determine

from relationship/ratio q,.. = q., where q,, -a(0-t*1 ) X=6000 w/as ye

determine according to formula (5.37), : --0 C and H=1000 m.

Cosejuently, for an example in question in accordance with Fig.

6.12 q. -12500 V/m.

Example of 6.5. To determine the specific power of the "thermal

knife", analogous preceding/previous, but established/installed on

delta wing at top,,, -30o C and -200 C. Heat-transfer coefficient is

determine( om graph/cUrve in fig. 5.3, moreover in this case one

should consider that the zone of the increased value a is

sufficiently narrow; therefore into calculation should be taken the

average value of coefficient in the carrying which is equal order 600

W/(m'odeg). Consequently, with to=-300 C the specific power of the

'kaife in Tgustiomm mit be equal to about 31000 3/aR. With the width

of belt &.. w30 as qT. it can be reduced to 25000 U/in2 . Curves Sit, in

this case differ somvobat from preceding/previous see Fig. 6.12b). At

Iow. -*mfOO q,* sat be about 19500 9/m8 With b,.. -20 mm and about 16000

U/m0 with br..-30 mm, Logically (as it follows from Fig. 6.12), with

__ _ _ _ i .

= .
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an increase in the thickness of aki/sheathing value At is decreased

and, therefore, required value qr.H grows/rises. Comparing the results

of the examined two examples, it is easy to explain, for example,

then the fact that "thexial knife" of the stabilizer of An-lO, which

has b,., -13 as and qr.s =1,4 8/cma [5d], has approximately/exemplarily

the same effectivemess of action as the "thermal knife" of the

aircraft of Tu-114, uhich has b.R -20 mm and q,.. -1.8 5/cm2 .

Example of 6.6. To calculate electric analog for the

electrically heated glass. examined in example of 6.2. Negligible by

heat flow along glass (i.e. we are limited to one-dimensional task).

we accept: for determining size/dinension 6&=4o10-3 a, for the

determining time r=180 s, ,r.sJ a, R=16 kiloohn, a=120 V/(mzodeg).

According to formulas (6.,O and (6.331 we find R&=80 kLloohs, R, -26
kiloohn. according to formula (6.34) CA (4.10-4 )2 3 -42*1O- f-42

O.104 1-id' *16 _ 1'9

IF. ihk respect Cu. -210 * jp. Ajdditional resistance in the circuit

of sOurCe R. -400 kilookI. for obtaining the temperature field by

the thickness of glass (and also for increasing the

precision/accuracy of the solution) we divide/mark off 61 into

several layers, for example. 6& to 4 layers by 1 we 61-461d.

Respectively &t|tw C1 ,, 4SICM,; ma me divide/mark off into 10 layers

by 2 on. The obtaied as a result of simulation temperature field in

glass is shown in Fig. 6.10b.


